
Then, in Chapter 3, I presented clinker, a pipeline for the alignment of multiple BGCs, and

a companion library, clustermap.js, which generates highly interactive visualisations of the

resulting BGC alignment (Gilchrist & Chooi, 2021). This represented a significant ease-of-use

upgrade to previous similar tools, which required fiddly local set-up and generated inflexible

static images. In Chapter 4, I presented synthaser, a tool for the annotation and classification

of fungal megasynth(et)ases using remote sequence databases, improving upon other tools

which produce either inaccurate or more general annotations. In Chapter 5, I presented the

comprehensive genomic and chemotaxonomic analysis of Aspergillus burnettii (Gilchrist et al.,

2020), in which I heavily utilised all of the above tools, showing how they form a cohesive suite

for the analysis of fungal genomes. Finally, Chapter 6 presents a collection of small, bespoke

bioinformatics pipelines developed as part of other research projects in our group. Some of these

pipelines are applicable beyond the specific scope of these projects.

Taken together, the work presented here demonstrates that i) fungal genome mining is not a

solved problem, and the continuing expansion of available genome sequence and corresponding

metadata over time has brought on new problems which require novel bioinformatics solutions

that build and improve upon our existing tools, and ii) the development of tailored bioinformatics

applications can greatly facilitate the mining of fungal genomes for novel SMs.

7.1.1 Genome mining problems require new bioinformatics solutions

Natural products have been used medicinally throughout all of human history, with ancient

records detailing recipes using plants and plant-derived formulations to treat a wide variety

of ailments (Ji et al., 2009; Dias et al., 2012). However, it was not until the isolation of

morphine from opium in the early 19th century that a natural product was first isolated and

commercialised as a drug. In the next century, the discovery of penicillin by Alexander Fleming,

as well as pioneering work by the group of Waksman et al. (1946) regarding antibiotics produced

by the Actinomycetes, ushered in the golden age of antibiotic drug discovery, leading to the

discovery of many natural products which are still of clinical relevance today (Bennett & Chung,

2001; Katz & Baltz, 2016). Pharmaceutical companies developed natural products discovery

programs, in which organisms were screened for desirable bioactivities and then any relevant

compounds were isolated and characterised (F. Li et al., 2019). By the 1990s, however, many
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companies had either scaled down or abandoned these efforts due to their low throughput,

cost and the continual rediscovery of known compounds, instead favouring high-throughput

screening of combinatorial chemical libraries (Baltz, 2019). Regardless, the number of identified

compounds developed into drugs during this period were only a fraction of those from the golden

age (Swinney & Anthony, 2011).

Fast forward to the present day, and the proliferation of next-generation sequencing (NGS)

technologies has fundamentally changed the way in which natural products research is undertaken.

The sequencing and analysis of fungal genomes revealed that they possess substantially more

biosynthetic diversity than previously anticipated. Though it was already known that the

genes encoding metabolic pathways in fungi were clustered, the sequencing of fungal genomes

revealed the sheer number of ‘silent’ gene clusters, which remain unexpressed under standard

fermentation conditions, encoded within them; far more than is necessary to produce actively

expressed compounds in the organism (Keller & Hohn, 1997; Keller et al., 2005). Mining of the

clusters within microbial genomes (i.e. genome mining) has since emerged as a fruitful strategy

for uncovering novel compounds or bioactivities (Brakhage et al., 2008; Zerikly & Challis, 2009;

Rutledge & Challis, 2015; Gilchrist et al., 2018). This has, in turn, led to a renewed interest in

natural products as a source for drug discovery (Harvey et al., 2015; Shen, 2015; Baltz, 2017).

However, while such technological advancements have allowed for massive leaps in our collective

knowledge, they have also come with a myriad of new computational problems for us to

solve. Indeed, the history of bioinformatics as a field is full of examples of new tools being

developed in response to the new capabilities of the time (Gauthier et al., 2019). The boom of

genome sequencing, in particular, has rendered many existing computational tools functionally

deprecated, as they were never designed to handle the massive datasets of today. At the same

time, tools must remain accessible to wet lab biologists and chemists who have now, perhaps

unwittingly, found themselves in a big data field. Moreover, no one tool can precisely match

every possible need. Thus we will always be able to identify areas in which new solutions could

be developed, and a diversity of tools better enables us to answer a variety of research questions.

This can be observed in the bioinformatics landscape of genome mining, which I outline in

Section 1.1.3 of this thesis, and has been reviewed more recently by Medema et al. (2021).

For instance, our ability to detect gene clusters began with a single proprietary tool (the
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DECIPHER® database from Ecopia Biosciences Inc., Farnet & Zazopoulos, 2005), which

was then replaced by full-blown open source pipelines for whole-genome annotation such as

antiSMASH (Medema et al., 2011; Blin et al., 2013; Weber et al., 2015; Blin et al., 2017; Blin,

Shaw, Steinke, et al., 2019; Blin, Shaw, Kloosterman, et al., 2021) and PRISM (Skinnider et al.,

2015; Skinnider et al., 2017; Skinnider et al., 2020). We can now even identify families of gene

clusters (GCF) across many genomes using tools such as BiG-SCAPE (Navarro-Muñoz et al.,

2020) or BiG-SLICE (Kautsar, van der Hooft, et al., 2021). A similar pattern is observed in

databases, going from databases storing information about single biosynthetic enzymes, to gene

clusters in MIBiG (Kautsar et al., 2019) or antiSMASH-DB (Blin, Shaw, Kautsar, et al., 2021),

to most recently, GCFs in BiG-FAM (Kautsar, Blin, Shaw, Weber, et al., 2021). Availability of

other types of data has driven unification efforts such as the Paired Omics Data Platform, which

seeks to link metabolomics and genomic data to better understand the associations between

genes and metabolites (Schorn et al., 2021; van der Hooft et al., 2020). Moreover, a diverse array

of genome mining tools have been built around an equally diverse set of research hypotheses

(Ziemert et al., 2016). For instance, targeting resistance genes using the ARTS pipeline (Alanjary

et al., 2017; Mungan et al., 2020), regulator binding sites using CASSIS (Wolf et al., 2016), or

repurposed primary metabolism enzyme families with the EvoMining pipeline (Sélem-Mojica

et al., 2019).

Such is also the case in our group, where we frequently perform targeted genome mining in

order to connect isolated compounds to their biosynthetic origins. I briefly outlined our typical

workflow in Section 1.1.4, and it is more extensively described by Cacho et al. (2015). We

routinely use several of the above bioinformatics tools and resources for prediction of BGCs,

but noticed that several aspects of this work, that could be done programmatically, were still

being performed manually. In Chapter 2, I presented cblaster, a tool for identifying homologous

BGCs in remote sequence databases. This was prompted by the inability of existing tools, such

as MultiGeneBlast (Medema et al., 2013) or clusterTools (Lorenzo de los Santos & Challis,

2019), to search against online sequence collections, an increasingly unrealistic constraint given

the rate of growth of available genome data. We would instead have to resort to manually

cross-referencing the results of several online BLAST searches, and navigating several layers of

interlinked databases to find colocalised hits. cblaster also provides a host of other features,
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including absence/presence output, visualisations, local sequence and HMM searches, and more,

representing a significant upgrade to these tools.

After identifying BGCs using cblaster, we would then carry out more comprehensive comparative

analysis. This typically involves a lengthy process of extracting proteins from BGC files, aligning

them separately, tabulating the results and then drawing the BGCs manually in software

like Microsoft PowerPoint. There are plenty of tools for visualising genomic context, such

as databases allowing comparison of genomic context such as IMG/M (Chen et al., 2021),

search tools which visualise neighbourhoods around a single sequence such as FlaGs (Saha

et al., 2021), and others which incorporate more comprehensive functional annotation such as

GCSnap (Pereira, 2021). Tools for direct comparison of genomic regions, like EasyFig (Sullivan

et al., 2011) or the Artemis Comparison Tool (Carver et al., 2005), require users to create

BGC comparison files externally, only align nucleotide or 6-frame translations (not annotated

protein sequences), and generate inflexible static images. This inspired me to develop clinker

and clustermap.js, which is presented in Chapter 3.

In Chapter 4, I then presented synthaser, a tool for the automatic annotation and classification

of the domain architectures of fungal megasynth(et)ases. The domain architecture controls the

structural scaffold that is generated by the synthase, and is thus a key part of analysing PKS

and NRPS BGCs. However, existing options, like the prediction in antiSMASH (Blin, Shaw,

Kloosterman, et al., 2021) often give inaccurate predictions. Thus, we generally analyse sequences

with domain annotation tools such as CD-Search (M. Yang et al., 2020), and characterise the

domain architecture and classification manually. With synthaser, this process can now be done

entirely automatically.

Finally, various other aspects tangential to our genome mining work inspired the development

of other bespoke bioinformatics pipelines, presented in Chapter 6. This included the analysis of

the genomic architecture of the oat pathogen, Cochliobolus victoriae, to check if it resembled a

‘two-speed’ genome in Section 6.1 (as part of Kessler et al., 2020); assessing the applicability of

CRISPRa systems in filamentous fungi through the prevalence of protospacer-adjacent motifs

in Section 6.2 (as part of Roux et al., 2020); creating a database-based pipeline for generating

phylogenies of fungal species from multiple loci in Section 6.3 (resulting in several contributions

to Crous et al., 2020); and developing a pipeline for predicting BGCs encoding RiPP compounds
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in fungal genomes in Section 6.4.

While the field of genome mining is rich with bioinformatics tools for various purposes, we

still encounter many situations in which no existing solution does exactly what we need them

to do. Thus we will likely always require new bioinformatics tools, which build and improve

upon our existing toolset. This thesis presents several valuable bioinformatic additions to the

natural products research community, which taken together, greatly facilitate the mining of

fungal genomes for SM diversity.

7.1.2 Tailored bioinformatics applications greatly facilitate fungal

genome mining for secondary metabolites and beyond

Through an ongoing chemotaxonomic exploration of Australian Aspergilli, our collaborators at

MST and Macquarie University have been able to uncover many novel SMs, for which we have

been tracing back to their genomic origins. Each tool presented in this thesis was designed to

address problems that we typically encounter through the course of this work. As such, they

have played a key role in many of the work published by our group in the past few years.

In Chapter 5, I demonstrated how the tools presented in this thesis could be combined to

form a cohesive suite through the analysis of the Aspergillus burnettii genome (Gilchrist et al.,

2020). In this work, a series of novel and known metabolites were isolated from A. burnettii

grown on a variety of media. This included metabolites with known biosynthetic pathways,

such as ochratoxin A (Gallo et al., 2014) and paspaline (Saikia et al., 2006), metabolites with

unknown pathways such as hirsutide (Lang et al., 2005), and completely novel metabolites, such

as burnettiene A or the burnettramic acids. The BGCs in the A. burnettii genome were first

identified using antiSMASH. Then, synthaser was used to more precisely annotate and classify

the megasynth(et)ases found within PKS and NRPS BGCs, giving a broader overview of the

diversity of megasynth(et)ases in the genome. This was particularly useful when speculating

about the biosynthesis of hirsutide, an N-methylated cyclic tetrapeptide that we hypothesized

would be produced by an tetra-modular NRPS. Using cblaster, we could readily identify all

BGCs encoding SMs with known pathways by searching the relevant BGCs (deposited on

MIBiG) against the A. burnettii genome. Finally, the overall similarity between each BGC
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Figure 7.1: BGCs encoding the biosynthesis of metabolites isolated from A. burnettii. Figure
taken from Gilchrist et al. (2020).

family was easily visualised using clinker and clustermap.js.

Over the course of my PhD I have had many opportunities to collaborate with other members of

our lab on various genome mining projects. This has resulted in several publications, in which I

contributed bioinformatics analysis to identify the BGCs involved in the biosynthesis of SMs.

Like in Gilchrist et al. (2020), I succesfully implemented the tools presented in this thesis.

Prior to our report of its genome, we had previously published the biosynthetic pathway of a

novel family of bolaamphiphilic pyrrolizidinedione compounds isolated from A. burnettii, the

burnettramic acids (H. Li et al., 2019, Appendix A.5). These consist of a pyrrolizidinedione unit

linked to β-D-mannose via a 26-carbon chain. We hypothesized that the biosynthetic pathway

would thus involve a hybrid PKS-NRPS as well as a glycosyltransferase tailoring enzyme.

PKS-NRPS BGCs were identified using antiSMASH, but none contained a glycosyltransferase.

However, one BGC was located on a contig edge, suggesting that it could potentially be split

over multiple contigs due to a fragmented genome assembly. Using cblaster, I was able to

identify full, homologous BGCs in A. versicolor and A. alliaceus, confirming this hypothesis.
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A local search against the A. burnettii genome for these BGCs enabled us to reconstruct the

full BGC of the burnettramic acids, which was ultimately split over 3 separate contigs. Thus,

cblaster was instrumental in recovering the biosynthetic pathway of these compounds.

In Lacey et al. (2019), we reported the nanangenines, a family of drimane sesquiterpenoid

compounds isolated from a novel Australian fungus, Aspergillus nanangensis (Appendix A.6).

We hypothesized that their biosynthesis would involve the action of a class II terpene synthase,

similar to AstC, the terpene synthase involved in the biosynthesis of the astellolides in A. oryzae

(Shinohara et al., 2016), as well as a HR-PKS to provide the acyl side chains present in some of

the nanangenines. A review of the literature revealed that known drimane sesquiterpenoids have

been isolated mainly from species in subgenus Nidulantes section Usti, whereas A. nanangensis

is in subgenus Circumdati section Jani, alongside e.g. A. janus and A. brevijanus. Thus, we

were looking for a terpene-PKS BGC in A. nanangensis conserved across those in section Usti.

antiSMASH and synthaser were used in conjunction to quickly identify HR-PKS BGCs, which

were then searched against the NCBI database using cblaster. We were able to identify one BGC,

containing a terpene synthase and HR-PKS, conserved across several Usti species, including A.

ustus, A. calidoustus, A. insuetus and A. pseudodeflectus. The overall conservation of the BGC

was further confirmed and visualised using clinker, ultimately leading us to propose it as the

putative BGC for the nanangenines.

We later reported another family of compounds isolated from A. nanangensis, the benzazepine

alkaloid nanangelenins (H. Li et al., 2020, Appendix A.4). Retrobiosynthetic analysis suggested

that corresponding BGC would contain an indoleamine-2,3-dioxygenase (IDO), which would

generate L-Kynurenine to be loaded by a bimodular NRPS, such as the NRPS involved in

production of acetylaszonalenin in Neosartorya fischeri, AnaPS (Yin et al., 2009). We also

hypothesized that the BGC would contain an acetyltransferase and a methyltransferase. In a

similar fashion to the nanangenines, a combination of antiSMASH and cblaster was used to

identify a candidate BGC, nan, containing all of the above elements. We also used cblaster to

uncover a series of BGCs containing bimodular NRPS and IDO genes in several other Aspergilli.

The nan BGC was then experimentally validated through heterologous expression in A. nidulans.

In another example, we reported a novel family of phenylpropanoid piperazine compounds, the

hancockiamides (H. Li et al., 2021, Appendix A.8), from the Australian fungus A. hancockii, the
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genome of which we had reported previously (Pitt et al., 2017). Other fungal piperazine-type

dipeptides had previously been shown to be biosynthesized by a combination of monomodular

NRPS and a NmrA-like reductase, such as HqIA and HqIB involved in the biosynthesis of

herquline A (Yu et al., 2016). As above, we were able to identify a candidate BGC, hkm,

containing the monomodular NRPS (Hkm10) close to an NmrA-like reductase (Hkm9) and

several other tailoring enzymes, which was then experimentally validated via heterologous

expression. We also used cblaster to uncover homologous BGCs in several other fungal species,

suggesting that previously reported fungal phenylpropanoids, such as the nigerazines (Iwamoto

et al., 1983; Iwamoto et al., 1985) and helvamide (Fukuda et al., 2019), may be produced by a

similar BGC.

I also made several other bioinformatics contributions to several other projects, which are

detailed in Chapter 6. The pipelines for analysis of CRISPR PAM sites in Section 6.2, or the

‘two-speed’ genome analysis from Section 6.1, for example, can be reused on other genomes.

The fungiphy tool, detailed in Section 6.3, enables rapid generation of taxonomy-guided fungal

phylogenies from multiple loci, and was used in several species descriptions that we contributed

to the Fungal Planet description sheets in Persoonia (Crous et al., 2020), as well as in the

analysis of A. burnettii (Gilchrist et al., 2020). The fRiPPa pipeline, detailed in Section 6.4,

facilitated the identification of several RiPP BGCs in the A. burnettii genome, two of which

have been experimentally linked to RiPP compounds. All of these tools have been made publicly

available, and can be applied to the analysis of any fungal genome to facilitate genome mining

research.

7.1.3 Tool adoption

A pleasantly unexpected outcome from developing the tools presented in this thesis has been

their adoption in the broader microbial research community (Figure 7.2). For example, while

the most common use of clinker and clustermap.js has been analysing natural product BGCs

(Shang et al., 2021; Dreher et al., 2021; Francoeur et al., 2021; Larsen et al., 2021; Davis

et al., 2021; Onyeziri et al., 2021; Franco et al., 2021; Williams et al., 2021), we have observed

usage for a diverse range of research topics, including analysis of phage genomes (Forcone

et al., 2021; Rousset et al., 2021), a horizontal transfer event in the mitochondrial genome
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Translated user guide by a Japanese researcher in a blog 

Figure 7.2: Feedback from users of the tools presented in this thesis.

of a protist (Milner et al., 2021), mobile genetic elements in a beneficial bacterium from the

human microbiome (Ramos et al., 2021), divergence of gene function in plant homeobox genes

(Hendelman et al., 2021), comparison of bacterial strains in infant gut microbiomes (Lou et al.,

2021), deletions in bacterial isolates causing infective carditis (Royer et al., 2021), and an

integrative and conjugative element (ICE) containing a CRISPR-Cas9 system (Van Vliet et al.,

2021). Similarly, while cblaster has been used extensively in the genome mining work of our

group and others (H. Li et al., 2019; H. Li et al., 2020; Lacey et al., 2019; H. Li et al., 2021; Jung

et al., 2021; Booth et al., 2021; Morshed et al., 2021; Williams et al., 2021), we have also seen

it used for uncovering ICEs, operons and more (personal communications). I can also foresee

much broader applications for synthaser in the future given the extensibility of its rule system.

Taken together, these works ultimately demonstrate how the tools presented in this thesis can

be used in a diverse array of research applications.
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7.2 Future outlook

While I have been able to develop many bioinformatics applications over the course of my PhD,

there remains many features that I wish to implement in order to extend their usefulness to

fungal genome mining.

7.2.1 cblaster

Several improvements have been planned for cblaster going forward. One of the key improvements

that I wish to implement is making the parameters used during the searching and clustering

stages more granular. This would include per-query scoring thresholds, which would facilitate

searches with multiple proteins known to be conserved at differing levels across species. For

instance, terpene synthases in bacteria typically share low levels of sequence similarity (Yamada

et al., 2015), but a terpene BGC may include other enzymes which are conserved to a higher

degree. Allowing for per-query thresholds would therefore allow users to account for this

situation. A granularity improvement for local HMM searches would be to allow users to specify

that a given query profile must be found in the same gene. This would enable searches where

we can target, for example, hybrid PKS-NRPS BGCs, by searching for KS and A or C domains

within a single sequence (i.e. the PKS-NRPS itself).

The current implementation of the visualisation produced by cblaster, although adequate for

fungal genome mining, does not scale particularly well to larger result datasets, such as those

generated when searching bacterial genomes. While this can be accounted for to some extent by

increasing the stringency of scoring and clustering thresholds, the resulting visualisation can

give a sluggish, poor user experience. In the future, a more performant, paginated, HTML-

based implementation should be pursued. This may resemble the output from tools such as

MultiGeneBlast, or web databases like BiG-FAM (Kautsar, Blin, Shaw, Weber, et al., 2021),

wherein results are shown in a table with embedded visual elements. Such a platform would

also enable us to add options for dynamic filtering of search results. For example, the ability

to filter by taxonomy would prevent cases in which heavily sampled taxa, such as pathogenic

bacteria, monopolize the output, causing slowdowns and obscuring results from less sampled

taxa. Other options could include requiring hits to specific queries, filtering by hit score, and so
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on. This would greatly improve upon the usability of the output, particularly when analysing

more ubiquitous BGCs.

Through our collaboration with Dr. Marnix Medema and his group at Wageningen University

in the Netherlands, we have already been able to extend cblaster with profile HMM searches

as well as integration with clinker and clustermap.js. However, perhaps the biggest extension

to cblaster as part of this collaboration is the addition of a web portal, enabling users can

use cblaster without needing to install it on their own computer. This is currently being

built in the form of the CompArative GEne Cluster Analysis Toolbox (CAGECAT, https:

//www.bioinformatics.nl/cagecat/), which unifies several of the common genome mining tools in

a central web environment. CAGECAT enables, for example, clusters from cblaster search results

to be directly used as inputs for clinker and clustermap.js, or other tools such as CORASON

and BiG-SCAPE (Navarro-Muñoz et al., 2020). The development of user-friendly, web-based

services such as CAGECAT makes these tools significantly more accessible to a wider range of

researchers, and should be a continuing focus going into the future.

7.2.2 clinker

Thanks to the widespread adoption of clinker and clustermap.js, we have had a number of

suggestions for improving their usability and functionality, many of which come from outside

of the microbial natural products area. A common request has been the ability to view a

hierarchical clustering dendrogram, generated when determining the optimal display order of

clusters, or to load phylogenetic trees. This functionality is a part of other tools and libraries

such as genoPlotR (Guy et al., 2010), GCSnap (Pereira, 2021) or Gcluster (X. Li et al., 2020),

and allows for BGC variability to be correlated to the broader taxonomic relationships of the

corresponding organisms. This would be particularly useful, given clinker has found usage in

evolutionary analysis outside of natural products.

The handling of clinker with circular genomes could also be improved. While not designed for the

analysis of large bacterial chromosomes, for instance, we have observed uptake of clinker for the

analysis of smaller, circular phage genomes and plasmids where this is the case. Currently, the

responsibility is on the user to ‘break’ and rearrange their sequence files prior to analysing them

with clinker. This could readily be implemented directly within the clustermap.js visualisation,
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whereby a user could click a point within a sequence, and have all of the genes be automatically

reoriented around that point.

Another suggestion has been the ability to visualise more than just genes or coding regions found

within the input sequence files. For instance, researchers frequently want to show miscellaneous

sequence features, such as active sites or functional domains, in their figures. Currently, these

must be added manually after clinker and clustermap.js have generated a base figure. The

granularity of controls within the visualisation could also be extended, such that plotting options

can be adjusted at a per-gene, per-locus or per-cluster setting. This would also vastly improve

the ability to change gene labels and colours, and so on, which are currently restricted to global

settings.

The main drawback when analysing larger files with clinker is the prohibitively lengthy alignment

process. Currently, cblaster uses the pairwise alignment functionality of the BioPython library

(Cock et al., 2009) to align protein sequences extracted from input sequence files. This is

beneficial in that it removes the necessity for external dependencies; a user can download

clinker, and immediately begin aligning and visualising their files. Additionally, parallelisation

was recently added to clinker, allowing alignments to be constructed concurrently, greatly

increasing the speed of this process. However, alignments could be constructed much more

rapidly using large scale sequence comparison tools such as MMSeqs2 (Steinegger & Söding,

2017) or DIAMOND (Buchfink et al., 2021). To enable larger scale analysis using clinker and

clustermap.js, perhaps analysis modes which use these external tools could be implemented.

Alternatively, another option may be to allow users to provide externally generated comparison

files, like in EasyFig (Sullivan et al., 2011) and ACT (Carver et al., 2005).

Like cblaster, perhaps the most significant improvement would be the development of a web-

based interface to improve the accessibility of the software to those without experience with

the command line or bioinformatics. Currently, clinker and clustermap.js are integrated into

the downstream stages of cblaster, such that clusters predicted during a cblaster search can

be visualised. This functionality has also been implemented into the CAGECAT web server

mentioned above. However, a separate web interface for clinker and clustermap.js, where users

could upload their own files to be visualised directly in their web browser instead of requiring

clinker to be installed on their computer, would also be very useful.
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7.2.3 synthaser

As the development of synthaser was driven by our need to annotate and classify the domain

architectures of fungal megasynth(et)ases, the rule set it is bundled with was built specifically

for that purpose. However, synthaser itself is entirely agnostic to the contents of the rule set,

such that it could be completely repurposed for the analysis of any multidomain protein. This

is enabled by a companion rule generator web application (gamcil.github.io/synthaser), which

allows users to build rule files based on any functional domain profile currently found in the

NCBI’s Conserved Domain Database (CDD). Thus, I can foresee usage of synthaser analysing

other multidomain protein families such as the ADAMs family of metalloproteases (Seals &

Courtneidge, 2003) or the Vav family of guanine nucleotide exchange factors (Bustelo, 2014).

Therefore, I am excited to see how synthaser may be adapted in the future.

Moreover, domain databases such as the CDD are continually curated and improved, with new

domains constantly being added, and old domains being updated to improve their accuracy. One

of the biggest benefits of the customisable rule system within synthaser is that i) improvements

to the domains in the CDD will automatically trickle down by way of improved predictions

in synthaser, and ii) rule files can easily be updated to include new and improved domain

families without the need to create new profile HMMs entirely from scratch. For instance, Hang

et al. (2017) reported a novel HR-PKS containing a carnitine acyltransferase (cAT) domain

responsible for esterifying the polyketide product with polyalcohol nucleophiles. This domain is

currently not picked up in the NRPS-PKS domain detection module in antiSMASH, but could

easily be added to the synthaser rule set by using the relevant domain in the CDD (pfam00755).

Thus, this will likely be an ongoing process, whereby the default synthaser rule set is updated

to reflect the current understanding of functional domains in biosynthetic enzymes.

An additional improvement to this aspect of synthaser would be to save any detected domains

which are not present in the rule set on the condition that they do not overlap with domains

that are. Such domains are currently discarded, and are not included in the consequent domain

architecture predictions. In this scenario, there will be gaps of unannotated sequence in the

synthaser visualisation, which may be suggestive of missing domains. For instance, NR-PKSs

typically begin with a SAT domain, which are often not picked up by CD-Search; the resulting

synthaser visualisation will therefore show a gap at the start of the sequence. If the user has
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background knowledge about what domains should be present in this type of sequence (i.e. that

the NR-PKS should begin with an SAT domain), they may be able to infer what the annotation

is missing. However, such gaps are not guaranteed to correspond to domains in every case.

Thus, grouping of unknown domain hits into ‘placeholder’ domains would aid in distinguishing

synthases with novel domain architectures from those that simply have larger gaps between

domains.

Currently, synthaser is restricted to the protein sequences which are specified by the user.

However, this is a limiting factor, given that these sequences must already have been obtained

prior to analysis; a PKS being analysed must already be known to be a PKS. This requires

a preliminary search for PKS in a genome of interest, or analysis using antiSMASH, prior to

running a synthaser search. While synthaser can extract biosynthetic enzyme sequences from

GenBank files generated from antiSMASH, it cannot detect these sequences itself. Thus, another

useful extension would be a preliminary seeding step, perhaps by searching profile HMMs for

key synthase-specific domains (e.g. KS for PKS) using HMMER (Eddy, 2011), after which

synthaser could automatically analyse any sequences found during the seeding stage.

7.2.4 Extending additional pipelines

Additionally, some of the smaller pipelines presented in final chapter could be extended.

The fungiphy toolkit, presented in Section 6.3, proved very useful when generating multi-locus

phylogenies for various Australian fungi (Crous et al., 2020; Gilchrist et al., 2020). However,

there are many improvements that could be made on the usability of the tool. Currently, the

key limitation of fungiphy is the central database used to retrieve information about species.

Fungal taxonomy is particularly fluid, with new species frequently being reported and taxonomic

sections being rearranged. Thus, a working knowledge of the current state of fungal taxonomy

is required in order to keep the central database up-to-date. This would likely require a more

centralised solution, such as the UNITE database (Nilsson et al., 2019) or MycoBank (Robert

et al., 2013), for keeping track of fungal species, their taxonomic placement, and a list of

high quality phylogenetic marker sequences for each species deposited on sequence databases.

Currently, the NCBI taxonomy database (Schoch et al., 2020) has a comprehensive listing of

fungal organisms, but provides no classification of species beyond the genus level, and has no
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easy way of determining which markers have been deposited for each species. Additionally, a

web version of the tool could include a more user friendly interface for the selection of species

and marker sequences, generating alignments and visualising phylogenetic trees than is provided

by the command line interface.

The fRiPPa pipeline, presented in Section 6.4, also offers exciting future possibilities. We have

already used fRiPPa to uncover BGCs encoding RiPP compounds in the genome of A. burnettii,

which have consequently been experimentally validated. Given the scale of the collection of

novel Australian fungi possessed by our collaborators at MST, along with our focused genome

sequencing effort, we will likely be able to uncover many novel RiPP BGCs in their genomes

using fRiPPa. Moreover, as our limited knowledge of fungal RiPPs continues to improve, we

will also have a better idea of how best to identify them within fungal genomes.

7.3 Closing remarks

The natural products field abounds with bioinformatics tools designed to answer a diverse

array of research questions. However, there will always be a new computational problems to

solve, and new hypotheses to test. Thus, there will also always be a need to develop new

bioinformatics tools which respond to these challenges. In this thesis, I have presented several

bespoke bioinformatics pipelines which were developed in response to several of the problems

faced by our group in our mining of fungal genomes for natural products. These tools have

already become staples in our work, and have greatly facilitated our exploration into the natural

product diversity of Australian fungi and to the wider research community. It is my hope that

these tools continue to be helpful, not only for our group but for others in the natural products

world and beyond, and serve as inspiration for the next generation of bioinformatics tools.
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Welcome to cblaster’s documentation!

cblaster is a tool for identifying co-located hits in BLAST searches against NCBI sequence databases. It leverages the
NCBI’s public APIs to facilitate fully remote searches, requiring no setup of local search databases.

If you find cblaster helpful, please cite:

Cameron L.M. Gilchrist, Thomas J. Booth, Bram van Wersch, Liana van Grieken, Marnix H.
→˓ Medema, Yit-Heng Chooi (2020).
cblaster: a remote search tool for rapid identification and visualisation of
→˓homologous gene clusters.
bioRxiv 2020.11.08.370601; doi: https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.11.08.370601

To view an example of what cblaster can produce, click here.
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2 CONTENTS



CHAPTER

ONE

FEATURES

• Fully remote searches against public NCBI sequence databases

• One command to generate local search databases from many genomes

• Easy to use graphical user interface (GUI)

• Fully interactive visualisations
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CHAPTER

TWO

USER GUIDE

2.1 User Guide

The cblaster software was written by Cameron Gilchrist with contributions from Dr. Thomas Booth and Dr.
Yit-Heng Chooi.

If you find cblaster helpful, please cite:

Cameron L.M. Gilchrist, Thomas J. Booth, Bram van Wersch, Liana van Grieken, Marnix H.
→˓ Medema, Yit-Heng Chooi (2020).
cblaster: a remote search tool for rapid identification and visualisation of
→˓homologous gene clusters.
bioRxiv 2020.11.08.370601; doi: https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.11.08.370601

If you have any questions, would like to report a bug, or have any suggestion on how we could improve cblaster, please
contact:

• cameron.gilchrist@research.uwa.edu.au

• thomas.booth@uwa.edu.au

• yitheng.chooi@uwa.edu.au

2.1.1 Table of Contents

What is cblaster

cblaster is a tool for finding clusters of co-located sequences using BLAST searches.

By providing cblaster with amino acid sequences of interest, it can search a sequence database to find instances of
genes encoding related proteins clustered on a specific scaffold. The software was developed as a spiritual successor to
software such as MultiGeneBlast and, to aid in the discovery of natural product biosynthetic gene clusters in bacteria
and fungi.

It can, of course, be used to search for any group of clustered genes.

cblaster offers a number of useful functions:

• cblaster search allows users to query a FASTA file containing protein sequences against the NCBI
database or a local database to identify instances of collocation. A number of graphical and textual outputs
are available for quick analysis or use in downstream applications.

• cblaster makedb enables the user to rapidly create local databases from GenBank files for future searches.

• cblaster gne can be used to analyse the effect of varying the intergenic distances on the search output. This
can be used to evaluate the robustness of outputs and gain insights into the distribution of gene cluster sizes.
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• cblaster extract allows the user to quickly produce FASTA files containing the protein sequences of
homologues of interest for downstream analysis.

Detailed information on how to install cblaster and use the above modules can be found in this guide.

Installation and Quick Start

Installing Python for Windows

In order to use cblaster you will first need to install Python on your computer. Go to python.org/downloads/ and
download the latest version of Python (3.8.5 at the time of writing). This will initiate the download of the Python
installer (python-x.x.x.exe).

Locate the installer in your downloads folder, run the program and follow the wizard. Make sure you tick the box
‘Add Python x.x to PATH’. This ensures that cblaster is available for you to use directly from the terminal. It is
not selected by default and you will have to do this step manually if you do not check the box here.

Once the installer has finished, you can try to run Python in PowerShell to verify that it has been installed correctly.
To open PowerShell in Windows, open a folder, Shift+Right click and select the option ‘Open PowerShell window
here. . . ’. With PowerShell open, type python and press enter. If python has installed correctly, the interactive shell
should be launched, and the version number should be displayed in the console like so:

Python 3.8.5 (default, Jul 20 2020, 17:41:41)
Type "help", "copyright", "credits" or "license" for more information.
>>>

The Python package installer tool, pip is installed alongside Python. This is necessary to install cblaster, so verify
that it is installed by typing pip --version in PowerShell as above. This should print the version information as
well as the Python version and the location like so:

pip 19.2.3 from c:\...\pip (python 3.8)

Installing DIAMOND

cblaster uses DIAMOND to perform local searches. This can be freely obtained from http://www.diamondsearch.
org/index.php. Make sure to download and install DIAMOND prior to installing cblaster.

Installing, uninstalling and updating cblaster

To install cblaster, simply input the command:

pip install cblaster

This will install cblaster as well as all of its dependencies.

Should you decide to uninstall cblaster, this can also be done using pip:

pip uninstall cblaster

Note: If a new version of cblaster is available, you can simply uninstall and reinstall the module as above to access the
newer version.
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Running your first search

Once cblaster has been installed, running a search is as simple as providing a collection of query amino acid
sequences in a FASTA file, like so:

cblaster search -qf query.fasta

Visualisations can be generated using the -p or --plot argument:

cblaster search -qf query.fasta -p plot.html

Note: if no file name is provided, the plot will be dynamically served using Python’s built in HTTP server. The plot
will be exactly the same, but it will not generate a static HTML file that can be shared around.

Search sessions can be saved for later re-use using the -s or --session argument:

cblaster search -qf query.fasta -p plot.html -s session.json

Note: a session is saved as a JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format file. This is essentially just a dump of all the
code objects, as well as search parameters, used during a cblaster search. If you provide a pre-existing session file,
cblaster will attempt to load it instead of performing a new search.

That is all you need to know about the basic usage of cblaster. However, there are many more ways to tweak and
run the program to suit your needs which are further explored in the following sections.

Pre-search configuration using the config module

The NCBI requires that you provide some identification before using their services in order to prevent abuse.
This can be an e-mail address, or more recently, an API key (https://ncbiinsights.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/2017/11/02/
new-api-keys-for-the-e-utilities/).

You can use the config module to set these parameters for cblaster searches (you’ll only have to do this once!).
This module will save a file, config.ini, wherever your operating system stores configuration files (for example,
in Linux it will be saved in ~/.local/config/cblaster). When you run remote searches in cblaster, it will first check
to see if it can find this file, and then if an e-mail address or API key is saved; if they are not found, cblaster will
throw an error.

To set an e-mail address:

$ cblaster config --email "foo@bar.com"

. . . or an API key:

$ cblaster config --api_key <your API key>

Running a cblaster search using the search module

The cblaster search workflow

Both local and remote cblaster searches proceed through a similar workflow, which is depicted in the following
figure:
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First, query sequences are searched against the NCBI’s BLAST API or a local DIAMOND database, in remote (blue
background) and local (green background) modes, respectively. BLAST hits are filtered according to user defined
quality thresholds.

In remote mode, each hit is then queried against the NCBI’s Identical Protein Groups (IPG) resource, which, as its
name suggests, groups proteins sharing identical amino acid sequence as an anti-redundancy measure. The resulting
IPG table contains source genomic coordinates for each hit protein sequence, which cblaster uses to group them
by their corresponding organism, scaffold and subject sequences.

In local mode, a special local database is created for this purpose (see Creating local sequence databases with the
makedb module for more information). Finally, cblaster scans the scaffolds on each organism for clustered BLAST
hits and generates sumamry output tables and visualisations.

Warning: Before running a cblaster search, you must run the cblaster config module to provide either
an e-mail address or an NCBI API key. See Pre-search configuration using the config module for how to do this.

In order to run a cblaster search, you will need to point the module to a collection of sequences to be used as
queries. These can be provided in two ways:

1. A FASTA format file containing amino acid sequences

2. A list of valid NCBI sequence identifiers (e.g. accession, GI number)

If using a FASTA file, it can be passed to cblaster using the -qf/--query_file argument:

$ cblaster search -qf myFile.fasta

Conversely, sequence identifiers are passed using the -qi/--query_ids argument. These can either be given
either in a newline-separated text file:

$ cat myFile.fasta
query1
query2
...
$ cblaster search -qi myFile.txt
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Or directly to the command line:

$ cblaster search -qi query1 query2 ...

Coincidentally, both of the above commands are fully valid search commands, and will launch a remote search against
the NCBI using the specified sequences. See Remote searches against NCBI sequence databases for more details on
remote searches.

Searches against local sequence data

To run a local search, you will need to specify as such using the -m/--mode argument, as well as provide both a
DIAMOND search database and a cblaster SQL database (see Creating local sequence databases with the makedb
module for details on how to create these files). However, only the DIAMOND database has to be specified in the
command: cblaster will automatically look for a SQL database with the same name and .sqlite3 suffix. An
example command might look like this:

$ cblaster search -m local -db myDB.dmnd -qf myFile.gbk

Functional domain searches using HMMER

To run a domain search, you need to specify the search mode as hmm, provide an array of query Pfam domain profile
names, a FASTA file containing sequences to be searched (produced using the makedb module, see Creating local
sequence databases with the makedb module for details) and the path to a folder containing a copy of the Pfam
database.

For example:

$ cblaster search -m hmm -qp PF00001 PF00002 -db myDb.fasta -pfam pfamFolder/

This will extract the specified domain profiles (PF00001 and PF00002) from the Pfam database and search the
sequences in myDb.fasta for any domain hits.

Note that like in local searches, cblaster expects an SQL database in the same location as the FASTA file, with the
same name and .sqlite3 suffix. Additionally, cblaster requires two Pfam database files:

Pfam-A.hmm.gz Main database file containing HMM profiles
Pfam-A.hmm.dat.gz File used for looking up domain families from query accessions

The latest versions of these files are automatically downloaded when cblaster is given the path to a folder which
does not contain them.

Remote searches against NCBI sequence databases

Remote search is the default mode in cblaster. As such, in the basic search example:

$ cblaster search -qf query.fasta

The sequences in query.fasta are loaded in and searched remotely. cblaster provides several useful options
specifically for remote searches.

By default, remote searches will be performed against the NCBI’s nr database. Alternative databases can be specified
using the -d/--database argument, for example:
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$ cblaster search -qf query.fasta -db refseq_protein

cblaster currently only supports protein sequence searches using BLASTp, so you should choose protein sequence
databases (e.g. nr, refseq_protein, swissprot, pdbaa).

If cblaster has been interrupted somehow during a remote search (i.e. search started but program is stopped before
a session can be saved), it can be resumed using the Request Identifier (RID). Every remote search is automatically
assigned an RID which can be used to retrieve results up to 36 hours after they have completed. This is reported to the
screen when a cblaster search starts:

$ cblaster search -qf query.fasta
[13:43:16] INFO - Starting cblaster in remote mode
[13:43:16] INFO - Launching new search
[13:43:20] INFO - Request Identifier (RID): RAV3P2F3014
[13:43:20] INFO - Request Time Of Execution (RTOE): 13s
[13:43:33] INFO - Checking search status...
...

cblaster can resume a search from this RID using the --rid argument:

$ cblaster search -qf query.fasta --rid RAV3P2F3014
[13:56:21] INFO - Starting cblaster in remote mode
[13:56:21] INFO - Polling NCBI for completion status
[13:56:21] INFO - Checking search status...
[13:56:23] INFO - Search has completed successfully!
[13:56:23] INFO - Retrieving results for search RAV3P2F3014
...

Warning: The NCBI prioritises searches started through it’s interactive web interface over searches launched via
the BLAST API in cblaster. This means that, particularly for searches that return a lot of results, searches
can take a very long time to complete (hours!). In this case, start a search using the BLAST website (https:
//blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov), make a note of the RID, and pass that to cblaster using the --rid argument, as well
as the file containing your query sequences using the -qf/--query_file argument.

Finally, NCBI allows for pre-filtering of search databases using NCBI Entrez search queries. Entrez is the NCBI’s text
search and retrieval system for all of the databases they provide. The most obvious way to use this in cblaster is
to filter based on specific taxonomic areas of interest to narrow down the result set. This also has the added benefit of
significantly reducing search run times. For example, we can filter the nr database for only fungal sequences by pro-
viding an organism Entrez search term using the fungi NCBI taxonomy ID (4751) with the -eq/--entrez_query
argument:

$ cblaster search -qf query.fasta -eq "txid4751[orgn]"

Note: It is best to ensure your search term is enclosed in speech marks such that cblaster reads it in correctly.
More help on building Entrez search queries can be found here.
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Specifying filters

cblaster uses several filtering thresholds during the searching and clustering phases of its search workflow. These
are listed below:

Argument Description Default
-me/--max_evalue Max. E-value of a BLAST hit 0.01
-mi/--min_identity Min. identity (%) 30
-mc/--min_coverage Min. query coverage (%) 50
-g/--gap Max. distance (bp) between any two

hits in a cluster
20000

-u/--unique Min. number of unique query se-
quences hit in a cluster

3

-mh/--min_hits Min. number of total hits in a cluster 3
-r/--require Query sequences that must be hit in

a cluster
•

The default values for each filter are pretty generous, and may need changing based on your data. The search thresholds
should be fairly self explanatory; any hit not meeting them are discarded from the BLAST search results.

The clustering thresholds, however, are a bit more interesting. These determine what conditions a candidate hit cluster
must satisfy in order to be detected by cblaster. The most important argument here is -g/--gap, which deter-
mines how far (in base pairs) any two hits in a cluster can be from one another. This parameter could vary wildly
based on your data set. For example, in bacterial or fungal secondary metabolite gene clusters where genes are typi-
cally found very close together, a low value could be used. Conversely, plant clusters, which may involve a collection
of key genes spread out over the entire chromosome, would require a much higher value. The gne module can used
to calibrate this parameter based on your results, and is described further in Estimating genomic neighbourhood with
the gne module.

The -u/--unique and -mh/--min_hits arguments deal with the number of hits within candidate clusters. They
differ in that -u/--unique looks for at least some number of your query sequences to be represented in given hit
clusters, whereas -mh/--min_hits is only concerned with the total number of hits in the cluster, regardless of
query sequence. For example, if I have five query sequences and I specify -u 3, any clusters that do not have hits
corresponding to at least three of my query sequences will be discarded. However, if I have set -mh 3, any clusters
that have less than three hits total in them will be discarded.

Finally, the -r/--require argument can be used to specify query sequences that must have hits in result clusters.
Using the above example, we could specify three query sequences:

$ cblaster search -qf query.fasta -r Seq1 Seq3 Seq5

In this example, any clusters not containing Seq1, Seq3 and Seq5 will be discarded.

Specifying output

cblaster offers several useful output options for searches.

By default, a complete summary is generated and printed to the terminal after the search has finished. This reports all
clusters, as well as the scores and positions of each gene hit, found during the search, organised by the organisms and
genomic scaffolds they belong to. For example:

Pyricularia oryzae
==================

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

CP034205.1
----------
Query Subject Identity Coverage E-value Bitscore Start End Strand
Seq1 QBZ57568.1 38.61 99.5235 0 2629 7879606 7891956 -
Seq2 QBZ57569.1 41.926 97.479 8.94e-90 285 7893739 7895354 -
Seq2 QBZ57572.1 32.979 98.324 3.97e-25 105 7900440 7901095 -

You can change how cblaster handles this output in several ways. To save this output to a file, you can use the
-o/--output argument. The number of decimal places used in the score values can be changed using -odc/
--output_decimals, and table headers can be hidden using -ohh/--output_hide_headers. You can
also generate a character delimited summary (instead of human-readable) using the -ode/--output_delimiter
argument. Throwing it all together, you could generate CSV file, with no headers and maximum 6 decimal places, and
save it to a file like so:

$ cblaster search -qf query.fasta -o summary.csv -ode "," -ohh -odc 6

An easier way to digest all of the information that cblaster will produce is by using the binary table output. This
generates a matrix which shows the absence/presence of query sequence (columns) hits in each result cluster (rows).
For example:

Organism Scaffold Start End BuaB BuaC BuaD
→˓ BuaE
Aspergillus alliaceus CBS 536.65 NW_022474703.1 15435 43018 1 1 1
→˓ 1
Aspergillus alliaceus CBS 536.65 NW_022474686.1 272633 304495 0 1 1
→˓ 0
Aspergillus alliaceus IBT 14317 ML735331.1 15828 43603 1 1 1
→˓ 1
Aspergillus alliaceus IBT 14317 ML735238.1 264335 296204 0 1 1
→˓ 0
Aspergillus mulundensis DSM 5745 NW_020797889.1 1717881 1745289 1 1 1
→˓ 1
Aspergillus versicolor IMB17-055 MN395477.1 2742 27898 1 1 1
→˓ 1
Aspergillus versicolor CBS 583.65 KV878126.1 3162095 3187090 1 1 1
→˓ 1

As with the regular output, you can save the binary table to a file, as well as hide headers, change decimal places and
delimiters using their respective -b/--binary arguments:

$ cblaster search -qf query.fasta -b binary.csv -bde "," -bhh -bdc 6

By default, the binary table will only report the total number of hits per query sequence in each cluster. However, you
can instead change this to some value calculated from the actual scores of hits in the clusters.

This is controlled by two additional arguments: -bat/--binary_attribute, which determines which
score attribute (‘identity’, ‘coverage’, ‘bitscore’ or ‘evalue’) to use when calculating cell values, and -bkey/
--binary_key, which determines the function (‘len’, ‘max’, ‘sum’) applied to the score attribute.

Each cell in the matrix refers to multiple hit sequences within each cluster. For every cell, the chosen score attribute is
extracted from each hit corresponding to that cell. Then, the key function is applied to the extracted scores. The ‘len’
function calculates the length of each score list - essentially just counting the number of hits in that cell. The ‘max’
and ‘sum’ functions calculate the maximum and sum of each score list, respectively.

For example, given a cell:
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Query: Seq1
Hits: Seq2 (50% identity), Seq3 (70% identity)

By default, the cell value would be 2 (i.e. the count of hits in the cluster for Seq1). You could instead get the maximum
identity value in the cell:

$ cblaster search -qf query.fasta -b binary.txt -bat identity -bkey max

. . . which would report 0.7, or the sum of all identities in the cell:

$ cblaster search -qf query.fasta -b binary.txt -bat identity -bkey sum

. . . which would report 1.2.

cblaster is capable of producing rich, interactive visualisations based on the binary table using the -p/--plot
argument. If no filename is provided to this argument, the plot will be served dynamically using Python’s built in
HTTP server, and you will have to terminate cblaster manually via an interrupt (usually Ctrl+C). If a filename is
provided, cblaster will generate a static HTML file containing all of the necessary visualisation data and code,
which can then be easily shared with other people.

Finally, cblaster allows you to save the raw BLAST and IPG tables downloaded from NCBI during a search, using
the --blast_file and --ipg_file arguments, respectively.

Saving search sessions and recomputing outputs

Given that searches can take a significant time to run (i.e. as long as any normal batch BLAST job will take),
cblaster is capable of saving a search session to file, and loading it back later for further filtering and visuali-
sation. As mentioned above, to save a search session, use the -s/--session argument:

$ cblaster search -qf query.fasta -s session.json

Once the session is saved, any subsequent runs with that session specified will make cblaster try to load it instead
of performing a new search. From here, you have a few cool options.

You can combine multiple session files (e.g. from local and remote searches) by providing more than one filename to
the -s/--session argument:

$ cblaster search -s s1.json s2.json s3.json
[17:43:34] INFO - Loading session(s) [`s1.json', `s2.json', `s3.json']
...

Note: This requires each session file to correspond to the same query sequences; an error will be thrown if cblaster
detects a mismatch.

You can recompute an old session using new filter thresholds to create a new session file:

$ cblaster search -s old.json -rcp new.json -g 40000 -mh 4

You can temporarily recompute (i.e. don’t save) to generate a new visualisation:

$ cblaster search -s session.json -rcp -g 40000 -mh 4 -p plot.html
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Note: Filtering this way is not destructive (i.e. does not modify the original file); all data is loaded, filtered and
recomputed within the program itself.

Finding intermediate genes between hits

The default output for cblaster is the cluster heatmap, which shows the absence or presence of your query se-
quences. While we find this is generally the easiest way to pick up on patterns of cluster conservation, we also like to
be able to visualise our results in their own genomic contexts so we can see the differences in gene order, orientation,
size and so on.

For this reason, we added integration to the clinker tool (https://github.com/gamcil/clinker), which can generate
highly interactive gene cluster comparison plots. However, in a regular cblaster search, we do not have access to
any information about the genes between the BLAST hits shown in the heatmap. This means that if you were to run
the plot_clusters module on your session file (see Plotting extracted clusters using plot_clusters), you would
produce a figure where most of the clusters are missing genes!

To get around this, you can use the -ig/--intermediate_genes argument when performing a cblaster
search. After the search has completed, genomic regions corresponding to the detected gene clusters are retrieved
from the NCBI, and used to fill in the missing genes.

Note:

If you forgot to use -ig/--intermediate_genes during your search, don’t fret. You can also use
it on an existing session file alongside the -rcp/--recompute argument, to generate a new session
file containing the missing genes. For example:

cblaster -s session.json -rcp new_session.json -ig

The intermediate genes feature has two other arguments:

Argument Description De-
fault

-md/--max_distance The maximum distance between the start/end of a cluster and an inter-
mediate gene

5000bp

--mic/
--maximum_clusters

The maximum amount of clusters to find intermediate genes for 100

-md/--max-distance enables you to control how far cblaster will look for intermediate genes. By default, it
is set to 5000bp, which covers the main cluster region (from the first hit to the last) plus some leeway on either side.
Setting this to a higher value will allow for a broader analysis of the genome neighbourhood of each cluster.

-mic/--maximum_clusters controls how many clusters cblaster will attempt to find intermediate genes for.
As each cluster has to be queried against the NCBI individually, this can take some time, so by default cblaster
caps this at 100.
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Creating local sequence databases with the makedb module

The makedb module is used to generate the databases used in local cblaster searches from genome files. makedb
only takes two arguments: the genome files being used to build the databases, and some name to use when saving them.
For example, generating a database from a set of genomes is as simple as:

$ cblaster makedb one.gbk two.gbk three.gbk four.gbk myDb

This will read in each GenBank file, then generate the files:

myDb.sqlite3 Local database used for looking up genomic context of hits
myDb.dmnd DIAMOND sequence search database
myDb.fasta All protein sequences parsed from genomes; used for HMMER searches

cblaster can also build databases from GFF3 files; however, currently the FASTA sequence must be embedded
within the GFF3 (i.e. under a ##FASTA directive). Typically it is easiest to have all your genome files within a folder
and use a wildcard to avoid having to type every file name, like so:

$ cblaster makedb genomes/*.gbk myDb

The shell will expand this automatically into a command that is functionally equivalent to the previous one. However,
on Windows, we have run into some issues with this behaviour. For windows, instead use the command:

$ cblaster makedb (ls *.gbk | \% FullName) myDb

Estimating genomic neighbourhood with the gne module

In cblaster, the most important parameter when detecting hit clusters is the maximum inter-hit gap parameter. This
determines how far cblaster will look between any two hits before terminating a given cluster. By default, this
parameter is set to 20,000 bp; if no new hit is found within 20,000 bp of the previous hit in a cluster, cblaster
will terminate extension of that cluster. Though the 20 kb cutoff has worked quite well for us when looking at fungi
or bacteria, where gene density within clusters is quite high, it may not work for all datasets. For example, plant
gene clusters may have key biosynthetic genes spread out over large stretches of the chromosome, with many genes in
between; this is where the gne module comes in.

The gne module lets you robustly detect an appropriate value to use for this parameter by continually re-running
cluster detection on a saved search session at different gap values over some interval. It then generates plots of the
mean and median cluster sizes (bp), as well as the total number of predicted clusters, at each value. gne is run on a
search sessions, like so:

$ cblaster gne session.json

And generate outputs that looks like this:
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You can gain insight into the size of the given genomic neighbourhood of your query proteins – the result clusters in
this case tend to be just under 20Kbp.

The gne module generates a list of gap values (total number determined by the samples parameter) from 0 to some
upper limit (determined by the max_gap parameter). These numbers can be chosen in two ways. By default, gnewill
take evenly spaced (i.e. linear) values over the range 0-100,000 bp. Alternatively, you can choose to generate these
values via a log scale, which will result in more samples at lower values than at higher ones. This can be specified
using the --scale argument:

$ cblaster gne session.json --scale log

As these plots typically resemble logarithmic growth (i.e. rise steeply, then level off), it can make sense to sample
more heavily in the more unstable region of the curve.

In case you would like the underlying data (e.g. for creating your own plots), gne can generate delimited output. To
do this, simply use the -o or --output argument to specify a file to save the data to, and the -d or --delimiter
argument to specify the delimiting character. For example, to generate a CSV file:

$ cblaster gne session.json --output gne.csv --delimiter ","

Like plots generated by the search module, gne plots can be saved as static HTML. To do this, provide a file to the
-p or --plot argument:

$ cblaster gne session.json -p gne.html
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Retrieving hit sequences with the extract module

After a search has been performed, it can be useful to retrieve sequences matching a certain query for further analyses
(e.g. sequence comparisons for phylogenies). This is easily accomplished using cblaster’s extract module.

This module takes a cblaster session file as input, then extracts sequences matching any filters you have specified.
If no filters are specified, ALL hit sequences will be extracted. However, that’s probably not too useful, so instead we
could extract all hit sequences matching a query sequence:

$ cblaster extract session.json -q "Query1"

By default, only sequence names are extracted. This is because cblaster stores no actual sequence data for hit
sequences during it’s normal search workflow, only their coordinates. However, sequences can automatically be
retrieved from the NCBI by specifying the -d or --download argument. cblaster will then write them, in
FASTA format, to either the command line or a file. For example, we can do the same command as above, but retrieve
the sequences and write them to output.fasta like so:

$ cblaster extract session.json -q "Query1" -d -o output.fasta

Note that the -o or --output argument has been used here; this will write any results from the extract module
to the specified file.

You can also provide multiple names of query sequences:

$ cblaster extract session.json -q Query1 Query2 Query3 ...

Note, however, that all extracted sequences will be written to the same file.

The extract module can also filter based on the organism or scaffold that each hit sequence is on. The organism
filter uses regular expression patterns based on organism names. Multiple patterns can be provided, and are additive
(i.e. any organism matching any of the patterns will be saved). For example, you could filter a search session of all
fungal organisms on NCBI for only those sequences from Aspergillus or Penicillium species like so:

$ cblaster extract fungi.json -or "Aspergillus.*" "Penicillium.*"

Note that patterns should be enclosed in quotation marks in order to be read in correctly.

The scaffold filter is less flexible, capable of matching exact scaffolds or scaffold ranges. For example, to extract hit
sequences on a scaffold, scaffold_1, from position 10000 to 23000:

$ cblaster extract session.json -sc "scaffold_1:10000-23000"

Like the organism filter, multiple scaffolds and/or scaffold ranges can be provided and they are additive.

By default, source information is added to each sequence name, for example:

sequence [organism=Source organism] [scaffold=scaffold_1:123-456]

This can be turned off using the -no or --names_only argument.

Finally, the extract module can also generate delimited table files, for easy importing into spreadsheet programs. For
example, to generate a comma-delimited table (CSV file), simple provide the -de or --delimiter argument:

$ cblaster extract session.json ... -de ","
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Extracting GenBank files from session files using extract_clusters

A common next step after a cblaster search is to retrieve the identified gene clusters so we can perform additional
analysis. cblaster provides the extract_clustersmodule precisely for this purpose, allowing you to generate
GenBank files of specific gene clusters directly from a session file. This works for sessions from both remote and local
searches: for remote searches, clusters are downloaded directly from the NCBI, and in local searches, from the SQL
database generated using the makedb module.

Example usage

Extract all clusters from a session (can take a long time for remote searches with many results):

$ cblaster extract_clusters session.json -o example_directory

Extract clusters 1-10 and cluster 25 (these numbers can be found in the summary file of the ‘search’ command):

$ cblaster extract_clusters session.json -c 1-10 25 -o example_directory

Extract clusters only from specific organisms (regular expressions):

$ cblaster extract_clusters session.json -or "Aspergillus.*" "Penicillium.*" -o
→˓example_directory

Extract clusters only from a specific range on scaffold_123 and all clusters on scaffold_234 (note: expects unique
scaffold names):

$ cblaster extract_clusters session.json -sc scaffold_123:1-80000 scaffold_234 -o
→˓example_directory

Plotting extracted clusters using plot_clusters

By default, the visualisation offered by cblaster shows only a heatmap of query hits per result cluster. While this is
very useful for quickly identifying patterns in large datasets, we generally still want to see how these clusters compare
in a more biologically relevant way.

The plot_clusters module allows you to do precisely this. Given a session and some filters to choose spe-
cific clusters (exactly like in the extract_clusters module), this module will automatically extract the clusters,
then generate an interactive visualisation showing each cluster to-scale using clinker (doi: 10.1093/bioinformat-
ics/btab007, https://github.com/gamcil/clinker).

Example usage

Minimum working example:

$ cblaster plot_clusters session.json

Plot clusters 1-10 and cluster 25 (these numbers can be found in the summary file of the ‘search’ command):

$ cblaster plot_clusters session.json -c 1-10 25 -o plot.html

Plot only from specific organisms (regular expressions):
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$ cblaster plot_clusters session.json -or "Aspergillus.*" "Penicillium.*" -o plot.html

Plot only clusters from a specific range on scaffold_123 and all clusters on scaffold_234 (note: assumes unique scaffold
names):

$ cblaster plot_clusters session.json -sc scaffold_123:1-80000 scaffold_234 -o plot.
→˓html

Using the graphical user interface (GUI)

cblaster provides an easy to use graphical user interface (GUI) which is fully capable of performing all search func-
tionality. The GUI is implemented using the PySimpleGUI Python package that is installed alongside cblaster
automatically. To access the GUI, simply open a terminal and type:

$ cblaster gui

The GUI should then pop up in a new window. From there, you can run cblaster searches exactly as you would
from the command line.
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Miscellaneous functions

Accessing help dialogues

Every module in the cblaster command line interface has a useful help dialogue which details the arguments you
may specify. To do this, simply type -h/--help as the sole argument after any command. For example:

$ cblaster -h
$ cblaster search -h
$ cblaster gne -h
$ cblaster makedb -h
$ cblaster extract -h

Getting the current cblaster version. To check the version of cblaster simply enter the command:

$ cblaster --version

JSON indent level

cblaster uses JSON files at several stages in its pipelines (i.e. search sessions, context databases). By default,
these files are saved with no indentation level for the purpose of lowering file size. This means that all data is stored
on a single line and is hard to read for anything but computers (e.g. human beings!). In most cases, this is perfectly
fine; however, sometimes you may wish to investigate something manually within a search session and would require
some level of indenting to make the file readable. This is achieved by using the -i or --indent argument. The -i
argument belongs to the first level of the command line interface, and therefore must be used directly after cblaster
in the command line string. So, this will not work:

$ cblaster search -qf query.fasta -s session.json -i 2

But this will:

$ cblaster -i 2 search -qf query.fasta -s session.json

This will set the indentation level of a given session to 2, meaning that for every new line in the file, 2 spaces will be
drawn per indentation level. For example, a session file with no indent (truncated) looks like this:

{"queries": ["BuaB", "BuaC", "BuaD", "QBE85644.1", "BuaE", "BuaF", "BuaG",
"QBE85648.1", "BuaA"], "params": {"mode": "remote", "database": "nr",
"min_identity": 30, "min_coverage": 50, "max_evalue": 0.01, "query_file":
"bua.faa", "rid": "RAV3P2F3014"}, "organisms": [{"name": "Aspergillus sp.
CLMG-2019a", "strain": "FRR 5400", "scaffolds": ...

The session with indent 2 will look like this:

{
"queries": [
"BuaB",
"BuaC",
"BuaD",
"QBE85644.1",
"BuaE",
"BuaF",
"BuaG",
"QBE85648.1",

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

"BuaA"
],
"params": {
"mode": "remote",
"database": "nr",
"min_identity": 30,
"min_coverage": 50,
"max_evalue": 0.01,
"query_file": "bua.faa",
"rid": "RAV3P2F3014"

},
"organisms": [
{

"name": "Aspergillus sp. CLMG-2019a",
"strain": "FRR 5400",
"scaffolds": [{ ... }]
...

Much more readable! Note though that, particularly in sessions with lots of results, this comes with a significant
increase in file size.
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CHAPTER

THREE

API DOCUMENTATION

Comprehensive documentation for all public API exposed by cblaster:

3.1 API Documentation

3.1.1 cblaster.classes module

This module stores the classes (Organism, Scaffold, Hit) used in cblaster.

class cblaster.classes.Cluster(indices=None, subjects=None, intermediate_genes=None,
query_sequence_order=None, score=None, start=None,
end=None, number=None)

Bases: cblaster.classes.Serializer

A cluster of subjects on the same scaffold

indices
indexes of the subjects in the list of subjects

Type list

of the parent scaffold

subjects
Subject objects that are in this cluster. Note:

Type list

These are not serialised for this cluster

intermediate_genes

Type list

start
The start coordinate of the cluster on the parent scaffold

Type int

end
The end coordinate of the cluster on the parent scaffold

Type int

number
number that is unique for each cluster in order to identify them

Type int
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NUMBER = count(0)

calculate_score(query_sequence_order=None)
Calculate the score of the current cluster

The score is based on accumulated blastbitscore, total amount of hits against the query and a synteny score
if query sequence order is provided. If there are multiple hits in a subject the hit with the top bitscore is
selected for the calculation.

Parameters

• query_sequence_order (list) – list of sequences of the order in the query file, is

• provided if the query has a meningfull order (only) –

Returns a float

classmethod from_dict(d, subjects=None)
Loads class from dict.

property intermediate_end
The end of the cluster taking the intermediate genes into account

property intermediate_start
The start of the cluster taking the intermediate genes into account

property names

remove_subject(subject, scaffold_index)
Safely remove a subject from a cluster.

This is important when subjects become empty when recomputing a session with different treshholds

Parameters

• subject (Subject) – cblaster Subject object

• scaffold_index (int) – the index of the subject in the scaffold it is saved in

property sequences

to_dict(save_subjects=False)
Serialises class to dict.

class cblaster.classes.Hit(query, subject, identity, coverage, evalue, bitscore)
Bases: cblaster.classes.Serializer

A BLAST hit identified during a cblaster search.

This class is first instantiated when parsing BLAST results, and is then updated with genomic coordinates after
querying either the Identical Protein Groups (IPG) resource on NCBI, or a local JSON database.

query
Name of query sequence.

Type str

subject
Name of subject sequence.

Type str

identity
Percentage identity (%) of hit.

Type float
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coverage
Query coverage (%) of hit.

Type float

evalue
E-value of hit.

Type float

bitscore
Bitscore of hit.

Type float

copy(**kwargs)
Creates a copy of this Hit with any additional args.

classmethod from_dict(d)
Loads class from dict.

to_dict()
Serialises class to dict.

values(decimals=4)
Formats hit attributes for printing.

Parameters decimals (int) – Total decimal places to show in score values.

Returns List of formatted attribute strings.

class cblaster.classes.Organism(name, strain, scaffolds=None)
Bases: cblaster.classes.Serializer

A unique organism containing hits found in a cblaster search.

Every strain (or lack thereof) is a unique Organism, and will be reported separately in cblaster results.

name
Organism name, typically the genus and species epithet.

Type str

strain
Strain name of this organism, e.g. CBS 536.65.

Type str

scaffolds
Scaffold objects belonging to this organism.

Type dict

property clusters

classmethod from_dict(d)
Loads class from dict.

property full_name
The full name (including strain) of the organism. Note: if strain found in name, returns just name.

summary(decimals=4, hide_headers=True, delimiter=None)

to_dict()
Serialises class to dict.
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property total_hit_clusters
Counts total amount of hit clusters in this Organism.

class cblaster.classes.Scaffold(accession, clusters=None, subjects=None)
Bases: cblaster.classes.Serializer

A genomic scaffold containing hits found in a cblaster search.

accession
Name of this scaffold, typically NCBI accession.

Type str

subjects
Subject objects located on this scaffold.

Type list

clusters
Clusters of hits identified on this scaffold.

Type list

add_clusters(subject_lists, query_sequence_order=None)
Add clusters to this scaffold

After clusters are added they are sorted based on score

Parameters

• subject_lists (list) – a list of lists of Subject objects that are

• a clusters (form) –

• query_sequence_order (list) – list of sequences of the order in the query file, is

• provided if the query has a meningfull order (only) –

classmethod from_dict(d)
Loads class from dict.

remove_subject(subject)
Safely remove a subject from a cluster by removing it from the cluster as well.

Parameters subject (Subject) – cblaster Subject object

summary(hide_headers=False, delimiter=None, decimals=4)

to_dict()
Serialises class to dict.

class cblaster.classes.Serializer
Bases: abc.ABC

JSON serialisation mixin class.

Classes that inherit from this class should implement to_dict and from_dict methods.

abstract classmethod from_dict(d)
Loads class from dict.

classmethod from_json(js)
Instantiates class from JSON handle.

abstract to_dict()
Serialises class to dict.
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to_json(fp=None, **kwargs)
Serialises class to JSON.

class cblaster.classes.Session(queries=None, sequences=None, params=None, organ-
isms=None, query=None)

Bases: cblaster.classes.Serializer

Stores the state of a cblaster search.

This class stores query proteins, search parameters, Organism objects created during searches, as well as meth-
ods for generating summary tables. It can also be dumped to/loaded from JSON for re-filtering, plotting, etc.

>>> s = Session()
>>> with open("session.json", "w") as fp:
... s.to_json(fp)
>>> with open("session.json") as fp:
... s2 = Session.from_json(fp)
>>> s == s2
True

queries
Names of query sequences.

Type list

params
Search parameters.

Type dict

organisms
Organism objects created in a search.

Type list

sequences
Query sequence translations

Type dict

query
cblaster Cluster object for query

Type Cluster

format(form, fp=None, **kwargs)
Generates a summary table.

Parameters

• form (str) – Type of table to generate (‘summary’ or ‘binary’).

• fp (file handle) – File handle to write to.

Raises ValueError – form not ‘binary’ or ‘summary’

Returns Summary table.

classmethod from_dict(d)
Loads class from dict.

classmethod from_file(file)

classmethod from_files(files)
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to_dict()
Serialises class to dict.

class cblaster.classes.Subject(id=None, hits=None, name=None, ipg=None, start=None,
end=None, strand=None, sequence=None)

Bases: cblaster.classes.Serializer

A sequence representing one or more BLAST hits.

This class is instantiated during the contextual lookup stage. It is important since it allows for subject sequences
which hit >1 of the query sequences, while still staying non-redundant.

hits
Hit objects referencing this subject sequence.

Type list

ipg
NCBI Identical Protein Group (IPG) id.

Type int

start
Start of sequence on parent scaffold.

Type int

end
End of sequence on parent scaffold.

Type int

strand
Strandedness of the sequence (‘+’ or ‘-‘).

Type str

classmethod from_dict(d)
Loads class from dict.

to_dict()
Serialises class to dict.

values(decimals=4)

3.1.2 cblaster.context module

This module provides methods for retrieving contextual information about search hits from the NCBI’s Identical
Protein Group (IPG) resource and JSON databases created using cblaster makedb. It also provides methods for filtering
and clustering hits based on user specified thresholds.

The main functionality of this module is wrapped up in the search() function. Given a list of Hit objects (resulting
from a cblaster search), we can call it:

>>> search(hits)

This will: 1. Search the identifiers of the subject hits against the IPG and retrieve results 2. Parse protein groups from
the IPG table 3. Create Subject objects for each entry in any given IPG, containing copies of Hit objects, grouped
by organism and scaffold 4. Identify clusters based on user thresholds for intergenic distance, copy number, etc 5.
De-duplicate clusters within an organism, where all Subject objects in any two clusters are members of the same IPG

Note that cblaster uses Subject objects, not Hit objects, for this step. A Subject refers to a unique protein in any given
organism, which can be hit in a search any number of times. A Hit object just stores information about one of these
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hits (query and subject protein identifiers, score values). In order to prevent redundancy, Subjects are created for each
unique protein found in the search, which then store the Hit objects linking them to the query sequences.

cblaster.context.calculate_gne(session)
No. clusters Mean gn size Median gn size

cblaster.context.cluster_satisfies_conditions(cluster, queries, require=None, unique=3,
minimum=3, percentage=50)

Tests if a cluster of Subjects meets query conditions.

Finds all unique query sequences in hits, then returns True if total number is above unique threshold, and any
required queries are represented.

cblaster.context.clusters_are_identical(one, two)
Tests if two collections of Subject objects are identical.

This function compares clusters element-wise for IPG numbers, returning True if all are identical.

cblaster.context.deduplicate(organism)
Removes any duplicate clusters within an Organism.

Some redundancy is unavoidable due to duplicate entries on NCBI. This function attempts to remedy this par-
tially by searching for identical clusters within a single, unique Organism. Clusters are compared from start to
finish, and are tagged for removal if every Subject is of the same IPG for the length of the clusters.

cblaster.context.efetch_IPGs(ids, output_file=None)
Queries the Identical Protein Groups (IPG) resource for given IDs.

The NCBI caps Efetch requests at 10000 maximum returned records (retmax=10000) so this function splits the
supplied IDs into chunks of 10000 and queries NCBI individually for each chunk.

Parameters

• ids (list) – Valid NCBI sequence identifiers.

• output_file (str) – File to write the ipg table to.

Returns List of rows from resulting IPG table, split by newline.

cblaster.context.estimate_neighbourhood(session, max_gap=100000, samples=100,
scale='linear')

Estimate gene neighbourhood of a cblaster session.

cblaster.context.filter_session(session, min_identity=30, min_coverage=50,
max_evalue=0.01, gap=20000, unique=3, min_hits=3,
require=None, percentage=50)

Filter a Session object with new thresholds.

This function is destructive!

cblaster.context.find_IPG_hits(group, hit_dict)
Finds all hits to query sequences in an identical protein group.

Parameters

• group (list) – Entry namedtuples from an IPG from parse_IP_groups().

• hit_dict (dict) – All Hit objects found during cblaster search.

Returns List of all Hit objects corresponding to any proteins in a IPG.

cblaster.context.find_clusters(subjects, require=None, unique=3, min_hits=3, gap=20000,
percentage=50, queries=None)

Finds clusters of Hit objects matching user thresholds.

Parameters
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• hits (list) – Collection of Hit objects to find clusters in.

• require (list) – Names of query sequences that must be represented in a cluster.

• unique (int) – Unique query sequence threshold.

• min_hits (int) – Minimum number of hits in a hit cluster.

• gap (int) – Maximum intergenic distance (bp) between any two hits in a cluster.

Returns Clusters of Hit objects.

cblaster.context.find_clusters_in_organism(organism, unique=3, min_hits=3,
gap=20000, require=None, remote=True,
query_sequence_order=None, percent-
age=50)

Runs find_clusters() on all scaffolds in an organism.

cblaster.context.find_identifier(qualifiers)
Finds an identifier from a dictionary of feature qualifiers.

This function selects for the following fields in decreasing order: protein_id, locus_tag, ID and Gene. This
should cover most cases where CDS features do not have protein ID’s.

Parameters qualifiers (dict) – Feature qualifiers parsed with genome2json.

Returns Identifier, if found, otherwise None.

cblaster.context.group_hits(hits)

cblaster.context.parse_IPG_table(results, hits)
Links Hit objects to their genomic context from an IPG table.

This function: 1. Parses entries from the table, grouped by IPG number with parse_IP_groups() 2. For each
group:

a) Find Hit objects linked to any member of the group with find_IPG_hits()

b) For each group member, create a Subject object, then place it on its corresponding Scaffold and Organism
objects (creating new objects when new scaffolds and organisms are encountered)

c) Add Hit objects to every Subject object in the group

Parameters

• results (list) – Results from IPG search.

• hits (list) – Hit objects that were used to query NCBI.

Returns Organism objects containing hits sorted into genomic scaffolds.

cblaster.context.parse_IP_groups(results)
Parse groups from an Identical Protein Groups (IPG) table.

This function converts rows in the IPG table to namedtuple objects which have attributes corresponding to each
field in the table. These objects are grouped by the IPG they belong to.

Parameters results (list) – Rows in the IPG table.

Returns Dictionary of table entries (namedtuple objects) grouped by IPG.

cblaster.context.query_local_DB(hits, db)
Queries a local SQLite3 database created using the makedb module.
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cblaster.context.search(hits, sqlite_db=None, unique=3, min_hits=3, gap=20000, require=None,
ipg_file=None, query_sequence_order=None, percentage=None)

Gets the genomic context for a collection of Hit objects.

This function wraps all functionality in this module, allowing for Organism objects to be directly instantiated
from Hit objects insantiated prior.

>>> organisms = search(
... hits,
... unique=3, # number of query sequences that MUST be hit in a cluster
... min_hits=3, # minimum number of hits in a cluster
... gap=20000, # maximum intergenic gap
... require=["q1", "q2"], # specific query sequences that MUST be in a
→˓cluster
... )

Parameters

• hits (list) – Collection of Hit objects to find clusters in.

• sqlite_db (str) – path to sqlite database.

• require (list) – Names of query sequences that must be represented in a cluster.

• unique (int) – Unique query sequence threshold.

• min_hits (int) – Minimum number of hits in a hit cluster.

• gap (int) – Maximum intergenic distance (bp) between any two hits in a cluster.

• query_sequence_order (list) – list of sequences of the order in the query file, is

• ipg_file (str) – file to save the ipg table into.

Returns Dictionary of Organism objects keyed on species name.

3.1.3 cblaster.database module

This module handles creation of local JSON databases for non-NCBI lookups.

cblaster.database.diamond_makedb(fasta, name)
Builds a DIAMOND database

Parameters

• fasta (str) – Path to FASTA file containing protein sequences.

• name (str) – Name for DIAMOND database.

cblaster.database.init_sqlite_db(path, force=False)
Initialises a cblaster SQLite3 database file at a given path.

Parameters

• path – Path to write SQLite3 database

• force – Overwrite pre-existing files at path

Raises FileExistsError – If path already exists but force is False

cblaster.database.makedb(paths, database, force=False, cpus=None, batch=None)
makedb module entry point.

Will parse genome files in paths and create:
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1. database.sqlite3 SQLite3 database used for looking up genome context of hit genes

2. database.dmnd DIAMOND search database

3. database.fasta FASTA file containing all protein sequences in parsed genomes

Parameters

• paths (list) – Paths to genome files to build database from

• database (str) – Base name for database files

• force (bool) – Overwrite pre-existing database files

• cpus (int) – Number of CPUs to use when parsing genome files. By default, all available
cores will be used.

• batch (int) – Number of organisms to parse at once before saving to database. Helpful
when dealing with larger/many genome files.

cblaster.database.parse_file(path)

cblaster.database.query_genes(ids, database)
Queries the cblaster SQLite3 database for a collection of gene IDs.

Parameters

• ids (list) – Row IDs of genes being queried

• database (str) – Path to SQLite3 database

Returns Result tuples returned by the query

Return type list

cblaster.database.query_intermediate_genes(names, start, end, scaffold, organism,
database, local=False)

Queries the cblaster SQLite3 database for a collection of intermediate genes.

These are the genes between start and stop that are not part of the names list

Parameters

• names (list) – a list of names that are part of one cluster

• start (int) – the minimal start a gene can have to be considered intermediate

• end (int) – the maximum end a gene can have to be considered intermediate

• database (str) – Path to SQLite3 database

Returns Result tuples returned by the query

Return type list

cblaster.database.query_nucleotides(scaffold, organism, start, end, database)
Queries a database for a

cblaster.database.query_sequences(ids, database)

cblaster.database.seqrecords_to_sqlite(tuples, database)
Writes a collection of SeqRecord objects to a cblaster SQLite database.

Parameters

• tuples (list) – Gene insertion tuples

• database (str) – Path to SQLite3 database
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cblaster.database.sqlite_to_fasta(path, database)
Writes all proteins in database to path in FASTA format.

Parameters

• path (str) – Path to output FASTA file

• database (str) – Path to SQLite3 database

3.1.4 cblaster.extract module

Extract sequences from session files

TODO: Download hit cluster genomic regions from NCBI

cblaster.extract.extract(session, delimiter=None, name_only=False, extract_seqs=False, out-
put=None, queries=None, organisms=None, scaffolds=None)

Extract subject sequences from a cblaster session.

Parameters

• session (str) – path to json file encoding a cblaster Session object

• extract_seqs (bool) – Put the sequences of the extracted proteins into a fasta file

• output (str) – Output file name

• queries (list) – Query sequence names

• organisms (list) – Organism filtering regular expressions

• scaffolds (list) – Scaffold names and ranges

• delimiter (str) – Sequence description delimiter character

• name_only (bool) – Do not save sequence descriptions

cblaster.extract.extract_records(session, queries=None, organisms=None, scaffolds=None)
Extracts subject sequence names from a session file given a list of filters

Parameters

• session (Session) – cblaster session object

• queries (List) – a list of query sequences that a subject should match with in order to
be included

• organisms (List) – a list of organism names that a subject should be part of in order to
be included

• scaffolds (List) – a list of scaffold names and ranges that a subject should be part of
in order to be included

Returns a List of dictionaries with relevant information from subject objects.

cblaster.extract.extract_sequences(session, records)
Collects sequences for the given list of records.

Query the offline database for a local mode session or query ncbi for a remote session. Sequences are collected
into the records value

Parameters

• session (Session) – cblaster Session object

• records (List) – list of dictionaries with records requested by the user to be extracted
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cblaster.extract.format_records(records, delimiter=None, to_fasta=False, name_only=False)
Formats records

cblaster.extract.organism_matches(organism, patterns)
Tests organism filter RegEx patterns against a given organism name.

cblaster.extract.out_of_bounds(subject, start, end)
Check if the subject is completely outside of a given range

cblaster.extract.parse_organisms(organisms)
Parses specified organisms and creates RegEx patterns.

cblaster.extract.parse_scaffolds(scaffolds)
Parses scaffold names and ranges

e.g. scaf_123 –> {“scaf_123”: {“start”: None, “end”: None}} scaf_123:520-62000 –> {“scaf_123”: {“start”:
520, “end”: 62000}}

Parameters scaffolds (list) – a list of scaffold names with ranges

Returns A dictionary keyed on scaffolds names containing a dictionary with start and end keys

cblaster.extract.record_to_fasta(record, delimiter=None, name_only=False)
Formats a given record as FASTA.

cblaster.extract.record_to_header(record, delimiter=None, name_only=False)
Builds a header for a given record.

3.1.5 cblaster.extract_clusters module

Extract clusters from session files into genbank or fasta files

cblaster.extract_clusters.cluster_in_range(start, end, cluster)
Checks if a cluster is within a given range.

Parameters

• start (int) – start of the range

• end (int) – end of the range

• cluster (Cluster) – cblaster cluster object

Returns boolean given if the cluster is inbetween the start and end value

cblaster.extract_clusters.cluster_to_record(cluster, cluster_prot_sequences, clus-
ter_nuc_sequence, organism_name, scaf-
fold_accession, format_, required_genes,
mode='remote')

Convert a cblaster.Cluster object into a Bio.Seqrecord object

Parameters

• cluster (cblaster.Cluster) – cblasdter Cluster object

• cluster_prot_sequences (dict) – dictionary of protein sequences keyed on protein
ids

• cluster_nuc_sequence (str) – cluster nucleotide sequence

• organism_name (str) – name of the organism the cluster is originated from

• scaffold_accession (str) – accession of the scaffold the cluster belongs to
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• format (str) – the format that the extracted cluster should have

• required_genes (list) – list of genes that the user has marked as required to be
present in the cluster

Returns a Bio.Seqrecord object

cblaster.extract_clusters.create_genbanks_from_clusters(session, cluster_hierarchy,
output_dir, prefix, for-
mat_)

Create genbank files for each selected cluster

Parameters

• session (Session) – a cblaster session object

• cluster_hierarchy (List) – a sorted list of clusters with scaffold and organism

• output_dir (string) – path to a directory for writing the output files

• prefix (string) – string to start the file name of each cluster with

• format (str) – the format that the extracted cluster should have

cblaster.extract_clusters.efetch_nucleotide_sequence(cluster_hierarchy)
Efetches all nucleotide sequences for all clusters in the cluster_hierarchy

Parameters cluster_hierarchy (Set) – set of tuples in the form (cblaster.Cluster object,
scaffold_accession of cluster, organism_name of cluster)

Returns a dictionary with nucleotide sequences keyed on cluster number

cblaster.extract_clusters.efetch_protein_sequences(cluster_hierarchy)
EFetches all protein sequences from all clusters in the cluster_hierarchy

Parameters cluster_hierarchy (Set) – set of tuples in the form (cblaster.Cluster object,
scaffold_accession of cluster, organism_name of cluster)

Returns a dictionary with protein sequences keyed on protein names

cblaster.extract_clusters.extract_clusters(session, output_dir, prefix='', clus-
ter_numbers=None, score_threshold=None,
organisms=None, scaffolds=None, for-
mat_='genbank', max_clusters=50)

Extracts Cluster objects from a Session file and writes them to a file.

If BiG-SCAPE format is chosen, a ‘gene_kind’ qualifier is added to each CDS feature to indicate what genes
are part of the core of the cluster.

Genes that are flagged as required are considered core. If no genes are flagged as required, all genes are
considered to be core genes.

An additional qualifier is provided called ‘cluster_role’. This qualifier allows the identification between hits
found against required genes of the query, hits found agains any gene of the query and intermediate genes.

Parameters

• session (string) – path to a session.json file

• output_dir (string) – path to a directory for writing the output files

• prefix (string) – string to start the file name of each cluster with

• cluster_numbers (list) – cluster numbers to include

• score_threshold (float) – minum score in order for a cluster to be included
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• organisms (list) – Organism filtering regular expressions, clusters for these organisms
are included

• scaffolds (list) – clusters on these scaffolds are included

• format (str) – the format that the extracted cluster should have

• max_clusters (int) – the maximum amount of clusters extracted regardless of filters

cblaster.extract_clusters.get_sorted_cluster_hierarchies(session, clus-
ter_numbers=None,
score_threshold=None,
organisms=None,
scaffolds=None,
max_clusters=50)

Filter out selected clusters with their associated scaffold and organism

Parameters

• session (Session) – A session object

• cluster_numbers (list) – Numbers of clusters or a range of numbers eg 1-5

• score_threshold (float) – Minimum score a cluster needs to have in order to be
included

• organisms (list) – Regex patterns for organisms of which all clusters need to be ex-
tracted

• scaffolds (list) – Names of scaffolds of which all clusters need to be extracted

• max_clusters (int, None) – the maximum amount of clusters extracted regardless
of filters. You can set the value to None to extract all clusters

Returns

List of tuples of in the form (cblaster.Cluster object, cblaster.Scaffold object of cluster,
organism_name of cluster) sorted on cluster score

cblaster.extract_clusters.local_fetch_nucleotide(sqlite_db, cluster_hierarchy)
Fetches nucleotide sequence for clusters from SQLite3 database.

cblaster.extract_clusters.local_fetch_sequences(sqlite_db, cluster_hierarchy)
Fetches sequences from an offline SQLite3 database.

Parameters

• sqlite_db (str) – path to a json_db file

• cluster_hierarchy (Set) – set of tuples in the form (cblaster.Cluster object, scaf-
fold_accession of cluster, organism_name of cluster)

Returns

tuple of a dict of protein sequences keyed on protein_names and a dict of nucleotide
sequences keyed on scaffold_accessions

cblaster.extract_clusters.parse_numbers(cluster_numbers)
Parses cluster numbers from user input.

Parameters cluster_numbers (list) – a list of numbers or ranges of numbers

Returns list of integer numbers
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3.1.6 cblaster.formatters module

cblaster result formatters.

cblaster.formatters.add_field_whitespace(rows, lengths)
Fills table fields with whitespace to specified lengths.

cblaster.formatters.binary(session, hide_headers=False, delimiter=None, key=<built-in function
len>, attr='identity', decimals=4, sort_clusters=False)

Generates a binary summary table from a Session object.

cblaster.formatters.generate_header_string(text, symbol='-')
Generates a 2-line header string with underlined text.

>>> header = generate_header_string("header string", symbol="*")
>>> print(header)
header string

*************

cblaster.formatters.get_cell_values(queries, subjects, key=<built-in function len>,
attr=None)

Generates the values of cells in the binary matrix.

This function calls some specified key function (def. max) against all values of a specified attribute (def. None)
from Hits inside Subjects which match each query. By default, this function will just count all matching Hits
(i.e. len() is called on all Hits whose query attribute matches). To find maximum identities, for example, provide
key=max and attr=’identity’ to this function.

Parameters

• queries (list) – Names of query sequences.

• subjects (list) – Subject objects to generate vlaues for.

• key (callable) – Some callable that takes a list and produces a value.

• attr (str) – A Hit attribute to calculate values with in key function.

cblaster.formatters.get_maximum_row_lengths(rows)
Finds the longest lengths of fields per column in a collection of rows.

cblaster.formatters.gne_summary(data, hide_headers=False, delimiter=None, decimals=4)

cblaster.formatters.humanise(rows)
Formats a collection of fields as human-readable.

cblaster.formatters.set_decimals(value, decimals=4)

cblaster.formatters.summarise_cluster(cluster, decimals=4, hide_headers=True, delim-
iter=None)

Generates a summary table for a hit cluster.

Parameters

• cluster (Cluster) – collection of Subject objects

• decimals (int) – number of decimal points to show

• hide_headers (bool) – hide column headers in output

• delimiter (str) – delimiting string between the subjects

Returns summary table

cblaster.formatters.summarise_gne(data, hide_headers=False, delimiter=None, decimals=4)
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cblaster.formatters.summarise_organism(organism, hide_headers=True, delimiter=None,
decimals=4)

cblaster.formatters.summarise_scaffold(scaffold, hide_headers=True, delimiter=None, deci-
mals=4)

cblaster.formatters.summary(session, hide_headers=False, delimiter=None, decimals=4,
sort_clusters=False)

3.1.7 cblaster.genome_parsers module

cblaster.genome_parsers.find_fasta(gff_path)
Finds a FASTA file corresponding to the given GFF path.

cblaster.genome_parsers.find_files(paths, recurse=True, level=0)

cblaster.genome_parsers.find_gene_name(qualifiers)
Finds a gene name in a dictionary of feature qualifiers.

cblaster.genome_parsers.find_overlapping_location(feature, locations)
Finds the index of a gene location containing feature.

Parameters

• feature (SeqFeature) – Feature being matched to a location

• locations (list) – Start and end coordinates of gene features

Returns Index of matching start/end, if any None: No match found

Return type int

cblaster.genome_parsers.find_regions(directives)
Looks for ##sequence-region directives in a list of GFF3 directives.

cblaster.genome_parsers.iter_overlapping_features(features)

cblaster.genome_parsers.merge_cds_features(features)

cblaster.genome_parsers.organisms_to_tuples(organisms)
Generates insertion tuples from parsed organisms.

Parameters organisms (list) – Organism dictionaries parsed by parse_file

Returns SQLite3 database insertion tuples for all genes

Return type list

cblaster.genome_parsers.parse_cds_features(features, record_start)

cblaster.genome_parsers.parse_fasta(path)

cblaster.genome_parsers.parse_file(path, to_tuples=False)
Dispatches a given file path to the correct parser given its extension.

Parameters path (str) – Path to genome file

Returns File name and list of SeqRecord objects corresponding to scaffolds in file

Return type dict

cblaster.genome_parsers.parse_gff(path)
Parses GFF and corresponding FASTA using GFFutils.

Parameters path (str) – Path to GFF file. Should have a corresponding FASTA file of the same
name with a valid FASTA suffix (.fa, .fasta, .fsa, .fna, .faa).
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Returns SeqRecord objects corresponding to each scaffold in the file

Return type list

cblaster.genome_parsers.seqrecord_to_tuples(record, source)

cblaster.genome_parsers.seqrecord_to_tuples2(record, source)
Generates insertion tuples for genes in a SeqRecord object.

Parameters

• record (SeqRecord) – SeqRecord object containing gene and CDS SeqFeatures

• source (str) – Name of source file, used as organism name

Returns Tuples used for insertion into SQLite3 database

Return type list

3.1.8 cblaster.helpers module

cblaster.helpers.dict_to_cluster(sequences, spacing=500)
Creates a mock Cluster from a sequence dictionary.

cblaster.helpers.efetch_sequences(headers)
Retrieve protein sequences from NCBI for supplied accessions.

This function uses EFetch from the NCBI E-utilities to retrieve the sequences for all synthases specified in
headers. The calls to EFetch can not exceed 500 accessions this means that the calls have to be limited. It then
calls fasta.parse to parse the returned response; note that extra processing has to occur because the returned
FASTA will contain a full sequence description in the header line after the accession.

Parameters headers (list) – Valid NCBI sequence identifiers (accession, GI, etc.).

Returns a dictionary of sequences keyed on header id

cblaster.helpers.fasta_seqrecords_to_cluster(records, spacing=500)
Creates a mock Cluster from a SeqIO FASTA parser handle.

cblaster.helpers.find_sqlite_db(path)

cblaster.helpers.form_command(parameters)
Flatten a dictionary to create a command list for use in subprocess.run()

cblaster.helpers.get_program_path(aliases)
Get programs path given a list of program names.

Parameters aliases (list) – Program aliases, e.g. [“diamond”, “diamond-aligner”]

Raises ValueError – Could not find any of the given aliases on system $PATH.

Returns Path to program executable.

cblaster.helpers.get_project_root()

cblaster.helpers.get_sequences(query_file=None, query_ids=None, query_profiles=None)
Convenience function to get dictionary of query sequences from file or IDs.

Parameters

• query_file (str) – Path to FASTA genbank or EMBL file containing query

• sequences. (protein) –

• query_ids (list) – NCBI sequence accessions.
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• query_profiles (list) – Pfam profile accessions.

Raises ValueError – Did not receive values for query_file or query_ids.

Returns Dictionary of query sequences keyed on accession.

Return type sequences (dict)

cblaster.helpers.parse_query_sequences(query_file=None, query_ids=None,
query_profiles=None)

Creates a Cluster object from query sequences.

If EMBL/GenBank, Cluster will use exact genomic coordinates parsed from file. Otherwise, a fake Cluster will
be created where genes are drawn to scale, but always on positive strand and with fixed intergenic distance.

cblaster.helpers.seqrecord_to_cluster(record)
Creates a Cluster object from a SeqIO GenBank/EMBL parser handle.

cblaster.helpers.sequences_to_fasta(sequences)
Formats sequence dictionary as FASTA.

3.1.9 cblaster.hmm_search module

Hmmfetch and hmmsearch implementation

cblaster.hmm_search.check_pfam_db(path)
Check if Pfam-A db exists else download

Parameters path – String, path where to check

cblaster.hmm_search.fetch_profiles(hmm, dat, keys)
Fetch hmm profiles from db and save in a file

Parameters

• db_path – String, path where db are stored

• keys_ls – String, Path to file with acc-nr

Returns List, strings with acc-numbers

Return type ls_keys

cblaster.hmm_search.get_full_accession_number(dat_path, keys)
Get full accession number of Pfam profiles

Parameters

• keys – List, Strings of accession profiles numbers

• db_path – String, Path to dat.gz file with the full acc-nr

Returns List, string of full acc-number

Return type key_lines

cblaster.hmm_search.parse_hmmer_output(results)
Parse hmmsearch output

Parameters file_list – List, string of file name of results that need parsing

Returns

list of class objects, with information

• query, subject, identity, coverage, e-value, bit score
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Return type hit_info

cblaster.hmm_search.perform_hmmer(fasta, query_profiles, pfam, session)
Main of running a hmmer search

Parameters

• database_pfam – String, Path to pfam db

• database – String, Path to seqeunce db, in fasta or gbk format

• query_profiles – List, Pfam profiles needed to be searched

Returns List of class objects with the hits

Return type hit_res

cblaster.hmm_search.run_hmmsearch(pfam, fasta, query)
Run the hmmsearch command

Parameters

• path_pfam – String, Path to the pfam database

• path_db – String, Path to db that will be searched for profiles

• ls_keys – List, string of pfam profile names

Returns List, String of result file names

Return type temp_res

3.1.10 cblaster.intermediate_genes module

Add intermediate genes to the clusters of a session

cblaster.intermediate_genes.find_intermediate_genes(session, gene_distance=5000,
max_clusters=100)

Main function called for finding intermediate genes.

Parameters

• session (Session) – cblaster Session object

• gene_distance (int) – the extra distance around a cluster to collect genes from

• max_clusters (int) – maximum amount of clusters intermediate genes are added to

• that retrieving intermediate genes for remote sessions can
become (considering) –

• expensive. –

cblaster.intermediate_genes.genes_from_feature_table(table_text, search_start)
Extracts all CDS regions from a feature table returned by NCBI.

Additional information for the feature table can be found here: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/WebSub/html/
help/feature-table.html

Parameters

• table_text (str) – The feature table in text format given by NCBI

• search_start (int) – The base pair start of the region where genes are returned from
since the location of genes provided is relative to the requested region.

Returns List of cblaster Subject objects containing the intermediate genes.
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cblaster.intermediate_genes.get_remote_intermediate_genes(subjects, cluster)
Get all genes that are not part of the cluster from the list of subjects

Parameters

• subjects (List) – list of cblaster Subject objects

• cluster (Cluster) – cblaster Cluster object

Returns List of all the genes that are in subjects and not in the cluster

cblaster.intermediate_genes.get_start_end_strand(start, end)
Extracts the start and end locations from the start and end string.

The location can contain < and > which should be removed. Additionally if the end is smaller then the start the
location is on the negative strand

Parameters

• start (str) – string representing the start location of a gene

• end (str) – string representing the end location of a gene

Returns a tuple with start as integer, end as integer and strand as ‘+’ or ‘-‘

cblaster.intermediate_genes.intermediate_genes_request(accession, start, stop)

cblaster.intermediate_genes.parse_table_features(table_text)
Parse features into dictionaries containing start, end and qualifiers

cblaster.intermediate_genes.set_gene_name(feature)
Sets the name of a gene feature.

Tries to extract protein_id from feature table protein_id qualifier, which takes the form:

source database|protein_id|additional qualifiers

For example: ref|WP_063781455.1| gb|ACG70812.1| emb|SPB51992.1||gnl|WGS:OGUI|SPB51992
dbj|GAQ43934.1|

If this fails, falls back to locus_tag.

cblaster.intermediate_genes.set_local_intermediate_genes(sqlite_db, clus-
ter_hierarchy,
gene_distance)

Adds intermediate genes to clusters in the cluster_hierarchy using a SQLite database

Parameters

• sqlite_db (str) – path to the sqlite database

• cluster_hierarchy (List) – Tuples with cblaster cluster scaffold accession and or-
ganism name

• gene_distance (int) – the extra distance around a cluster to collect genes from

cblaster.intermediate_genes.set_remote_intermediate_genes(cluster_hierarchy,
gene_distance)

Adds intermediate genes to clusters in the cluster_hierarchy from NCBI feature tables.

Parameters

• cluster_hierarchy (List) – Tuples with Cblaster cluster scaffold accession and or-
ganism name

• gene_distance (int) – the extra distance around a cluster to collect genes from
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cblaster.intermediate_genes.transfer_protein_ids(genes, cdss)
Transfers protein_id qualifier from CDS to matching gene features.

3.1.11 cblaster.local module

cblaster.local.diamond(fasta, database, max_evalue=0.01, min_identity=30, min_coverage=50,
cpus=None)

Launch a local DIAMOND search against a database.

Parameters

• fasta (str) – Path to FASTA format query file

• database (str) – Path to DIAMOND database generated with cblaster makedb

• max_evalue (float) – Maximum e-value threshold

• min_identity (float) – Minimum identity (%) cutoff

• min_coverage (float) – Minimum coverage (%) cutoff

• cpus (int) – Number of CPU threads for DIAMOND to use

Returns Rows from DIAMOND search result table (split by newline)

Return type list

cblaster.local.parse(results, min_identity=30, min_coverage=50, max_evalue=0.01)
Parse a string containing results of a BLAST/DIAMOND search.

Parameters

• results (list) – Results returned by diamond() or blastp()

• min_identity (float) – Minimum identity (%) cutoff

• min_coverage (float) – Minimum coverage (%) cutoff

• max_evalue (float) – Maximum e-value threshold

Returns Hit objects representing hits that surpass scoring thresholds

Return type list

cblaster.local.search(database, sequences=None, query_file=None, query_ids=None,
blast_file=None, **kwargs)

Launch a new BLAST search using either DIAMOND or command-line BLASTp (remote).

Parameters

• database (str) – Path to DIAMOND database

• sequences (dict) – Query sequences

• query_file (str) – Path to FASTA file containing query sequences

• query_ids (list) – NCBI sequence accessions

• blast_file (str) – Path to the file blast results are written to

Raises ValueError – No value given for query_file or query_ids

Returns Parsed rows with hits from DIAMOND results table

Return type list
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3.1.12 cblaster.main module

cblaster.main.cblaster(query_file=None, query_ids=None, query_profiles=None, mode=None,
databases=None, database_pfam=None, gap=20000, unique=3,
min_hits=3, min_identity=30, min_coverage=50, max_evalue=0.01,
percentage=None, entrez_query=None, output=None, out-
put_hide_headers=False, output_delimiter=None, output_decimals=4,
output_sort_clusters=False, binary=None, binary_hide_headers=True,
binary_delimiter=None, binary_key=<built-in function len>, bi-
nary_attr='identity', binary_decimals=4, rid=None, require=None,
session_file=None, indent=None, plot=False, max_plot_clusters=50,
recompute=False, blast_file=None, ipg_file=None, hitlist_size=None,
cpus=None, intermediate_genes=False, intermediate_gene_distance=5000,
intermediate_max_clusters=100, testing=False)

Run cblaster.

This function is the central workflow for the entire cblaster package.

Parameters

• query_file (str) – Path to FASTA format query file

• query_ids (list) – NCBI protein sequence identifiers

• query_profiles (list) – Pfam profile identifiers

• mode (str) – Search mode (‘local’ or ‘remote’)

• databases (str) – Search database (NCBI if remote, DIAMOND if local)

• database_pfam (str) – Path to pfam db or where to download it

• gap (int) – Maximum gap (kilobase) between cluster hits

• unique (int) – Minimum number of query sequences with hits in clusters

• min_hits (int) – Minimum number of hits in clusters

• min_identity (float) – Minumum identity (%) cutoff

• min_coverage (float) – Minumum coverage (%) cutoff

• max_evalue (float) – Maximum e-value threshold

• percentage (int) – % of query genes needed to be present in cluster

• entrez_query (str) – NCBI Entrez query to filter search database

• output (str) – Path to cblaster summary output file

• output_hide_headers (bool) – Hide headers in summary table

• output_delimiter (str) – Delimiter used in summary table

• output_decimals (int) – Total decimal places in hit scores in summary table

• output_sort_clusters (bool) – If the clusters in the final summary table need to
sorted

• binary (str) – Path to cblaster binary output file

• binary_hide_headers (bool) – Hide headers in binary table

• binary_delimiter (str) – Delimiter used in binary table

• binary_key (str) – Key function used in binary table (len, max or sum)
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• binary_attr (str) – Hit attribute used for calculating cell values in binary table

• binary_decimals (int) – Total decimal places in cell values in binary table

• rid (str) – NCBI BLAST search request identifier (RID)

• require (list) – Query sequences that must be in hit clusters

• session_file (str) – Path to cblaster session JSON file

• indent (int) – Total spaces to indent JSON files

• plot (str) – Path to cblaster plot HTML file

• max_plot_clusters (int) – maximum clusters that are plotted when -osc (sort on
score ) argument is used

• recompute (str) – Path to recomputed session JSON file

• blast_file (str) – path to file to save blast output

• ipg_file (str) – path to file to save ipg output

• cpus (int) – number of cpu’s to use when blasting.

• intermediate_genes (bool) – Signifies if intermediate genes have to be shown

• hitlist_size (int) – Number of database sequences to keep

• intermediate_gene_distance (int) – the maximum allowed distance between the
edge of a cluster and an intermediate gene.

• intermediate_max_clusters (int) – the maximum amount of clusters for which
intermediate genes will be fetched, since this can become expensive for remote searches

• testing (bool) – flag to make sure certain code does not run when testing

Returns cblaster search Session object

Return type Session

cblaster.main.gne(session, output=None, max_gap=100000, samples=100, scale='linear', plot=None,
hide_headers=False, delimiter=',', decimals=4, testing=False)

Estimate gene neighbourhood.

cblaster.main.main()
cblaster entry point.

3.1.13 cblaster.parsers module

Argument parsers.

cblaster.parsers.add_binary_arguments(group)

cblaster.parsers.add_clustering_group(search)

cblaster.parsers.add_config_subparser(subparsers)

cblaster.parsers.add_extract_clusters_subparser(subparsers)

cblaster.parsers.add_extract_subparser(subparsers)

cblaster.parsers.add_filtering_group(search)

cblaster.parsers.add_gne_output_group(parser)

cblaster.parsers.add_gne_params_group(parser)
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cblaster.parsers.add_gne_subparser(subparsers)

cblaster.parsers.add_gui_subparser(subparsers)

cblaster.parsers.add_input_group(search)

cblaster.parsers.add_intermediate_genes_group(search)

cblaster.parsers.add_makedb_subparser(subparsers)

cblaster.parsers.add_output_arguments(group)

cblaster.parsers.add_output_group(search)

cblaster.parsers.add_plot_clusters_subparser(subparsers)

cblaster.parsers.add_search_subparser(subparsers)

cblaster.parsers.add_searching_group(search)

cblaster.parsers.full_database_path(database, *acces_modes)
Make sure the database path is also correct, but do not check when providing one of the NCBI databases

Parameters

• database (str) – a string that is the path to the database creation files or a NCBI database
identifier

• acces_modes (List) – a list of integers of acces modes for which at least one should be
allowed

Returns a string that is the full path to the database file or a NCBI database identifier

cblaster.parsers.full_path(file_path, *acces_modes, dir=False)
Test if a file path or directory exists and has the correct permissions and create a full path

For reading acces the file has to be pressent and there has to be read acces. For writing acces the directory with
the file has to be present and there has to be write acces in that directory.

Parameters

• file_path (str) – relative or absoluete path to a file

• acces_modes (List) – a list of integers of acces modes for which at least one should be
allowed

• dir (bool) – if the path is to a directory or not

Returns A string that is the full path to the provided file_path

Raises

• argparse.ArgumentTypeError when the provided path does not
exist or the file does not have the correct –

• permissions to be accessed –

cblaster.parsers.get_parser()

cblaster.parsers.max_cpus(value)
Ensure that the cpu’s do not go above the available amount. Setting to high cpu’s will crash database creation
badly

Parameters value (int) – number of cpu’s as provided by the user

Returns value as an integer with 1 <= value <= multiprocessing.cpu_count()

cblaster.parsers.parse_args(args)
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3.1.14 cblaster.plot module

class cblaster.plot.CustomHandler(data, chart, *args, **kwargs)
Bases: http.server.BaseHTTPRequestHandler

Handler for serving cblaster plots.

copy_file(source)

do_GET()
Serves each component of the cblaster plot.

log_message(format, *args)
Suppresses logging messages on every request.

send_headers(mime)

cblaster.plot.flag_duplicate_cells(cells)
Finds cells that contain hits present in other cells.

cblaster.plot.generate_linkage_matrix(array)
Generate a normalised linkage matrix from a given array.

cblaster.plot.get_cell(query, cluster, cluster_id)

cblaster.plot.get_data(session, sort_clusters=False, max_clusters=None)

cblaster.plot.plot_gne(data, output=None, testing=False)

cblaster.plot.plot_session(session, output=None, sort_clusters=False, max_clusters=None, test-
ing=False)

cblaster.plot.plot_session_file(path, output=None)

cblaster.plot.save_html(data, output, chart='heatmap')
Generates a static HTML file with all visualisation code.

cblaster.plot.serve_html(data, chart='heatmap')

cblaster.plot.transform_linkage_matrix(matrix)
Converts SciPy linkage matrix to D3 hierarchical format.

3.1.15 cblaster.plot_clusters module

Plot clusters from session files

cblaster.plot_clusters.cblaster_to_clinker_cluster(cluster, cluster_label=None,
scaffold_accession='', organ-
ism_name='')

Convert this cluster to a clinker format cluster

Parameters scaffold_accession (str) – accession of the scaffold this cluster is located on

Returns A clinker.Cluster object

cblaster.plot_clusters.clusters_to_clinker_globaligner(clinker_query_cluster, clus-
ter_hierarchies)

Create clinker.Alignments classes between the query cluster and all other clusters

Make clinker.Link objects between all genes of the query and the genes in the clusters that where matched
during blasting.

Parameters
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• clinker_query_cluster (clinker.Cluster) – clinker.Cluster object of the
query used for the session

• cluster_hierarchies (List) – a list of tuples in the form (cblaster.Cluster object,
scaffold_accession of cluster, organism_name of cluster)

Returns a list of clinker.Alignment objects

cblaster.plot_clusters.plot_clusters(session, cluster_numbers=None,
score_threshold=None, organisms=None, scaf-
folds=None, plot_outfile=None, max_clusters=50,
testing=False)

Plot Cluster objects from a Session file :param session: path to a session.json file :type session: string :param
cluster_numbers: cluster numbers to include :type cluster_numbers: list :param score_threshold: minumum
score in order for a cluster to be included :type score_threshold: float :param organisms: Organism filtering
regular expressions, clusters for :type organisms: list :param these organisms are included: :param scaffolds:
clusters on these scaffolds are included :type scaffolds: list :param plot_outfile: path to a file for the final plot
:type plot_outfile: str :param max_clusters: the maximum amount of clusters plotted regardless of filters :type
max_clusters: int :param testing: argument to switch of plotting when testing making sure that no dynamioc
plot :type testing: bool :param is served since this will crash the testing.:

3.1.16 cblaster.remote module

This module handles all interaction with NCBI’s BLAST API, including launching new remote searches, polling for
completion status, and retrieval of results.

cblaster.remote.check(rid)
Check completion status of a BLAST search given a Request Identifier (RID).

Parameters rid (str) – NCBI BLAST search request identifier (RID)

Returns Search has completed successfully and hits were reported

Return type bool

Raises

• ValueError – Search has failed. This is caused either by program error (in which case,
NCBI requests you submit an error report with the RID) or expiration of the RID (only
stored for 24 hours).

• ValueError – Search has completed successfully, but no hits were reported.

cblaster.remote.parse(handle, sequences=None, query_file=None, query_ids=None,
max_evalue=0.01, min_identity=30, min_coverage=50)

Parse Tabular results from remote BLAST search performed via API.

Since the API provides no option for returning query coverage, which is a metric we want to use for filtering
hits, query sequences must be passed to this function so that their lengths can be compared to the alignment
length.

Parameters

• handle (list) – File handle (or file handle-like) object corresponding to BLAST results.
Note that this function expects an iterable of tab-delimited lines and performs no valida-
tion/error checking

• sequences (dict) – Query sequences

• query_file (str) – Path to FASTA format query file

• query_ids (list) – NCBI sequence identifiers
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• max_evalue (float) – Maximum e-value

• min_identity (float) – Minimum percent identity

• min_coverage (float) – Minimum percent query coverage

Returns Hit objects corresponding to criteria passing BLAST hits

Return type list

cblaster.remote.poll(rid, delay=60, max_retries=- 1)
Poll BLAST API with given Request Identifier (RID) until results are returned.

As per NCBI usage guidelines, this function will only poll once per minute; this is calculated each time such
that wait is constant (i.e. accounts for differing response time on the status check).

Parameters

• rid (str) – NCBI BLAST search request identifier (RID)

• delay (int) – Total delay (seconds) between polling

• max_retries (int) – Maximum number of polling attempts (-1 for unlimited)

Returns BLAST search results split by newline

Return type list

cblaster.remote.retrieve(rid, hitlist_size=5000)
Retrieve BLAST results corresponding to a given Request Identifier (RID).

Parameters

• rid (str) – NCBI BLAST search request identifiers (RID)

• hitlist_size (int) – Total number of hits to retrieve

Returns BLAST search results split by newline, with HTML parts removed

Return type list

cblaster.remote.search(rid=None, sequences=None, query_file=None, query_ids=None,
min_identity=0.3, min_coverage=0.5, max_evalue=0.01, blast_file=None,
hitlist_size=500, **kwargs)

Perform a remote BLAST search via the NCBI’s BLAST API.

This function launches a new search given a query FASTA file or list of valid NCBI identifiers, polls the API to
check the completion status of the search, then retrieves and parses the results.

It is also possible to call other BLAST variants using the program argument.

Parameters

• rid (str) – NCBI BLAST search request identifier (RID)

• sequences (dict) – Query sequences

• query_file (str) – Path to FASTA format query file

• query_ids (list) – NCBI sequence identifiers

• min_identity (float) – Minimum percent identity

• min_coverage (float) – Minimum percent query coverage

• max_evalue (float) – Maximum e-value

• blast_file (str) – Path to file blast results are written to

• hitlist_size (int) – Number of database sequences to keep
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Returns Hit objects corresponding to criteria passing BLAST hits

Return type list

cblaster.remote.start(sequences=None, query_file=None, query_ids=None, database='nr',
program='blastp', megablast=False, filtering='F', evalue=10,
nucl_reward=None, nucl_penalty=None, gap_costs='11 1', ma-
trix='BLOSUM62', hitlist_size=5000, threshold=11, word_size=6,
comp_based_stats=2, entrez_query=None)

Launch a remote BLAST search using NCBI BLAST API.

Note that the HITLIST_SIZE, ALIGNMENTS and DESCRIPTIONS parameters must all be set together in
order to mimic max_target_seqs behaviour.

Usage guidelines:

1. Don’t contact server more than once every 10 seconds

2. Don’t poll for a single RID more than once a minute

3. Use URL parameter email/tool

4. Run scripts weekends or 9pm-5am Eastern time on weekdays if >50 searches

For a full description of the parameters, see:

1. BLAST API documentation<https://ncbi.github.io/blast-cloud/dev/api.html>

2. BLAST documentation <https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi?CMD=Web&PAGE_TYPE=BlastDocs&DOC_TYPE=BlastHelp>

Parameters

• sequences (dict) – Query sequence dict generated by helpers.get_sequences()

• query_file (str) – Path to a query FASTA file

• query_ids (list) – Collection of NCBI sequence identifiers

• database (str) – Target NCBI BLAST database

• program (str) – BLAST variant to run

• megablast (bool) – Enable megaBLAST option (only with BLASTn)

• filtering (str) – Low complexity filtering

• evalue (float) – E-value cutoff

• nucl_reward (int) – Reward for matching bases (only with BLASTN/megaBLAST)

• nucl_penalty (int) – Penalty for mismatched bases (only with
BLASTN/megaBLAST)

• gap_costs (str) – Gap existence and extension costs

• matrix (str) – Scoring matrix name

• hitlist_size (int) – Number of database sequences to keep

• threshold (int) – Neighbouring score for initial words

• word_size (int) – Size of word for initial matches

• comp_based_stats (int) – Composition based statistics algorithm

• entrez_query (str) – NCBI Entrez search term for pre-filtering the BLAST database

Returns Request Identifier (RID) assigned to the search rtoe (int): Request Time Of Execution
(RTOE), estimated run time of the search
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Return type rid (str)

3.1.17 cblaster.sql module
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Welcome to synthaser’s documentation!

synthaser is a tool for the characterisation and classificiation of the domain architecture of protein sequences. It
leverages the NCBI’s conserved domain (CD) search tool, CD-Search, for comphrehensive, fully remote domain
searches, and automatically characterises and classifies sequences based on user-defined rules.

To view an example of what synthaser can produce, click the image below:
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2 CONTENTS



CHAPTER

ONE

FEATURES

• Fully remote searches using the NCBI’s CD-Search API

• Automatic characterisation and classification of protein sequences based on user-defined rules

• Fully interactive visualisations which can be tweaked and saved to SVG
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CHAPTER

TWO

USER GUIDE

Get started using synthaser.

2.1 User guide

2.1.1 Installation

This section of the documentation covers the installation of synthaser.

Python version

synthaser is written using Python 3, and should work with any version above 3.3.

Dependencies

These packages are automatically installed when installing cblaster:

• requests

• biopython

Other dependencies

• RPS-BLAST is the search tool used in local cblaster searches

• rpsbproc is used to post-process RPS-BLAST results to remove redundant hits and fill in information about
domain families like in the web CD-Search tool

Installation

1. (Optional) Create a new virtual environment

python3 -m virtualenv venv
source venv/bin/activate

This will create (and activate) a sandboxed environment where you can install Python packages separately to those
available on your system. This isn’t necessarily required, but is recommended.

2. Install synthaser

5
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The easiest way to obtain synthaser is to install it directly from PyPI using pip:

pip install synthaser

This will install synthaser, as well as all of its required dependencies. Alternatively, you could clone the cblaster
repository from GitHub and install it like so:

git clone https://www.github.com/gamcil/synthaser
cd synthaser
pip install .

This will download the latest version of cblaster and install it from the downloaded folder, rather than from PyPI.

synthaser should now be available directly on your terminal:

$ synthaser -h
usage: synthaser [-h] [--version] {getdb,getseq,search} ...
synthaser: a Python toolkit for analysing domain architecture of secondary metabolite
→˓megasynth (et) ases with NCBI CD-Search.

positional arguments:
{getdb,getseq,search}
getdb Download a CDD database for local searches
getseq Download sequences from NCBI
search Run a synthaser search

optional arguments:
-h, --help show this help message and exit
--version show program's version number and exit

Cameron L.M. Gilchrist 2020

Installing RPS-BLAST and rpsbproc

RPS-BLAST is a distributed in the NCBI’s BLAST+ toolkit. This can be acquired either directly from NCBI’s FTP
or from your distributions repositories, for example in Ubuntu: sudo apt install ncbi-blast+.

To install rpsbproc, follow these steps:

1. Acquire the relevant archive for your system from the CDD FTP.

2. Extract the contents

3. Acquire the data files required by rpsbproc either by running utils/getcdddata.sh, or directly from the FTP
as detailed by the README (see: domain-annotation files). The program does NOT require you to download all of the
domain databases. So, if doing the former, you can chttps://www.circles.life/au/plan/ancel the run after the necessary
files are in data/, then delete db/ and the database .tar.gz files.

4. Make sure the rpsbproc binary file is on your system $PATH. This is a requirement of synthaser, as it will throw
an error if it cannot find rpsbproc directly on the $PATH (i.e. accessable in terminal just by typing ‘rpsbproc’).

6 Chapter 2. User guide
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2.1.2 Quickstart

This section of the documentation gives a brief overview of how to get started using synthaser and a broad overview
of its features.

Pre-search configuration using the config module

The NCBI requires that you provide some identification before using their services in order to prevent abuse.
This can be an e-mail address, or more recently, an API key (https://ncbiinsights.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/2017/11/02/
new-api-keys-for-the-e-utilities/).

You can use the config module to set these parameters for synthaser searches (you’ll only have to do this once!).
This module will save a file, config.ini, wherever your operating system stores configuration files (for example, in
Linux it will be saved in ~/.local/config/synthaser). When you run remote searches in synthaser, it will first check
to see if it can find this file, and then if an e-mail address or API key is saved; if they are not found, synthaser will
throw an error.

To set an e-mail address:

$ synthaser config --email "foo@bar.com"

. . . or an API key:

$ synthaser config --api_key <your API key>

Running a synthaser search using the search module

Once configured, a synthaser search is as easy as:

synthaser search --query_file sequences.fasta

This will take all sequences in sequences.fasta and start a remote CD-Search run.

Note: Most of the arguments used with synthaser have shorter forms which can be found in the help menus (e.g.
synthaser search --help). For example, the short version of --query_file here is -qf.

Alternatively, you can use the -qi/--query_ids argument to start a search using just a collection of NCBI iden-
tifiers. For example:

synthaser search -qi KAF4294870.1 KAF4294328.1 KAF4293514.1

This will retrieve each sequence and start a remote CD-Search run.

There are several optional arguments you can use which control the output synthaser will generate. To generate a
synthaser plot of your sequences, add the -p/--plot argument, optionally specifying a name to generate a portable
HTML file:

synthaser search -qf sequences.fasta -p <plot.html>

The plot will then open directly in your web browser.

You can save a file containing the data of a synthaser search by using the -json, --json_file argument:

synthaser search -qf sequences.fasta -json session.json

This is particularly useful in larger searches, as the search won’t have to be completely redone if you want to e.g.
generate a new visualisation or output table. If the file specified does not exist, synthaser will create it; if it does exist,
synthaser will attempt to load it.

2.1. User guide 7
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The default output will show your query sequences and their domain architectures, grouped by their classifications.
For example, the search using --query_ids from above produces:

PKS --> Type I --> Partially-reducing
-------------------------------------
KAF4294870.1 KS-AT-DH-MT-KR-ACP

Thiolase
--------
KAF4293514.1 KS
KAF4294328.1 KS

You can make this tabular by using the -lf, --long_form argument, which will produce a comma-separated
output like:

Synthase,Length (aa),Architecture,Classification
KAF4294870.1,2445,KS-AT-DH-MT-KR-ACP,PKS|Type I|Partially-reducing
KAF4294328.1,413,KS,Thiolase
KAF4293514.1,419,KS,Thiolase

Where each row contains the sequence, its length, domain architecture and classification. This can then be directly
imported into spreadsheet software.

Another very useful argument is --cdsid. This allows you to resume or load a CD-Search run at a later time. The
CDSID (CD-Search identifier) is reported by synthaser at the start of every search, and takes the form:

QM3-qcdsearch-XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX-YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY

For example, in the output of the above search:

[14:57:52] INFO - Starting synthaser
[14:57:56] INFO - Launching new CD-Search run
[14:57:58] INFO - Run ID: QM3-qcdsearch-894E2B07233244A-1C6342BEDF36CB85

When I then wanted the tabular output, I could simply re-use the CDSID:

synthaser search \
--query_ids KAF4294870.1 KAF4294328.1 KAF4293514.1 \
--cdsid QM3-qcdsearch-894E2B07233244A-1C6342BEDF36CB85 \
--long_form

CD-Search parameters can be altered using the following arguments:

Argument Description
--cdsid CD-Search run ID (e.g. QM3-qcdsearch-XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX-YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY).
--smode Search mode (auto, prec or live; def. auto)
--useid1 Look for sequences in archival database if not found (def. true)
--compbasedadj Use composition-corrected scoring (def. 1)
--filter Filter out compositionally biased regions from queries (def. true)
--evalue Maximum E-value (def. 3)
--maxhit Maximum number of hits to return (def. 500)
--dmode Level of hits to report (full, rep or std; def. full)

For a fuller explanation of these arguments, see the NCBI documentation here.
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The synthaser plot

The synthaser plot is fairly intuitive, but deserves a little explanation of its own. Here is what the search above looks
like plotted:

Query sequences are drawn to scale, with coloured boxes representing the domains that were found. Sequences
are grouped by their classifications, and annotation bars for classifications are drawn in the appropriate locations
automatically. This looks a not nicer when you have more sequences covering more classifications!

Hovering over a domain box in a sequence will show a tooltip menu that looks like:

2.1. User guide 9
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This shows you a summary of the best domain family hit, with linkouts to their corresponding entries in the NCBI
databases. You can also copy amino acid sequences of either the entire query or just the specific domain by clicking
the buttons at the bottom.

The legend contains a list of the domains found in all of your sequences next to a box with the corresponding colour.
This colour can be changed simply by clicking the box and selecting another colour.

Sequences can be hidden by clicking on their names. If a sequence containing the last occurrence of a specific domain
in the plot is hidden, that domain will automatically be removed from the legend as well.

Sizing and positioning of plot elements can be controlled by the settings in the dropdown menu on the right hand side
of the plot. In the above image, the only change from default was the maximum sequence length (in pixels); by default,
this is set to 600 px.

You can generate FASTA files containing extracted sequences of specific domain types from your sequences using the
Download domain sequences section at the bottom of the dropdown menu. Simply select a domain type and click the
Download! button.

Once you are happy with your figure, you can download a SVG image file by clicking the Save SVG button at the top
of the menu.

2.1.3 Creating custom rule sets

synthaser uses a central rule file which controls which domains it will save in domain architecture predictions, as well
as how sequences get classified based on those domain architectures.

The default rule file distributed in the package is meant for the analysis of fungal megasynthases (polyketide synthases,
fatty acid synthases and nonribosomal peptide synthetases). However, this can be repurposed for the analysis of any
other multidomain protein very easily using our web application.

What follows is a brief description of how synthaser uses the rule file at the various stages of its workflow.

Identifying domain ‘islands’

The problem synthaser aims to solve is best demonstrated in the following image:
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This is the result of a CD-Search run using a hybrid polyketide synthase-nonribosomal peptide synthetase sequence as
a query. Within this visualisation, you can see all of the domain hits found in the sequence during the search, as well
as their positions within the sequence.

These domain hits very clearly fall into distinct ‘islands’ (indicated by blue boxes) with other, related do-
main hits. In this image, the domain islands correspond to the domain architecture of the synthase,
KS-AT-DH-MT-KR-ACP-C-A-T-R.

While this is easy to figure out manually by looking at the visualisation, we often want to analyse larger numbers of
these sequences (e.g. when looking at full fungal genomes), which quickly makes this manual approach prohibitive.
This is where synthaser comes in.

Creating domain types

The first element of the synthaser rule file is the list of domain ‘types’ that we want synthaser to find in the CD-Search
results. Each domain type is given a name as well as a list of specific domain families which correspond to the type.

Thinking back to the domain islands example above, we may wish to create a domain type called KS, which consists
of the domain families PKS and PKS_KS (the top-scoring domain families in the search). This would indicate to the
synthaser that whenever it finds hits for either PKS or PKS_KS domains, they should be saved and categorised as KS
domains.

These can be edited in the leftmost pane in the web application:
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As mentioned, we first give the domain type a name (e.g. C), then we choose a list of specific domain families (e.g.
C_PKS-NRPS, Condensation). You can directly search for families in this box by accession or name.

Creating classification rules

Once synthaser has identified the domains in a query sequence and predicted its domain architecture, the next task is
classification. As with the domain identification step, while we can easily determine domain architecture directly from
the visual output and tell what type of synthase we have, the difficulty comes when we want to analyse more than a
single sequence at a time.

These can be edited in the Classification rules pane of the web application:
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This picture shows the rule for classifying a PKS-NRPS sequence. It consists of:

1. A name, given to a sequence when the rule is evaluated succesfully (Hyrid PKS-NRPS).

2. A list of domain types chosen from a multi-selection box populated by domain types created in the Domain
types pane (KS, A, C, ACP, TR).

3. An evaluation expression which checks for presence of key domains for this rule (0 for KS, 1 for A and 2 for C).
This rule will be satisfied if a sequence has a KS domain AND either an A OR C domain.

4. A renaming rule which specifies that a domain type should be renamed in a specific circumstance due to con-
vention (a TR domain, if found after a C or A domain, is renamed to R).

The only thing this rule does not have is domain filters, which would control the specific domain families that should
be saved for a domain type. In the fungal ruleset, this is key to being able to distinguish between KS domains from
fatty acid synthases and polyketide synthases, for example.

2.1. User guide 13
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Classification rule evaluation hierarchy

Once you have established all of your classification rules, you need to define the order in which they should be
evaluated. This can be done in the Rule hierarchy pane:

This list is automatically populated by the rules that you created in the Classification rules pane; by default, they will
all be on the same evaluation level.
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Rules are evaluated in top-to-bottom order according to this hierarchy. They can be rearranged by simply clicking and
dragging the grey handle to the left of the rule name and dropping them where you want them. This could simply mean
reordering rules on the same level (e.g. moving NRPS before Hybrid PKS-NRPS), or making certain rules children
of others (e.g. if the PKS rule is successfully evaluated, only then does synthaser try to evaluate the Type I rule).
synthaser supports arbitrary levels of nesting.

Using the rule file

Once you’re happy with your rule set, click the Save rules button in the top-right of the web application. This wll
download a JSON format file containing the domain types, classification rules and hierarchy, that you can pass directly
to synthaser for it to use instead of the fungal ruleset.

For example, given a custom rule file, my_ruleset.json:

synthaser search -qf sequences.fa --rule_file my_ruleset.json

If you ever want to modify your rule set, this can also be done in the web application by loading your rule file with the
Load rules button, making your tweaks, then clicking Save rules to generate a new file.

2.1.4 Miscellaneous modules

synthaser also provides a few other modules to help you generate certain files.

getdb

The getdb module can be used to download pre-formatted RPS-BLAST databases for local searches. This module
will connect to the NCBI FTP and download whichever database/s you specify. For example, to download the CDD
to some folder databases:

synthaser getdb Cdd databases/

usage: synthaser getdb [-h] {cdd_families,Cdd,Cdd_NCBI,Cog,Kog,Pfam,Prk,Smart,Tigr}
→˓folder

Download a pre-formatted rpsblast database.

For full description of the available databases, see:
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Structure/cdd/cdd_help.shtml#CDSource

Note that 'cdd_families' will download a file containing a summary of
all families in the CDD for rule building - not a searchable database.

positional arguments:
{cdd_families,Cdd,Cdd_NCBI,Cog,Kog,Pfam,Prk,Smart,Tigr}

Database to be downloaded
folder Folder where database is to be saved. Will save a .tar.gz

→˓file, and extract its
contents to a folder of the same name.

optional arguments:
-h, --help show this help message and exit
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getseq

The getseq module can be used to download sequences, in FASTA format, from the NCBI. You can provide either
a text file containing newline separated NCBI identifiers, or directly in the command line separated by spaces. For
example:

synthaser getseq KAF4294870.1 KAF4294328.1 KAF4293514.1 -o sequences.fasta

usage: synthaser getseq [-h] [-o [OUTPUT]] sequence_ids [sequence_ids ...]

Download sequences from NCBI in FASTA format. This utility will accept either a file
→˓containing newline
separated sequence identifiers, or directly on the command line separated by spaces.

positional arguments:
sequence_ids Collection of NCBI sequence identifiers to retrieve

optional arguments:
-h, --help show this help message and exit
-o [OUTPUT], --output [OUTPUT]

Where to print output (def. stdout)

extract

The extract module can be used to extract domain/query sequences from synthaser search results. It takes a JSON
file (generated by -json/--json_file) and a prefix string which is used for the generated output files, as well as
several filters.

For example, to extract KS, A and TE domain sequences:

$ synthaser extract session.json out_ --types KS A TE -m domain
Output: out_KS.faa out_A.faa out_TE.faa

To extract full NRPS and non-reducing PKS sequences:

$ synthaser extract session.json out_ \
--mode synthase \
--classes Non-reducing NRPS

Output: out_Non-reducing.faa out_NRPS.faa

Or to extract PKS_KS domains (CDD) only from highly-reducing PKSs:

$ synthaser extract session.json out_ \
--families PKS_KS \
--classes Highly-reducing

Output: out_PKS_KS.faa

usage: synthaser extract [-h] [-m {domain,synthase}] [--types TYPES [TYPES ...]]
[--classes CLASSES [CLASSES ...]] [--families FAMILIES

→˓[FAMILIES ...]]
session prefix

Extract domain/synthase sequences from search results.

positional arguments:
session Synthaser session file

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

prefix Output file prefix

optional arguments:
-h, --help show this help message and exit
-m {domain,synthase}, --mode {domain,synthase}

Extract domain sequences or whole synthases from a session
→˓file
--types TYPES [TYPES ...]

Domain types
--classes CLASSES [CLASSES ...]

Sequence classifications
--families FAMILIES [FAMILIES ...]

CDD families

genbank

The genbank module allows you extract protein sequences from a given GenBank format file. For example:

synthaser genbank myfile.gbk

will extract all identified protein sequences and print them to the terminal.

As a convenience for fungal megasynthase analysis, we provide the --antismash flag, which allows you to extract
PKS/NRPS sequences directly from a GenBank file generated by antiSMASH.

usage: synthaser genbank [-h] [--antismash] genbank

Extract protein sequences from GenBank files. To extract PKS or NRPS sequences from
→˓antiSMASH GenBank
files, use the --antismash option.

positional arguments:
genbank GenBank file

optional arguments:
-h, --help show this help message and exit
--antismash Extract PKS/NRPS sequences from an antiSMASH file

2.1. User guide 17
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THREE

API DOCUMENTATION

The following pages detail all synthaser modules.

3.1 API Documentation

Reference for every public API exposed by synthaser:

3.1.1 synthaser.classify

This module contains the logic for classifying synthase objects based on user-defined rules.

To classify a collection of sequences, use the classify function:

>>> from synthaser.classify import classify
>>> classify(my_sequences)

A custom classification rule file can be provided to this function like so:

>>> classify(my_sequences, rule_file="my_rules.json")

Briefly, rule files should contain:

1) Rule entries, specifying the domain combinations required to satisfy them

2) Rule graph, encoding the hierarchy and order in which rules are evaluated

Alternatively, you could build a RuleGraph object in Python, e.g.:

>>> from synthaser.classify import Rule, RuleGraph
>>> one = Rule(name="Rule 1", domains=["D1", "D2"], evaluator="0 and 1")
>>> two = Rule(name="Rule 2", domains=["D3", "D4", "D5"], evaluator="(0 and 1) or 2")
>>> three = Rule(name="Rule 3", domains=["D6", "D7"], evaluator="0 or 1")
>>> graph = [
... "Rule 1",
... {
... "Rule 2": ["Rule 3"]
... }
... ]
>>> rg = RuleGraph(rules=[one, two, three], graph=graph)

And then save it to a file:
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>>> with open("my_rules.json", "w") as fp:
... rg.to_json(fp)

This RuleGraph object can directly classify Synthase objects:

>>> rg.classify(my_sequences)

For further explanation of rule files, refer to the documentation.

class synthaser.classify.Rule(name=None, renames=None, domains=None, filters=None, eval-
uator=None, **kwargs)

A classification rule.

name
Name given to proteins satisfying this rule.

Type str

domains
Domain types required to satisfy rule.

Type list

filters
Specific CDD families for each domain type.

Type dict

evaluator
Evaluatable rule satisfaction statement.

Type str

evaluate(conditions)
Evaluates the rules evaluator string given evaluated conditions.

Iterates backwards to avoid bad substitutions in larger (>=10) indices. e.g. “0 and 1 and . . . and 13” –>
“False and True and . . . and True3”

Parameters conditions (list) – Boolean values corresponding to domains in this rule.

Returns True if rule is satisfied, otherwise False.

rename_domains(domains)
Renames domain types if substitutions are specified in the rule.

The rename dictionary maps domain types to other domain types. For example, an ACP domain in a PKS
matches the same PP-binding domain as a T domain in an NRPS, so to follow the naming convention the
NRPS rule renames ACPs to Ts.

Additionally, rename rules can be nested dicts to allow extra rules. For example, in a PKS-NRPS, the
PP-binding domain in the NRPS module should be named T, not ACP. So, its rule is {‘after’: [‘A’, ‘C’],
‘to’: ‘T’}; any ACP domains after the first A or C will be renamed T.

satisfied_by(domains)
Evaluates this rule against a collection of domains.

Checks that: 1) required domain types are represented in the supplied domains, and 2) domains are of the
desired CDD families, if any are specified.

Placeholders in the evaluator string are then replaced by their respective booleans, and evaluated.

Once a domain in the supplied domains has matched one in the rule, it cannot be matched to another in the
rule. This enables rules based on counts of domains (e.g. multi-modular PKS w/ 2 KS domains).
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valid_family(domain)
Checks a given domain matches a specified CDD family in the rule.

If no families have been specified for the given domain type, this function will return True (i.e. any family
of the type is accepted).

This behaviour is controlled by the filters property of a synthaser rule. For example, to restrict a KS domain
to certain CDD families:

"filters": [
"type": "KS",
"domains": ["one", "two"]

]

class synthaser.classify.RuleGraph(rules=None, graph=None)
A hierarchy of classification rules.

The RuleGraph is used to classify synthases based on their domains. It stores Rule objects, as well as a directed
graph controlling the order and hierarchy of classification.

An example synthaser rule graph looks like this:

[
"Hybrid",
{"PKS": ["HR-PKS", "PR-PKS", "NR-PKS"]},
"NRPS"

]

In this example, the “Hybrid” rule is evaluated first. If unsuccessful, the “PKS” rule is evaluated. If this is
successful, synthaser recurses into child rules, in which case the “HR-PKS”, “PR-PKS” and “NR-PKS” rules
can be evaluated, and so on. Each rule name must have a corresponding entry in the rules attribute.

Note that terminal leaves in the graph are placed in lists, whereas hierarchies are written as dictionaries of lists.
This preserves rule order in Python, as well as preventing empty, unnecessary dictionaries at every level.

rules
Collection of synthaser rules.

Type dict

graph
Hierarchy of synthaser rules for classification.

Type dict

synthaser.classify.classify(synthases, rule_file=None)
Classifies synthases based on defined rules.

If no rule_file is provided, the packaged rules.json will be loaded by default.

Parameters

• synthases (list) – Synthase objects to classify.

• rule_file (str) – Path to custom classification rule file.

synthaser.classify.traverse_graph(graph, rules, domains, classifiers=None)
Traverses a rule graph and classifies a collection of domains.

Each node is a dictionary with the schema:

{ “title”: “Rule name”, “children”: [

{ “title”: Rule name”, “children”: [ . . . ],
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]

}

Rules are evaluated in order. If a rule is successfully evaluated, this function will recurse into any child rules, if
any exist.

Finally a classification list, containing the path of rules satisfied by the given domains, is returned.

Parameters

• graph (list, dict) – Rule graph to traverse.

• rules (dict) – Rule objects to evaluate on domains.

• domains (list) – Domain objects to classify.

• classifiers (list) – Current classifiers for a Domain collection.

Returns classifiers

3.1.2 synthaser.fasta

This module contains some helper functions for handling FASTA format files/strings.

synthaser.fasta.count(fasta)
Counts sequences in an open FASTA file handle.

Iterates file and counts header lines. Then, seeks to start of the file and returns the count.

Parameters fasta (file pointer) – An open file handle corresponding to a FASTA file.

Returns Total number of sequences in the file.

Return type count (int)

synthaser.fasta.create(header, sequence, limit=80)
Creates a FASTA format string from a header and sequence.

For example:

>>> fasta = create_fasta('header', 'AAAAABBBBBCCCCC', wrap=5)
>>> print(fasta)
>header
AAAAA
BBBBB
CCCCC

Parameters

• header (str) – Name to use in FASTA definition line (i.e. >header).

• sequence (str) – The sequence corresponding to the header.

• limit (int) – Total characters per line before sequence is wrapped.

Returns FASTA format string.

Return type (str)

synthaser.fasta.wrap(sequence, limit=80)
Wraps sequences to limit characters per line.

Parameters
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• sequence (str) – Sequence to be wrapped.

• limit (int) – Total characters per line.

Returns Sequence wrapped to maximum limit characters per line.

Return type (str)

3.1.3 synthaser.grouping

This module contains some functions used for grouping Synthase objects by their classifications.

This is used primarily when grouping sequences for the purpose of annotation in the plot (i.e. grouping Synthases of
like classification, at each level in the classification hierarchy). Since annotations need to be drawn from more specific
to less specific, this module generates groups in reverse.

Given a collection of classified Synthase objects, a basic workflow using this module might be:

1. Build a dictionary of synthase headers grouped by classification:

>>> levels = group_synthases(synthases)
>>> levels
defaultdict(<class 'list'>, {'PKS': ['seq1', 'seq2', ...], 'HR-PKS': ['seq1', ...]})

2. Determine the hierarchy of synthase classifications in your synthases.

>>> hierarchy = get_classification_paths(synthases)
>>> hierarchy
{'PKS': {'Type I': {'Non-reducing': {}, 'Highly-reducing': {}, 'Partially-reducing':
→˓{}}}, 'Hybrid': {}}

Note, this is agnostic to our rule files - the rule hierarchy here is built solely from what is stored in each Synthase
object. This also means there should be no redundant classifications.

3. Build an array of annotation groups, each in drawing (i.e. reverse) order.

>>> groups = get_annotation_groups(hierarchy)
>>> groups
[
[
{'classification': 'Partially-reducing', 'depth': 2},
{'classification': 'Highly-reducing', 'depth': 2},
{'classification': 'Non-reducing', 'depth': 2},
{'classification': 'Type I', 'depth': 1},
{'classification': 'PKS', 'depth': 0}

],
[{'classification': 'Hybrid', 'depth': 0}],

]

Since annotations are drawn from more to less specific, and each classification is drawn at some offset to the previous
one, we need some way of differentiating their level - hence the depth property.

synthaser.grouping.build_dict(path, d=None)
Recursively generates a dictionary of dictionaries from a list.

synthaser.grouping.get_classification_paths(synthases)
Determines the hierarchy of synthase classifications.

This hierarchy is used when annotating the plot with classification bars. It should be used in conjunction with
the per-classification synthase dictionary generated using group_synthases().
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synthaser.grouping.group_synthases(synthases)
Group synthases by their classifications.

synthaser.grouping.iter_annotation_groups(hierarchy)
Traverses hierarchy and iterates classification groups.

Groups are reverse sorted by depth, such that annotations are drawn from more specific to less specific.

synthaser.grouping.iter_nested_keys(d, depth=0)
Iterates over all keys in a nested dictionary, reporting their depth.

The depth indicates how deeply nested the yielded key is in the dictionary. It is used when annotating the plot
to determine the position of the classification bars.

synthaser.grouping.merge_dicts(a, b)
Recursively merges two dictionaries, allowing overlapping keys.

3.1.4 synthaser.models

This module stores the classes used throughout synthaser.

The Domain class represents a conserved domain hit. It stores the broader domain type, the specific conserved domain
profile name (from CDD), as well as its position in its parent synthase sequence and score from the search. It also
provides methods for slicing the corresponding sequence and serialisation. We can instantiate a Domain object like
so:

>>> from synthaser.models import Domain
>>> domain = Domain(
... type='KS',
... domain='PKS_KS',
... start=756,
... end=1178,
... evalue=0.0,
... bitscore=300
... )

and get its sequence given the parent Synthase object sequence:

>>> domain.slice(synthase.sequence)
'MPIAVGM..'

Likewise, the Synthase class stores information about a synthase, including its name, amino acid sequence, Domain
instances and its classification. It also contains methods for generating the domain architecture, extraction of domain
sequences and more. For example, we can instantiate a new Synthase object like so:

>>> from synthaser.models import Synthase
>>> synthase = Synthase(
... header='SEQ001.1',
... sequence='MASGTC...',
... domains=[
... Domain(type='KS'),
... Domain(type='AT'),
... Domain(type='DH'),
... Domain(type='ER'),
... Domain(type='KR'),
... Domain(type='ACP'),
... ],
... )
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Then, we can generate the domain architecture:

>>> synthase.architecture
'KS-AT-DH-ER-KR-ACP'

Or extract all of the domain sequences:

>>> synthase.extract_domains()
{

"KS_0": "MPIAVGM...",
"AT_0": "VFTGQGA...",
"DH_0": "DLLGVPV...",
"ER_0": "DVEIQVS...",
"KR_0": "IAENMCS...",
"ACP_0": "ASTTVAQ..."

}

The object can also be serialised to JSON (note the Domain object works the same way):

>>> js = synthase.to_json()
>>> with open('synthase.json', 'w') as handle:
... handle.write(js)

and subsequently loaded from JSON:

>>> with open('synthase.json') as handle:
... synthase = Synthase.from_json(handle)

This will internally convert the Synthase object, as well as any Domain objects it contains, to dictionaries, before
converting to JSON using the builtin json library and writing to file. When loading up from JSON, this process is
reversed, and the entries in the file are converted back to Python objects.

class synthaser.models.Domain(pssm=None, type=None, domain=None, start=None, end=None,
evalue=None, bitscore=None, accession=None, superfam-
ily=None)

A conserved domain hit.

type
Broader domain type (e.g. KS)

Type str

domain
Specific CDD family (e.g. PKS_KS)

Type str

start
Start of domain hit in parent sequence

Type int

end
End of domain hit in parent sequence

Type int

evalue
Domain hit E-value

Type float
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bitscore
Domain hit bitscore

Type float

accession
CDD accession of domain family

Type str

superfamily
CDD accession of domain superfamily

Type str

slice(sequence)
Slices segment of sequence using the position of this Domain.

Given a Domain:

>>> domain = Domain(type='KS', subtype='PKS_KS', start=10, end=20)

And its corresponding Synthase sequence:

>>> synthase.sequence
'ACGTACGTACACGTACGTACACGTACGTAC'

We can extract the Domain:

>>> domain.slice(synthase.sequence)
'CGTACGTACA'

class synthaser.models.Synthase(header=None, sequence=None, domains=None, classifica-
tion=None)

The Synthase class stores a query protein sequence, its hit domains, and the methods for filtering and classifying.

header
Synthase name.

Type str

sequence
Amino acid sequence of this Synthase.

Type str

domains
Conserved domain hits in this Synthase.

Type list

classification
All classification rules satisfied.

Type list

contains(classes=None, types=None, families=None)
Checks if Synthase contains given classifications, domain families or types.

extract_all_domains()
Extracts all domain sequences from this synthase.

For example, given a Synthase:
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>>> synthase = Synthase(
... header='synthase',
... sequence='ACGT...', # length 100
... domains=[
... Domain(type='KS', domain='PKS_KS', start=1, end=20),
... Domain(type='AT', domain='PKS_AT', start=50, end=70)
... ]
... )

Then, we can call this function to extract the domain sequences:

>>> synthase.extract_all_domains()
{'KS':['ACGT...'], 'AT':['ACGT...']}

Returns Sequences for each domain in this synthase keyed on domain type.

Return type dict

Raises

• ValueError – If the Synthase has no Domain objects.

• ValueError – If the sequence attribute is empty.

extract_domains(types=None, families=None)
Extract specific domain type/family sequences from this Synthase.

class synthaser.models.SynthaseContainer(synthases)
Simple container class for Synthase objects.

The purpose of this class is to facilitate batch actions on Synthase objects, i.e. serialisation, extraction of domain
sequences, iteration over type/subtype, and printing summaries.

add_sequences(sequences)
Add amino acid sequence to Synthase objects in this container.

append(synthase)
S.append(value) – append value to the end of the sequence

extend(synthases)
S.extend(iterable) – extend sequence by appending elements from the iterable

extract_domains(classes=None, types=None, families=None, by='sequence')
Extract domain sequences from Synthase objects in this container.

For example, given a SynthaseContainer containing Synthase objects:

>>> synthases = [Synthase(header='one', ...), Synthase(header='two', ...)]
>>> container = SynthaseContainer(synthases)

Then, the output of this function may resemble:

>>> container.extract_domains()
{'KS': [('one_KS_1', 'IAIA...'), ('two_KS_1', 'IAIE...')], 'AT': [...]}

extract_synthases(classes=None, types=None, families=None)
Bin entire synthase sequences.

classmethod from_sequences(sequences)
Build a SynthaseContainer from a dictionary of query sequences.
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to_long(delimiter=',', headers=True)
Generate summary of the container in long data format.

For example:

Synthase Length (aa) Architecture Classification
SEQ001.1 1000 KS-AT-DH-ER-KR-ACP PKS, Type I, Highly-reducing

NOTE: actual output is character delimited, not human readable.

3.1.5 synthaser.ncbi

This module handles all interaction with NCBI.

Given a collection of Synthase objects, a workflow might look like:

1. Launch new CD-Search run

>>> cdsid = ncbi.launch(synthases)
>>> cdsid
QM3-qcdsearch-B4BAD4B59BC5B80-3E7CFCD3F93E21D0

The query sequences are sent to the batch CD-Search API, where a new run is started and assigned a unique CD-Search
identifier (CDSID) which can be used to check on search progress.

Note that search parameters for this search are specified by the values in SEARCH_PARAMS:

>>> ncbi.SEARCH_PARAMS
{
'db': 'cdd',
'smode': 'auto',
'useid1': 'true',
'compbasedadj': '1',
'filter': 'true',
'evalue': '3.0',
'maxhit': '500',
'dmode': 'full',
'tdata': 'hits'

}

which can be freely edited, either directly or by using the set_search_params function.

2. Poll CD-Search API for results using the CDSID

>>> response = ncbi.retrieve(cdsid)

This function repeatedly polls the API at regular intervals until either results or an error has occurred. Internally, this
function calls check(), which takes a CDSID and sends a single request to the API. It returns a Response object (from
the requests library), which will have any search content saved in its text or content properties.

>>> print(response.text)
#Batch CD-search tool NIH/NLM/NCBI
#cdsid QM3-qcdsearch-B4BAD4B59BC5B80-3E7CFCD3F93E21D0
#datatype hitsFull Results
#status 0
#Start time 2019-09-03T04:21:23 Run time 0:00:04:23
#status success

3. Parse results and create Synthase objects
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>>> from synthaser import results
>>> handle = results.text.split("\n")
>>> synthases = results.parse(handle)

Additionally, this module provides efetch_sequences, a function for fetching sequences from NCBI from a collection
of accessions. For example:

>>> ncbi.efetch_sequences(['CBF71467.1', 'XP_681681.1'])
{'CBF71467.1': 'MQSAGMHRATA...', 'XP_681681.1': 'MQDLIAIVGSA...'}

The accessions are sent to the NCBI’s Entrez API, which returns the sequences in FASTA format. They are parsed
using fasta.parse, and the resulting dictionary is returned.

synthaser.ncbi.check(cdsid)
Checks the status of a running CD-search job.

CD-Search runs are assigned a unique search ID, which typically take the form:

QM3-qcdsearch-xxxxxxxxxxx-yyyyyyyyyyy

This function queries NCBI for the status of a running CD-Search job corresponding to the search ID specified
by cdsid.

>>> response = check('QM3-qcdsearch-B4BAD4B59BC5B80-3E7CFCD3F93E21D0')

If the job has finished, this function will return the requests.Response object which contains the run
results. If the job is still running, this function will return None. If an error is encountered, a ValueError will be
thrown with the corresponding error code and message.

Parameters cdsid (str) – CD-search identifier (CDSID).

Returns If the job has completed and is ready for download False: If the job is still running

Return type True

Raises

• ValueError – If the returned results file has a successful status code but is actually empty
(i.e. contains no results), perhaps due to an invalid query.

• ValueError – When a status code of 1, 2, 4 or 5 is returned from the request.

synthaser.ncbi.efetch_sequences(headers)
Retrieve protein sequences from NCBI for supplied accessions.

This function uses EFetch from the NCBI E-utilities to retrieve the sequences for all synthases specified in
headers. It then calls fasta.parse to parse the returned response; note that extra processing has to occur because
the returned FASTA will contain a full sequence description in the header line after the accession.

Parameters headers (list) – A collection of NCBI sequence identifiers (accession, GI, etc)

Returns Sequences downloaded from NCBI

Return type sequences (dict)

synthaser.ncbi.get_results(cdsid)
Downloads results corresponding to a CDSID.

Parameters cdsid (str) – CD-Search identifier

Returns Response object containing search results

Return type requests.Response
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Raises ValueError – If response has bad status code

synthaser.ncbi.launch(query)
Launches a new CDSearch run.

Parameters query (Synthase, SynthaseContainer) – Synthase objects to be searched.
This could either be a single Synthase object or a SynthaseContainer; other objects could be
used as long as they implement a to_fasta method.

Returns CDSearch ID (CDSID) corresponding to the new run. This takes the form: QM3-
qcdsearch-XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX-YYYYYYYYYYYYYYY.

Return type cdsid (str)

Raises

• AttributeError – query has no to_fasta method

• AttributeError – No CDSID was returned from NCBI

synthaser.ncbi.retrieve(cdsid, max_retries=- 1, delay=20)
Poll CDSearch for results.

This method queries the NCBI for results from a CDSearch job corresponding to the supplied cdsid. If
max_retries is -1, this function will check for results every delay interval until something is returned.

If you wish to save the results of a CD-Search run to file, you can supply an open file handle via the output
parameter:

>>> with open('results.tsv', 'w') as results:
... retrieve(
... 'QM3-qcdsearch-B4BAD4B59BC5B80-3E7CFCD3F93E21D0',
... output=results
... )

This function returns the Response object returned by check():

>>> response = retrieve('QM3-qcdsearch-B4BAD4B59BC5B80-3E7CFCD3F93E21D0')
>>> print(response.text)
#Batch CD-search tool NIH/NLM/NCBI
#cdsid QM3-qcdsearch-B4BAD4B59BC5B80-3E7CFCD3F93E21D0
#datatype hitsFull Results
#status 0
...

Parameters

• cdsid (str) – CD-search job ID. Looks like QM3-qcdsearch-xxxxxxxxxxx-yyyyyyyyyyy.

• output (file pointer) – Save results to a given open file handle instead of a local
file. This facilitates usage of e.g. tempfile objects.

• max_retries (int) – Maximum number of retries for checking job completion. If -1 is
given, this function will keep paging for results until something is returned.

• delay (int) – Number of seconds to wait between each request to the NCBI. The wait
time is re-calculated to this value each time, based on the time taken by the previous request.
By default, this is set to 20; giving a value less than 10 will result in a ValueError being
thrown.

Returns Response returned by the check()

Return type (requests.models.Response)
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Raises

• ValueError – If delay is less than 10.

• ValueError – If no Response is returned by check()

synthaser.ncbi.set_search_params(database=None, smode=None, useid1=None, comp-
basedadj=None, filter=None, evalue=None, maxhit=None,
dmode=None)

Set CD-Search search parameters.

All search parameters are stored in SEARCH_PARAMS; this can either be edited directly, or through this
function, prior to a search.

Parameters

• database (str) – Name of search database. Available options are ‘cdd’ (default), ‘pfam’,
‘smart’, ‘tigrfam’, ‘cog’ and ‘kog’. Only applies when smode is live.

• smode (str) – Search mode; ‘auto’ (automatic), ‘prec’ (precalculated only) or ‘live’ (live
searches).

• useid1 (str) – Search archived sequences (‘true’ or ‘false’)

• compbasedadj (str) – Composition-corrected scoring (‘0’ or ‘1’)

• filter (str) – Filter out compositionally biased regions (‘true’ or ‘false’)

• evalue (float) – E-value cutoff

• maxhit (int) – Maximum number of hits per query

• dmode (str) – Data mode of output (‘rep’, ‘std’, or ‘full’)

For a full description of parameters, refer to the NCBI’s documentation.

3.1.6 synthaser.plot

This modules handles the construction of synthaser visualisations.

synthaser plots are implemented as HTML documents with embedded visualisations created using the D3 JavaScript
library. Files used in this process are all stored separately inside the plot folder in the source code (i.e. separate CSS,
JavaScript, HTML).

This module provides two ways to construct a synthaser plot from a collection of Synthase objects: hosting using
Python’s built in socketserver module, or generating a completely static HTML file containing all code elements
necessary for the plot.

1. Get necessary data

>>> data = plot.get_data(synthases)

This generates a dictionary which can be converted easily to JSON and given to the JavaScript visualisation. It contains
a dictionary of the Synthase objects, the order in which they should be drawn, a dictionary of Synthase objects grouped
by their classifications, and the annotation group hierarchy generated using grouping.get_annotation_groups().

2. a) Dynamically serve plots using socketserver

>>> plot.serve_html(data)

This will host the visualisation on some randomly chosen open port on localhost. It requires a keyboard interrupt to
stop serving the plot.
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2. b) Generate static HTML file

>>> plot.save_html(data, "myoutput.html")

This will generate a completely static HTML file containing all code elements required to render the plot (JavaScript
and CSS embedded directly in the HTML file). This can then be moved/copied anywhere you would like.

This workflow is mirrored by the plot_synthases function:

>>> plot.plot_synthases(synthases, output="myoutput.html")

class synthaser.plot.CustomHandler(data, *args, **kwargs)
Handler for serving cblaster plots.

do_GET()
Serves each component of the cblaster plot.

log_message(format, *args)
Suppresses logging messages on every request.

synthaser.plot.plot_synthases(container, output=None)
Generates synthaser plot from a collection of Synthase objects.

synthaser.plot.save_html(data, output)
Generates a static HTML file with all visualisation code.

synthaser.plot.serve_html(data)
Serve a synthaser plot using the socketserver module.

3.1.7 synthaser.results

This module stores functions for parsing CD-Search output.

All functionality is provided by parse, which takes an open file handle corresponding to a CD-Search hit table and
returns a list of fully characterized Synthase objects, i.e.:

>>> from synthaser import results
>>> with open('results.txt') as handle:
... synthases = results.parse(handle)
>>> synthases
[AN6791.2 KS-AT-DH-MT-ER-KR-ACP, ... ]

synthaser uses the results.DOMAINS dictionary to control which domain families, and the quality thresholds (length,
bitscore) they must meet, to save in any given search. This can be edited directly using update_domains, or loaded
from a JSON file using load_domain_json. An entry in this dictionary may look like:

For further details on how to obtain these values and use a custom domain file, please refer to the user guide.

synthaser.results.choose_representative_domain(group, by='evalue')
Select the best domain from a collection of overlapping domains.

This function tests rules stored in special_rules, which are lambdas that take two variables. It sorts the group
by e-value, then tests each rule using the container (first, best scoring group) against all other Domains in the
group.

If any test is True, the container type is set to the rule key and returned. Otherwise, this function will return the
container Domain with no modification.

Parameters

• group (list) – Overlapping Domain objects
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• by (str) – Measure to use when determining the best domain of the group. Choices:
‘bitscore’: return domain with highest bitscore (relative to threshold) ‘evalue’: return do-
main with lowest E-value ‘length’: return longest domain hit

Returns Highest scoring Domain in the group. If any special rules have been satisfied, the type of
this Domain will be set to that rule (e.g. Condensation -> Epimerization).

Return type Domain

synthaser.results.domain_from_row(row)
Parse a domain hit from a row in a CD-search results file.

For example, a typical row might looks like:

>>> print(row)
Q#1 - >AN6791.2 specific 225858 9 1134 0 696.51
→˓COG3321 PksD - cl09938

Using this function will generate:

>>> domain_from_row(row)
PksD [KS] 9-1134

Parameters row (str) – Tab-separated row from a CDSearch results file

Returns Instance of the Domain class containing information about this hit

Return type Domain

Raises ValueError – If the domain in this row is not in the DOMAINS dictionary.

synthaser.results.filter_domains(domains, by='evalue', coverage_pct=0.5, tolerance_pct=0.1)
Filter overlapping Domain objects and test adjcency rules.

Adjacency rules are tested again here, in case they are missed within overlap groups. For example, the NRPS-
para261 domain is not always entirely contained by a condensation domain, so should be caught by this pass.

Parameters

• domains (list) – Domain instances to be filtered

• by (str) – Metric used to choose representative domain hit (def. ‘evalue’)

• coverage_pct (float) – Conserved domain coverage percentage threshold

• tolerance_pct (float) – CD length tolerance percentage threshold

Returns Domain objects remaining after filtering

Return type list

synthaser.results.filter_results(results, **kwargs)
Build Synthase objects from a parsed results dictionary.

Any additional kwargs are passed to _filter_domains.

Parameters results (dict) – Grouped Domains; output from _parse_cdsearch_table.

Returns Synthase objects containing all Domain objects found in the CD-Search.

Return type synthases (list)

synthaser.results.group_overlapping_hits(domains)
Iterator that groups Domain objects based on overlapping locations.
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Parameters domains (list) – Collection of Domain objects belonging to a Synthase

Yields group (list) – Group of overlapping Domain objects

synthaser.results.is_fragmented_domain(one, two, coverage_pct=0.5, tolerance_pct=0.1)
Detect if two adjacent domains are likely a single domain.

This is useful in cases where a domain is detected with multiple small hits. For example, an NRPS may have two
adjacent condensation (C) domain hits that are both individually too small and low-scoring, but should likely
just be merged.

If two hits are close enough together, such that the distance between the start of the first and end of the second
is within some tolerance (default +-10%) of the total length of a domains PSSM, this function will return True.

Parameters

• one (Domain) – Domain instance

• two (Domain) – Domain instance

• coverage_pct (float) – Conserved domain hit percentage coverage threshold. A hit
is considered truncated if its total length is less than coverage_pct * CD length.

• tolerance_pct (float) – Percentage of CD length to use when calculating acceptable
lower/upper bounds for combined domains.

Returns Domain instances are likely fragmented and should be combined. False: Domain instances
should be separate.

Return type True

synthaser.results.load_domains(rule_file)
Loads domains from a synthaser rule file.

Rule file domain schema: {

‘name’: KS, ‘domains’: [

{ ‘accession’: ‘smart00825’, ‘name’: ‘PKS_KS’ . . .

}

This function flattens the domain type array to create a dictionary of domain families, so these can be easily
looked up directly from CD-Search rows.

synthaser.results.parse(handle, mode='remote', **kwargs)
Parse CD-Search results.

Any additional kwargs are passed to synthases_from_results.

Parameters

• handle (file) – An open CD-Search results file handle. If you used the website to
analyse your sequences, the file you should download is Domain hits, Data mode: Full,
ASN text. When using a CDSearch object, this format is automatically selected.

• mode (str) – Search mode (‘local’ or ‘remote’)

Returns A list of Synthase objects parsed from the results file.

Return type list

Raises ValueError – Search mode not ‘local’ or ‘remote’

synthaser.results.parse_cdsearch(handle)
Parse a CD-Search results table and instantiate Domain objects for each hit.
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Parameters handle (file) – Open file handle corresponding to a CD-Search results file.

Returns Lists of Domain objects keyed on the query they were found in.

Return type results (dict)

synthaser.results.parse_rpsbproc(handle)
Parse a results file generated by rpsblast->rpsbproc.

This function takes a handle corresponding to a rpsbproc output file. local.rpsbproc returns a subpro-
cess.CompletedProcess object, which contains the results as byte string in it’s stdout attribute.

3.1.8 synthaser.rpsblast

This module provides functionality for setting up and performing local synthaser searches using RPS-BLAST and
rpsbproc. RPS-BLAST (Reverse PSI-BLAST) searches query sequences against databases of domain family profiles,
and rpsbproc is used to post-process the raw results into something resembling results from an online CD-Search run.
If synthaser cannot find either program on the system $PATH, it will raise an exception. For details on installing
RPS-BLAST and rpsbproc, please refer to the user guide.

A basic search can be performed using the search function:

>>> rpsblast.search("sequences.fasta", "Cdd_LE", cpu=4)

This will automatically search the sequences in sequences.fasta against the Cdd_LE using RPS-BLAST and
process the raw results using rpsbproc, resulting in Response object which be readily parsed like in a remote CD-
Search.

A profile database can be downloaded using the download_database function, e.g.:

>>> path = rpsblast.download_database("my_folder", flavour="Cdd")

This will connect to the NCBI’s FTP and download the “Cdd” database (the complete database). The downloaded file
will be a .tar archive, which can be extracted using untar:

>>> untarred_path = rpsblast.untar(path)

Alternatively, just use getdb to do both steps at once:

>>> rpsblast.getdb("Cdd", "myfolder")

synthaser.rpsblast.get_program_path(program)
Get full path to a program on system PATH.

synthaser.rpsblast.rpsblast(query, database, cpu=2)
Run rpsblast on a query file against a database.

synthaser.rpsblast.rpsbproc(results)
Convert raw rpsblast results into CD-Search results using rpsbproc.

Note that since rpsbproc is reliant upon data files that generally are installed in the same directory as the exe-
cutable (and synthaser makes no provisions for them being stored elsewhere), we must make sure we have the
full path to the original executable. If it is called via e.g. symlink, rpsbproc will not find the data files it requires
and throw an error.

The CompletedProcess returned by this function contains a standard CD-Search results file, able to be parsed
directly by the results module.

synthaser.rpsblast.search(query, database, cpu=2)
Convenience function for running rpsblast and rpsbproc.
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3.1.9 synthaser.search

This module serves as the starting point for synthaser, preparing input and dispatching it to either local or remote
searches.

In any given search, input can either be a FASTA file or a collection of NCBI sequence identifiers. The prepare_input
function is used to generate a SynthaseContainer object from either source which can then be used as a query. For
example:

>>> sc1 = search.prepare_input(query_ids=["SEQ001.1", "SEQ002.1"])
>>> sc2 = search.prepare_input(query_file="my_sequences.fasta")

If query_ids are used, the sequences are first retrieved using NCBI Entrez using ncbi.efetch_sequences().

A full synthaser search can be performed using the search function. This prepares the input (ids or FASTA) as above,
then launches local and remote searches using the ncbi and rpsblast modules, respectively. Results are then parsed
using the results module, and classified using the classify module. Lastly, the SynthaseContainer object which was
created inside this function is returned.

>>> sc = search.search(query_file="my_sequences.fasta")

To use custom domain and classification rules, simply provide the paths to each file to the search function:

>>> sc = search.search(
... query_file="my_sequences.fasta",
... domain_file="my_domains.json",
... classify_file="my_rules.json",
... )

Previous searches are stored in the SEARCH_HISTORY variable, and can be summarised using the history function:

>>> ncbi.history()
1. Run ID: QM3-qcdsearch-B4BAD4B59BC5B80-3E7CFCD3F93E21D0

Parameters:
db: cdd

smode: auto
useid1: true

compbasedadj: 1
filter: true
evalue: 3.0
maxhit: 500
dmode: full
tdata: hits

This module contains routines for performing local/remote searches.

synthaser.search.history()
Print out summary of previously saved CD-Search runs. :raises ValueError: If SEARCH_HISTORY is empty
(i.e. no searches have been run)

synthaser.search.prepare_input(query_ids=None, query_file=None)
Generate a SynthaseContainer from either query IDs or a query file.

Returns Synthase objects for query sequences

Return type SynthaseContainer

Raises ValueError – Neither query_ids nor query_file provided
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synthaser.search.search(mode='remote', query_ids=None, query_file=None, rule_file=None, clas-
sify_file=None, results_file=None, cdsid=None, delay=20, max_retries=-
1, database=None, cpu=2, **kwargs)

Run a synthaser search.

CD-Search parameters can be given as kwargs which are passed on to _remote.

Parameters

• mode (str) – synthaser search mode (‘local’ or ‘remote’)

• query_ids (str, file) – NCBI sequence identifiers to analyse

• query_file (file) – Open FASTA file handle

• rule_file (file) – Custom rule JSON file to use when parsing results

• results_file (file) – Results file from a previous CDSearch/RPSBLAST search

• cdsid (str) – CDSearch ID from a previous search

• delay (int) – Time delay (s) between polling NCBI for results (def. 20)

• max_retries (int) – Maximum number of polling attempts before exiting (def. -1)

• database (str) – rpsblast database to use in local searches

• cpu (int) – Number of threads to use in rpsblast

Returns Synthase objects representing query sequences

Return type SynthaseContainer

Raises ValueError – Too many sequences provided (NCBI limit = 4000)
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ABSTRACT: Accessing the full biosynthetic potential encoded in
the genomes of fungi is limited by the low expression of most
biosynthetic gene clusters (BGCs) under common laboratory
culture conditions. CRISPR-mediated transcriptional activation
(CRISPRa) of fungal BGCs could accelerate genomics-driven
bioactive secondary metabolite discovery. In this work, we
established the first CRISPRa system for filamentous fungi. First,
we constructed a CRISPR/dLbCas12a-VPR-based system and
demonstrated the activation of a fluorescent reporter in Aspergillus
nidulans. Then, we targeted the native nonribosomal peptide
synthetase-like (NRPS-like) gene micA in both chromosomal and
episomal contexts, achieving increased production of the
compound microperfuranone. Finally, multigene CRISPRa led to
the discovery of the mic cluster product as dehydromicroperfuranone. Additionally, we demonstrated the utility of the variant
dLbCas12aD156R-VPR for CRISPRa at room temperature culture conditions. Different aspects that influence the efficiency of
CRISPRa in fungi were investigated, providing a framework for the further development of fungal artificial transcription factors based
on CRISPR/Cas.

KEYWORDS: CRISPRa, filamentous fungi, Cas12a, Aspergillus nidulans, biosynthetic gene clusters, secondary metabolites

Fungal genome mining has emerged as a promising strategy
for the discovery of novel bioactive secondary metabolites

(SMs) (also known as natural products).1,2 Genomic surveys
have revealed that fungal species typically harbor 30−80
biosynthetic gene clusters (BGCs) each encoding the
biosynthetic pathway required to produce a SM(s).3 However,
the vast majority of BGCs remain uncharacterized or “cryptic”
as the products they encode are undetectable under standard
culture conditions, often because BGCs remain “silent” or
lowly expressed due to tight regulatory control.1,4 Filamentous
fungi, which have yielded a plethora of SMs with
pharmaceutical and agricultural applications,5 thus serve as
attractive targets for genome mining of novel molecules.
Improved understanding of SM biosynthesis has led to the

development of various bioinformatic tools and strategies for
the prioritization of BGCs for genome mining, increasing the
chance of discovery of novel molecules or molecules with
desired bioactivities.6,7 Current strategies for activating specific
BGCs typically involve promoter exchange of individual genes
in the BGC with strong promoters and marker recycling for
sequential chromosomal manipulation.8 About half of the
BGCs in fungi contain a gene encoding a pathway-specific
transcription factor (TF),1 in which activation of BGC
expression could be achieved by overexpression of the TF.9

However, in many cases TF overexpression does not result in
successful BGC activation, which has prompted strategies such
as engineering of hybrid TFs.10 On the other hand,
reconstruction of the pathway in a heterologous host is the
preferred method for BGCs from fungi that are genetically
intractable.5 Filamentous fungi are the most compatible
heterologous hosts for expression of fungal BGCs, not
requiring intron removal or codon optimization.11 For
example, Aspergillus nidulans has been successfully utilized as
a heterologous host by several groups,12−14 including ours.15,16

However, reconstruction of BGCs require the cloning of
multiple and often large biosynthetic genes,16 which can be
cumbersome. Other methods to express BGCs as engineered
polycistronic mRNA also rely on amplification or synthesis of
all BGC genes.17

To access cryptic SMs more efficiently and pave the way to
higher-throughput pathway-specific genome mining for drug
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discovery, new tools for transcriptional activation are
necessary. Inspired by pathway-specific TFs, we aim to develop
a CRISPR-mediated transcriptional activation (CRISPRa)
approach for accessing the BGCs in filamentous fungi (Figure
1a). Unlike CRISPR genome editing that uses nuclease-active
CRISPR/Cas for targeted DNA cleavage, in CRISPRa the
CRISPR/Cas complex is nuclease-deactivated and repurposed
as an artificial transcription factor to modulate gene expression.
CRISPRa systems make use of activation effectors linked to a
nuclease deactivated Cas protein (dCas) in complex with a
short guide RNA containing a programmable ∼20 nt sequence
complementary to a target site within a gene regulatory region
to achieve transcriptional activation.18,19 The activation of
multiple genes can be achieved with multiplexed CRISPRa, in
which multiple guide RNAs are expressed simultaneously.20

CRISPRa has already been used to tune the expression of
biosynthetic pathway coding genes,21,22 including in ascomy-
cetous yeasts.23,24 Although CRISPR/Cas genome editing has
been widely adopted in filamentous fungi,25−28 to our
knowledge, CRISPRa has not been demonstrated in these
organisms and has not been used as a tool for compound
discovery.
In this work, we developed a suite of fungal CRISPRa

vectors and tested them in A. nidulans. We used dCas proteins
fused to the synthetic tripartite activator VP64-p65-Rta
(VPR),19 which contains a fusion of three activation domains

and has led strong activation in several species,29 but untested
in filamentous fungi. We built and tested two different
CRISPRa systems, based on dLbCas12a from Lachnospiraceae
bacterium (previously known as LbCpf1)18 and dSpCas9 from
Streptococcus pyogenes.19 SpCas9 is currently the more widely
used system in fungal CRISPR applications, but the delivery of
multiple single guide RNAs (named sgRNAs) requires several
promoters or additional engineering for RNA processing.20,28

The alternative system driven by LbCas12a has the potential to
simplify multiplexing due to its use of a shorter guiding
CRISPR RNA (named crRNA) and the capability of Cas12a to
process multiple crRNAs from a single precursor crRNA
array.30 By targeting a BGC (mic cluster encoding a
nonribosomal peptide synthetase-like enzyme) in A. nidulans,
we demonstrated the potential of CRISPR/dLbCas12a-VPR as
a tool for fungal BCG activation and accelerating compound
discovery. We evaluated aspects that influence CRISPR/
dLbCas12a-VPR efficiency for biosynthetic gene activation,
such as CRISPRa component delivery, targeting parameters
and culture temperature, and explore alternatives to overcome
some of the limitations discovered.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Construction and Testing of Fungal CRISPRa Sys-
tems. To develop a CRISPRa system for filamentous fungi, we
constructed and tested CRISPR/dLbCas12a-VPR- and

Figure 1. Proof-of-concept for fungal CRISPRa. (a) Schematic of a CRISPRa-based genome mining pipeline. After BGC bioinformatic
prioritization, the designed crRNAs are rapidly assembled by Type IIs cloning from annealed oligos in an expression vector and transformed into
the fungal host along with the dCas effector. The CRISPRa complex is targeted to the regulatory regions of the selected BGC, upregulating gene
expression and consequently increasing production of the encoded compound(s). Higher titers facilitate compound detection, screening for
bioactivity and further chemical characterization. (b) CRISPR/dLbCas12a-VPR mediated activation of PelcA-mCherry in A. nidulans. Representative
fluorescent microscopy images of CRISPRa transformant mycelia demonstrate consistent mCherry reporter activation, which implies the processing
of crRNA array from a PgpdA-derived RNAPII-driven transcript by dLbCas12a-VPR. Activation is observed both episomally and chromosomally
encoded dLbCas12a-VPR systems (Figure S1). (c) Activation strength of the CRISPR/dSpCas9-VPR system showed dependency on dSpCas9-
VPR expression strategy (Figure S2). In all microscopy images mycelia were observed under brightfield (BF) and mCherry filter after overnight
growth on stationary liquid culture at 37 °C. Scale bar 100 μm.
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CRISPR/dSpCas9-VPR-based systems in the model organism
and chassis A. nidulans. To evaluate alternative strategies for
expressing either dCas effector, we created parent strains with a
chromosomally integrated dCas-VPR expression cassette and
compared their performance with entirely AMA1-episomally
encoded systems. The AMA1 sequence acts as an extra-
chromosomal vector replicator and confers increased trans-
formation frequency in several filamentous fungi species.31

AMA1-bearing vectors are found at multiple copies per nucleus
although their genetic stability has been reported to be limited
under nonselective conditions. We built on the triple
auxotrophic mutant A. nidulans LO8030,32 which can maintain
AMA1 vectors by complementation with the selectable
markers pyrG, riboB, pyroA.16 The AMA1 vector set allowed

us to separate the key components of the CRISPRa system into
different vectors for modularity during the initial validation. As
a proof-of-concept target, we built a fluorescent reporter by
fusing mCherry to Parastagonospora nodorum elcA promoter
(PelcA), which belongs to a “silent” polyketide synthase gene,33

and delivered it encoded on a AMA1 vector.
First, we assessed dLbCas12a-VPR crRNA array processing

capability in A. nidulans. As individual crRNAs can be excised
by LbCas12a from arrays embedded in RNA polymerase II
(RNAPII)-driven transcripts34 we built a crRNA array
expression cassette with gpdA promoter (PgpdA) and trpC
terminator (TtrpC) (Note S1), which are parts widely portable
across fungal species.35 Due to the lack of characterization of
the transcription start site (TSS) of the elcA gene, we designed

Figure 2. CRISPRa-mediated microperfuranone (1) production. (a) Upregulation of micA results in the biosynthesis of 1 from two phenylpyruvate
molecules.37 (b) Chromosomal micA gene with individual crRNA binding sites shown in magenta (crRNA array MU) and blue (crRNA array MD).
Numbers assigned to MD crRNAs are indicative of targeting position in respect to micA start codon, with their position in the crRNA array MD
also indicated in the scheme. (c) DAD (λ = 254 nm) chromatograms of A. nidulans culture media extracts show increases in the peak identified as 1
in strains with CRISPR-mediated activation of micA (magenta and blue) as compared to the control with no crRNA (gray). Expected mass of 1 is
observed as main ion in the peak by MS. (d) CRISPR-mediated activation of chromosomal micA. All CRISPRa strains showed a significant increase
in the production of 1 compared to their respective dLbCas12a-VPR control with no crRNA. Targeting CRISPRa with MD crRNA array (blue)
resulted in significantly higher production of 1 compared to targeting with MU crRNA (magenta). There was no significant difference between
both dLbCas12a-VPR expression strategies. (e) When targeting micA with single MD crRNAs low or no activation is observed compared to the no
crRNA control. The low calculated additive of single crRNA CRISPRa (described in the Materials and Methods) suggests a synergistic activation
effect when making use of the four-crRNA array MD. (f) Increases in the titer of 1 are observed in media extracts of CRISPRa strains with extra
episomal micA copies (high basal production) compared to the no crRNA control in strains with episomal micA vector. (g) In strains harboring
episomal copies of a shorter micA variant (low basal production), CRISPRa increased the production of 1 by ∼30-fold compared to the control. In
all the figures, calculated titer (mg L−1) values are the mean of three biological replicates; specific values are indicated as black dots, and error bars
represent SD. Two-sided Welch’s t test with Holm−Šid́aḱ multiplicity correction per figure was performed. Asterisk indicates corrected P-value <
0.05, (ns) not significant. Individual P-values are listed in Table S9.
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four crRNAs targeting a window 88−327 bp upstream of the
open reading frame start codon (Figure 1b). We delivered the
four-crRNA array on an AMA1-pyroA vector cotransformed
with the PelcA reporter. After growing mycelial mass, we
observed activation of mCherry expression in the CRISPRa
transformants compared to the no crRNA control, in both
chromosomally and episomally expressed dLbCas12a-VPR
systems (Figure 1b, Figure S1). The results demonstrated the
viability of the RNAPII-promoter PgpdA to deliver LbCas12a
crRNA arrays.
In parallel, we built and tested a dSpCas9-VPR system, with

a sgRNA expression cassette driven by the RNA polymerase III
(RNAPIII) promoter U3 from Aspergillus fumigatus (Af PU3)

28

(Note S1). In this case, four sgRNA were tested individually,
targeting a window 162−342 bp from the reporter start codon,
and delivered in a single AMA1-pyrG vector together with the
reporter construct PelcA-mCherry. We observed that the system
with chromosomal expression of dSpCas9-VPR resulted in
activation levels only noticeable at prolonged exposure times,
while the system with episomally expressed dSpCas9-VPR
resulted in stronger fluorescence (Figure 1c, Figure S2a,b). A
possible interpretation is that the single-copy chromosomal
dSpCas9-VPR cassette failed to achieve expression levels above
the required threshold for strong observable activity, making
the multicopy AMA1-encoded system more effective in
comparison. We also observed that the activation level was
stronger for the sgRNAs targeting closer to the target gene
start codon (Figure S2b). CRISPR-mediated activation has
been reported to be stronger targeting closer to the upstream
region of a gene TSS,36 but in this case, we lack information
about elcA TSS. We further attempted to deliver sgRNAs from
an independent AMA1-pyroA vector, but when cotransformed
with the reporter vector and the dSpCas9-VPR expression
vector, fluorescence was not observed (Figure S2c).
When comparing dCas9- and dCas12a-driven systems,

CRISPR/dLbCas12a-VPR presented advantages in multi-
plexing capability and supported expression of CRISPRa
components in various configurations. Additionally, we showed
that dCas12a can process crRNA transcripts driven by the
commonly used RNAPII promoter PgpdA. This increased the
potential portability of the CRISPRa system across many
fungal species and opens up the possibility of driving crRNA
expression under a variety of characterized RNAPII promoters,
including inducible promoters (e.g., alcohol-inducible PalcA).
On the other hand, multiplexing with Cas9 sgRNAs would
require expression from multiple cassettes driven by RNAPIII
promoters or additional RNA processing mechanisms if
expressed as an array driven by RNAPII promoters.20 For
these reasons, we further explored the activation of
biosynthetic genes in A. nidulans using the CRISPR/
dLbCas12a-based CRISPRa system.
CRISPR/dLbCas12a-VPR Mediated Activation of micA

Synthetase Gene Increases Microperfuranone Produc-
tion. To test whether CRISPR/dLbCas12a-VPR mediated
activation of a fungal biosynthetic gene could induce
metabolite production, we targeted the native A. nidulans
micA (AN3396) gene which encodes a nonribosomal peptide
synthetase-like (NRPS-like) enzyme responsible for the
biosynthesis of microperfuranone (1) (Figure 2a). The
biosynthetic function of micA had been previously decoded
by using promoter replacement strategy,37 after unsuccessful
attempts to elicit the biosynthesis of cryptic NRPS-like
products by varying A. nidulans culture conditions.

We first targeted micA with multiple crRNAs to increase the
likelihood of achieving strong activation, an approach used in
CRISPRa screenings.38 We followed previously devised
guidelines for CRISPRa in eukaryotes,36 and targeted a region
119−303 bp upstream of micA TSS with a four-crRNA array
named MU (micA Upstream TSS) (Figure 2b). To explore the
utility of CRISPRa for genes that lack TSS information, which
is the case for 59% of A. nidulans BGC genes (Figure S3a), we
also tested an alternative TSS annotation-blind targeting
criteria, taking the gene start codon as reference. Given that
most A. nidulans BGC genes have a short 5′ untranslated
region (UTR) (Figure S3b), we targeted a window 139−324
bp upstream of the micA start codon with a four-crRNA named
MD (micA Downstream TSS), which in the case of micA
corresponds to the 5′ UTR. Analysis by liquid chromatography
coupled to a diode array detector and mass spectrometer (LC-
DAD-MS) showed increases in the production of 1 in media
extracts from all CRISPRa transformants when compared to
the background levels in the controls (Figure 2c). Interestingly,
targeting the 5′ UTR of micA with crRNA array MD resulted
in significantly higher production than when targeting the micA
promoter region with crRNA array MU, reaching titers of 1 up
to 0.6 mg L−1 (Figure 2d). Nevertheless, targeting with MU
still led to a ∼4.5-fold increase in production with a titer up to
0.2 mg L−1 compared to the controls. No significant difference
in performance was observed when comparing between
chromosomally and episomally expressed dLbCas12a-VPR
systems for both crRNA arrays.
In order to enable rapid cloning of different crRNAs for

further testing, we established a domesticated version of the
AMA1-pyroA expression vector, which allowed one-step Type
IIS cloning of crRNA arrays using annealed oligonucleotides
(Figure S4). We verified the null effect of PgpdA domestication
(Figure S4b).
To examine the effect of each crRNA in micA activation,

individual crRNAs from MD and MU arrays were delivered in
strains harboring chromosomally integrated dLbCas12a-VPR
(Figure 2e, Figure S5). We observed a minimal increase in the
production of 1 when targeting with some MD crRNA, while
in most cases the production of 1 was indistinguishable from
the no crRNA control. The notable difference between the
production of 1 in strains with single crRNAs and with
multiple-crRNA array CRISPRa is indicative of a synergistic
activation effect (Figure 2e). Thus, in this case, the synergistic
multi-crRNA activation of micA is required for achieving
metabolite production of 1.
To test whether the production of 1 could be further

increased, we targeted micA with the crRNAs from both MD
and MU crRNA arrays simultaneously. To this end, we
recloned the crRNA array MD into an AMA1-pyrG vector to
allow cotransformation with the crRNA array MU encoded on
an AMA1-pyroA vector. Cotransformation of MD and MU
crRNA arrays for micA activation resulted in further increase in
the production of 1 (up to ∼0.8 mg L−1) (Figure S6).
Interestingly, the crRNA array MD alone delivered from the
AMA1-pyrG vector resulted in a considerable increase in the
titer of 1 compared to when delivered using AMA1-pyroA
vector, which might contribute to the dual crRNA array
increased production (Figure S6).
Finally, to evaluate the broader utility of CRISPRa targeting

episomal genes in A. nidulans, we cotransformed additional
copies of micA encoded on an AMA1 vector. The trans-
formants harboring episomal copies of micA with its full-length
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promoter showed relatively high basal production of 1 even in
the absence of CRISPRa (Figure 2f). However, we still
observed a consistent increase in the titers of 1 when CRISPRa
of micA was performed with either MD or MU crRNA arrays,
reaching up to over 4 mg L−1 (Figure 2f). We further tested
targeting a shorter episomal micA variant with low basal
production of 1. When cotransforming with MD, targeting the
still-present 5′ UTR, we observed the largest activation fold
change with a ∼30-fold increase in the production of 1
compared to the control, reaching final titers of ∼1.5 mg L−1

(Figure 2g). Taken together, these results show that CRISPRa
can affect the expression of episomally encoded genes, as the
increase in the production of 1 is not explained by the
activation of chromosomal micA alone.
Considering filamentous fungi genomes in public databases

often lack 5′ UTR annotations, the viability of selecting crRNA
targets in a TSS annotation-blind manner is a significant
advantage. In the case of micA, targeting a short distance
upstream of the gene start codon, despite falling in the 5′ UTR,
resulted in successful production of microperfuranone. This is
surprising, given that the binding of a CRISPRa complex
downstream of the TSS has been proposed to act as a
roadblock of transcription;23 however, our observations
indicate that the binding of dLbCas12a-VPRs to the micA 5′
UTR region redefines the local transcriptional landscape by
other means with the resulting activation of this locus.39

Although this may be a locus-specific effect, our results suggest

that a TSS annotation-blind targeting criteria could be a viable
alternative when targeting genes with incomplete gene
annotation, as demonstrated for micA and also above, for
PelcA driving mCherry expression.

Multigene Activation Uncovered Cryptic Biosyn-
thetic Gene Cluster Product. The gene micA (AN3396)
has been proposed to belong to a multigene BGC,37,40,41 in
which the final product has remained uncharacterized. Besides
micA, the mic cluster consists of a putative cytochrome P450
(AN3394) and a hypothetical gene (AN3395), referred to as
micB and micC, respectively, and lacks a pathway-specific TF.
To assess the feasibility of performing simultaneous

activation of multiple genes with CRISPR/dLbCas12a-VPR,
we aimed to coactivate the proposed mic cluster. We
cotransformed the four-crRNA array MD targeting micA
along with a second crRNA array targeting micB and micC
(Figure 3a). This new three-crRNA array, named crRNA array
P, targeted a window of 209 bp in the middle of the short 396
bp bidirectional promoter between the divergently oriented
micB and micC genes. We delivered the two crRNA arrays from
independent AMA1 episomal vectors in strains harboring
chromosomally integrated dLbCas12a-VPR (Figure 3a). To
account for the above-mentioned influence of the crRNA
delivery vector selection marker on CRISPRa strength, we
tested both dual vector delivery combinations with pyrG and
pyroA selection markers (Figure 3a).

Figure 3. Elucidating the mic cluster final product with multigene activation (a) Schematic of the experimental setup of mic cluster activation with
two-vector crRNA arrays delivery and different markers combinations of pyrG (purple) and pyroA (yellow). The mic cluster genes are shown in
green alongside the target sites of crRNA MD array (blue) and crRNA P array (orange). (b) Proposed dehydromicroperfuranone (2) structure and
biosynthetic pathway. (c) Representative overlaid DAD (λ = 254 nm) chromatograms of media extracts from strains with both crRNA arrays MD
and P (orange), crRNA array MD (blue) and crRNA array P (black). Multigene CRISPRa results in the increase of the peaks I−III whose main ion
m/z 265 yielded a fragmentation pattern matching 2 by LC-MS/MS analysis (Table S1). (d) Production of each peak in multiple activation strains
is dependent on CRISPRa component delivery strategy. The different DAD (λ = 254 nm) chromatograms represent three biological replicates per
delivery strategy (Figure S7). We observe that the production of the peaks I−III is favored in the marker combination crRNA MD in an AMA1-
pyroA vector and crRNA P in an AMA1-pyrG vector.
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LC-DAD-MS analysis of A. nidulans culture extracts showed
that both multiplexed-CRISPRa strains presented a decrease in
the precursor microperfuranone (1) and an increase in the size
of three new peaks detected by DAD and MS, arbitrarily
named peaks I, II, and III (Figure 3c, Figure S7a,b). We also
observed that the magnitude of the changes in the metabolic
profile were dependent on the marker combination used in the
delivery of the crRNA arrays. The delivery of crRNA P on an
AMA1-pyrG vector and crRNA MD in an AMA1-pyroA vector
favored the production of the peaks I−III (Figure 3d). We
further tested this crRNA array delivery combination switching
to episomally encoded dLbCas12a-VPR and observed an
increased production of the peaks I−III relative to the peak
from 1 (Figure 3d, Figure S7c). Taken together these results
indicate that multiple gene CRISPRa can be used to explore
the metabolite products of a cryptic BGC and that the activity
can be tuned to favor the final product of the cluster.
The observed mass of the ions accumulated in the peaks I−

III was m/z 265 [M + H] +, 2 Da less than the molecular mass
of 1, suggesting that an oxidation had occurred. Searching the
chemical literature for structures related to 1 corresponding to
a mass of 264 Da led us to a previously reported metabolite, 3-
carboxy-2,4-diphenyl-but-2-enoic anhydride, herein renamed
as dehydromicroperfuranone (2) (Figure 3b), which was first
isolated from A. nidulans IFO 6398 as a plant growth
promoting compound.42 Indeed, we observed that the MS/
MS fragmentation pattern of the 265 m/z ions shared almost
all fragment masses with the predicted spectra for 2 by CFM-
ID43 (Table S1).
As the genetic basis for biosynthesis of 2 was not previously

identified, to ensure that the production of the peaks I−III is
due to CRISPRa cotargeting the micB−C promoter, we verified
the final product of the mic cluster by promoter replacement of
micA, micB and micC. When expressing micA and micB from an
alcohol dehydrogenase inducible promoter (PalcA), the
metabolic profile presented the peaks I−III as observed by
CRISPRa, although the metabolites were produced in higher
quantities (Figure S8a). The coexpression of micA−C resulted

in the same metabolic profile as micA−B (Figure S8a). This
revealed the function of MicB as a cytochrome P450
monooxygenase responsible for converting a secondary alcohol
on 1 to a ketone group, forming a maleic acid anhydride
moiety.
To corroborate the structure of the compounds, we

attempted to purify the peaks I−III. Due to increased polarity,
the peaks were only extractable from the culture medium with
acidified ethyl acetate or adsorbent resin (Figure S8b), which
might explain why they have not been observed in previous
studies that detected micB expression but used ethyl acetate
extraction for metabolite profiling of A. nidulans.37,44 The
peaks I−II coeluted during semipreparative HPLC purification,
while peak III could be isolated as a single peak. Surprisingly,
the 1H NMR and 13C NMR spectra of the peaks I−II mixture
and peak III in deuterated chloroform appear to be identical
and matched the previously reported chemical shifts for 242

(Table S2 and Figures S9−S12). When reconstituting the
NMR sample in methanol for analysis by LC-DAD-MS, the
purified peaks reverted to multiple peaks (Figure S8c) and we
further observed that the samples also existed as mixtures when
analyzed by NMR in deuterated methanol (Figures S13−S14).
These results suggest that the compounds in the peaks I−III
are interchangeable tautomeric/cis−trans isomers or opened/
closed ring forms of 2 in acetonitrile or methanol (Figure S8d)
but exist as a single entity in chloroform during NMR analysis
(Table S2).
Taken together, the results from LC-MS/MS and NMR

analysis support 2 as the metabolite product of the mic cluster.
The results also conclusively demonstrated that multigene
activation can be achieved by CRISPR/dLbCas12a-VPR. Here,
we delivered each crRNA array from separate vectors for
keeping the modularity in initial testing. However, longer
crRNA arrays could be used to target a whole BGC, with
encouraging precedents in the recent literature of Cas12a-
mediated processing of 25 crRNAs from a single transcript and
simultaneous upregulation of ten genes.45

Figure 4. Variant dLbCas12aD156R-VPR outperforms at some limiting conditions for dLbCas12a-VPR. (a) Representative microscopy images of
A. nidulans mycelia grown at different temperatures show that CRISPR/dLbCas12a-VPR mediated activation of the fluorescent reporter PelcA-
mCherry is restricted at 25 °C. The variant dLbCas12aD156R-VPR presents observable fluorescence at 25 °C unlike the original system (Figure S15).
In all microscopy images mycelia were observed under brightfield (BF) and mCherry filter. Scale bar 100 μm. (b) A. nidulans growth temperature
of 25 °C is limiting for CRISPR/dLbCas12a-VPR mediated micA activation (purple), as no increments in microperfuranone (1) are observed. The
variant dLbCas12aD156R-VPR (green) demonstrated CRISPRa activity at 25 °C, achieving a ∼4.5-fold increase in the production of 1 compared to
the no crRNA control. However, the activity of dLbCas12aD156R-VPR was limited compared to the original dLbCas12a-VPR system at 37 °C. (c)
Activity at the alternative PAM site TTCN is increased by the dLbCas12aD156R-VPR variant. In all figures, calculated titer (mg L−1) values are the
mean of three biological replicates whose specific values are indicated as dots, and error bars represent SD. Two-sided Welch’s t test with was
performed. Asterisk indicates corrected P-value < 0.05. Individual P-values are listed in Table S9.
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The Variant dLbCas12aD156R Improves Activation in
Cultures at 25 °C. Cas12a systems are known to exhibit
reduced activity below 28 °C,46 making their implementation
troublesome in ectotherm animals and some plants. This could
also compromise the wider applicability of fungal CRISPRa, as
the majority of fungi have optimum growth temperatures
between 25 and 30 °C,47 and the production of some SMs is
favored at room temperature.1 In our laboratory, we routinely
express heterologous biosynthetic genes from nonthermotole-
rant fungi in A. nidulans at 25 °C for metabolite
production.15,16 To evaluate CRISPRa performance at temper-
atures lower than 37 °C, we investigated CRISPR/dSpCas9-
VPR and CRISPR/dLbCas12a-VPR mediated activation of the
PelcA-mCherry reporter across multiple temperatures. The
fluorescence observed at 30 °C was comparable to the samples
grown at 37 °C in both systems. However, at room
temperature, low fluorescence was observed in CRISPR/
dSpCas9-VPR samples and not detectable in CRISPR/
dLbCas12a-VPR samples (Figure S15).
Due to the restrictions on dLbCas12a-VPR activity at room

temperature (25 °C) a putative temperature tolerant variant
was investigated. Taking inspiration from the AsCas12aE174R

variant, recently reported to possess increased double stranded
DNA cleavage efficiency in vitro at 25 °C,48 we built an
LbCas12a mutant harboring the homologous mutation D156R
identified by aligning the AsCas12a/LbCas12a crystal
structures49,50 (Figure S16).
We tested the variant dLbCas12aD156R-VPR targeting

chromosomal micA with the crRNA array MD. We observed
significant CRISPR/dLbCas12aD156R-VPR-mediated activation
at 25 °C, a temperature at which CRISPR/dLbCas12a-
mediated activation was not observed (Figure 4b). However,
at 37 °C CRISPR/dLbCas12aD156R-VPR achieved lower final
production of 1 than the original dLbCas12a-VPR system
(Figure 4b). We also observed evidence of CRISPR/
dLbCas12aD156R-VPR-mediated fluorescence activation at 25
°C (Figure 4a, Figure S15b). During the preparation of this
manuscript, the LbCas12aD156R variant was reported to exhibit
increased low-temperature genome editing efficiency in vivo.51

Here, we demonstrated that the temperature tolerance
property is translatable to CRISPRa.
The presence of protospacer adjacent motif (PAM) near the

target is a critical requirement for CRISPR systems; in the case
of LbCas12a systems the sequence TTTV.52 The variant
LbCas12aD156R has been reported to exhibit improved
recognition of the noncanonical PAM sequence TTCN.53

We tested a poly crRNA array targeting TTCN PAM sites in
the 5′ UTR of micA, and observed an improved activation
mediated by the dLbCas12aD156R variant over the original
dLbCas12a system at 37 °C (Figure 4c). In most A. nidulans
BGC genes around ten canonical TTTV PAM sites can be
found in a targetable window for activation (Figure S17).
Nevertheless, targeting TTCN can be considered if PAM site
availability is a limiting factor.

■ CONCLUSION
In this work, we reported the first application of CRISPRa in
an ascomycetous filamentous fungus belonging to the
Pezizomycotina taxon, known to harbor diverse BGCs. We
demonstrated that CRISPR/dLbCas12a-VPR-mediated multi-
gene activation of BGCs in A. nidulans can be a useful tool for
discovery of bioactive secondary metabolites. This approach
has the potential to be highly scalable due to the ease of

crRNA array assembly, paving the way to higher throughput
natural product genome mining approaches. The CRISPR/
dLbCas12a-VPR-based CRISPRa toolkit is built with well-
established fungal genetic parts. Hence, along with the
generation of a dLbCas12aD156R variant for cultures at room
temperature, the CRISPRa toolkit developed here should be
transferrable to other filamentous fungi.
Targeting more genes in future works will help understand

the broader applicability of CRISPRa and advance guidelines
for achieving robust gene activation in filamentous fungi.
CRISPRa systems are rapidly evolving, and these innovations
could be used to upgrade the current fungal CRISPRa system.
In particular, some next generation activators have been
demonstrated to outperform the activation strength of dCas-
VPR systems.54,55 Putative activation domains of fungal BGC-
specific TFs could also be tested to expand the CRISPRa
toolkit. With better guidelines for Cas12a-associated crRNAs
design becoming available,56 it is possible to further improve
fungal CRISPRa efficiency by optimizing crRNA selection and
design.
In conclusion, this work represents a valuable expansion to

the fungal CRISPR toolbox and provides a foundation for the
further development of CRISPRa as a tool for the discovery of
novel bioactive fungal natural products via targeted BGC
activation. The fungal CRISPRa toolkit also has the potential
to be used for elucidation and engineering of natural product
biosynthesis by targeting different combinations of biosyn-
thetic genes, for simultaneous activation of multiple pathway-
specific TFs, as well as other synthetic biology applications.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Vector Construction. Main vectors and maps for both

Cas12a and Cas9-driven systems are deposited in Addgene
with the Addgene Codes indicated in Table S5. All vectors
along with their description and the cloning method used in
their construction can be found in Table S5. Vectors were
generated using one of the following methods: restriction
enzyme cloning with PacI, NotI and T4 DNA ligase (New
England Biolabs, MA, USA); Type IIS assembly with BsmbI
(New England Biolabs, MA, USA) and annealed oligo cloning;
in vivo homologous recombination in Saccharomyces cerevisiae
BJ5464 or isothermal assembly with NEBuilder HiFi DNA
Assembly Master Mix (New England Biolabs, MA, USA). In all
cloning procedures we used E. coli 10-Beta electrocompetent
(New England Biolabs, MA, USA) or in-lab made equivalent
for increased transformation efficiency. All PCR primers and
other oligonucleotides used are listed in Table S8, along with
their destination construct and source of DNA template if
applicable. The AMA1 fungal vector pKW20088,57 was a gift
from Prof Kenji Watanabe, University of Shizuoka, and the
vectors pYFAC-riboB, pYFAC-pyroA, pYFAC−CH2,
pYFAC−CH3, pYFAC−CH4 were built previously.16 In all
cases when amplifying PgpdA and TtrpC consisted of the versions
present in the expression cassette from pBARGPE1,35

(obtained from the Fungal Genetics Stock Centre) or the
modified version pBARGPE1-LIC.58 To clone dSpCas9-VPR
it was amplified from pAG414GPD-dCas9-VPR,19 which was a
gift from George Church (Addgene plasmid #63801). The
coding sequence of dLbCas12a (mutation D832A) was
amplified from a plasmid kindly provided by Christian Pflüger
which was constructed from pY027,59 a gift from Feng Zhang
(Addgene plasmid # 84742), by site-directed mutagenesis and
fused to VPR amplified from pAG414GPD-dCas9-VPR.19 The
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sequence of PelcA was amplified from pYFAC−CH6.16 The
coding sequence of mCherry was amplified from pMP760160

which was a gift from Alex Andrianopoulos (University of
Melbourne). A. nidulans sequences were PCR amplified from
A. nidulans LO8030 gDNA (chromosomal coordinates
indicated in Table S5).61 Af PU3 was amplified from Aspergillus
fumigatus 293 gDNA. An adapted version of pGEM-T
(Promega) was used to build the Step 1 crRNA and sgRNA
cloning vector. The Cas9 sgRNA cloning cassette was
synthesized as gBlock and re amplified when fused to Af PU3
(Sequence at Note S1). The PgpdA Cas12a crRNA cloning
cassette was created by annealed oligo cloning (Sequence at
Note S1). BsmbI domesticated one-step-cloning vector
pCRI008 was built by PCR site directed mutagenesis of
PYFAC-pyroA parts (Figure S4a).
Design and Cloning of sgRNA and crRNA. The target

sequences of each crRNA or sgRNA are listed in Table S6,
along with the corresponding PAM sequence and the distances
to target gene start codon and TSS when available.61−63 The
spacers were also verified to pass the bioinformatic off-target
test against A. nidulans FGSCA4 genome sequence with
EuPaGDT.64 All crRNA and sgRNA were synthesized as
oligonucleotides with overhangs whose sequence is indicated
in Table S7. Oligos were mixed in equal proportion (10 nM),
annealed on a thermocycler, if necessary (crRNA arrays) also
phosphorylated with T4 polynucleotide kinase (New England
Biolabs, MA, USA) and ligated with T4 DNA ligase in
previously BsmbI digested vectors.
For some Cas12a crRNA, one-step cloning was possible in

the fungal crRNA expression vector pCRI008. The rest of the
crRNA were cloned by a 2-vector cloning procedure (Figure
S4c). In that case, oligos with encoded crRNA were first
cloned into the pGEM-T derived vector pCRI007, and the
expression cassette further PCR amplified with primers that
reconstituted full PgpdA and added homology arms. The
amplicon was then cloned to the final YFAC fungal vector
with homology-based cloning.
For Cas9 sgRNA, the sgRNAs were first cloned into

pCRI010, and the PacI NotI flanked expression cassette
digested, gel purified, and ligated to a PacI NotI digested
pCRI011 reporter vector.
A. nidulans Strains Construction and Transformation.

A. nidulans strains with either dSpCas9-VPR or dLbCas12a-
VPR chromosomal expression cassettes were created by
polyethylene glycol (PEG)-calcium-based transformation as
in Lim et al.65 with the previously NotI linearized vectors
pCRI001−3 (Table S5) containing 1 kb homology regions to
facilitate homologous recombination in A. nidulans 8030 stcJΔ
locus. The fragment also contained the Bar marker, and
colonies were selected for resistance to glufosinate extracted
from Basta (Bayer, Vic., Australia) as in Chooi et al.33 an the
event was confirmed by diagnostic PCR. Complete genotype
of the parental strains is indicated in Table S4.
For each transformant strain genotype of the protoplasts

used and vectors transformed are listed in Table S4, indicating
whether the auxotrophies are complemented by the vectors or
supplemented in the media. Protoplasts of A. nidulans LO8030
and dCas-VPR expressing parental strains were prepared from
germlings as in Lim et al.,65 mixed with a quarter volume PEG
60% to a final concentration of 108 protoplasts per mL and
frozen at −80 °C for later use. AMA1-vectors were
transformed into A. nidulans protoplasts modifying Lim et
al.65 in order to minimize the required transformation volume.

In a 2 mL microcentrifuge tube, 60 μL of thawed protoplast
solution was incubated with 50 μL of STC buffer (1.2 M
sorbitol, 10 mM CaCl2, 10 mM Tris−HCl, pH 7.5) and 3 μg
of each vector contained in maximum total volume of 10 μL.
After 20 min of incubation on ice, 350 μL of the calcium PEG
60% mix was added and mixed gently by inversion, followed by
a 20 min incubation at room temperature. After adding 1 mL
of STC buffer the mix was spread on Sorbitol Minimal
Medium (SMM), that were then incubated for 3 days at 37 °C
to generate transformant colonies.

Fluorescence Microscopy. For each transformant strain,
spores from three individual colonies were picked as biological
replicates and grown in small Petri dishes containing liquid
Glucose Minimal Media, GMM,16 to obtain mycelia. Samples
were incubated at 37 °C and grown overnight, unless other
incubation temperatures were specified. For the samples
incubated at 30 °C mycelia were collected after overnight
growth, while samples incubated at 25 °C were grown for 2
days in order to harvest comparable mycelial growth.
Fluorescence images were captured on the epifluorescence
inverted microscope Eclipse Ti2 (Nikon), using Plan Apo λ
10×/0.45 numerical aperture (NA) objective lens (Nikon) and
a Camera DS-Qi2 (Nikon) controlled by NIS Elements
Advanced Research (Nikon). Fluorescent microscopy was
carried out under a mCherry filter set (562/40 nm excitation,
593 nm dichroic beamsplitter, and 641/75 nm emission), using
an 800 ms exposure and 9.6x analog gain unless specified
otherwise. Brightfield images were captured at a 300 ms
exposure time with 1× analog gain. Images were recorded
using NIS-Elements Advanced Research software package
(Nikon).

Culture Conditions and Crude Extract Preparation.
For each transformant strain, spores from three individual
colonies were picked as biological replicates for culture analysis
and restreaked individually in a solidified GMM plate to be
cultivated for 3 days at 37 °C. Spores were harvested from
plates in 1 mL of 0.1% Tween 80 (Sigma, MO, USA) and after
counting under Neubauer chamber, 2 × 108 spores were
inoculated into 250 mL flasks containing 50 mL liquid GMM
medium as described previously.16 Additionally, ampicillin was
added to 50 μg mL−1 and riboflavin, pyridoxine, uracil and
uridine was supplemented, if necessary, as indicated in Table
S4. Cultures were grown for 2.5 days with shaking set to 200
rpm and 37 °C, unless other temperatures were indicated. In
the case only of the samples needing PalcA promoter induction,
cyclopentanone at a final concentration of 10 mM was added
to the medium after 18 h of incubation. At the end of the
culture, 20 mL of media was collected in 50 mL Falcon tubes
by filtration with Miracloth (Milipore, MA, USA). The
metabolites were extracted from the liquid culture with 20
mL of an organic solvent mixture containing ethyl acetate,
methanol and acetic acid (89.5:10:0.5 ratio). The crude
extracts were dried down in vacuo and redissolved in 0.3 mL of
methanol for LC-DAD-MS analysis.

Metabolic Profile Analysis by LC-DAD-MS. The
analyses of the metabolite profiles were performed on an
Agilent 1260 liquid chromatography (LC) system coupled to a
diode array detector (DAD) and an Agilent 6130 Quadrupole
mass spectrometer (MS) with an electrospray ionization (ESI)
source. In all cases 3 μL of the methanol dissolved crude
extract was injected. Chromatographic separation was
performed at 40 °C using a Kinetex C18 column (2.6 μm,
2.1 mm i.d. 3 100 mm; Phenomenex). Chromatographic
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separation was achieved with a linear gradient of 5−95%
acetonitrile−water (containing 0.1% v/v formic acid) in 10
min followed by 95% acetonitrile for 3 min, with a flow rate of
0.70 mL min−1. For the multiple target CRISPRa experiments,
the gradient was extended to 20 min for better separation. The
MS data were collected in the m/z range 100−1000 in positive
ion mode and UV observed at DAD λ = 254.0 ± 4.0 nm.
Peak areas were determined by peak integration of DAD λ =

254 nm chromatogram using Masshunter Workstation
Qualitative Analysis (Agilent). To quantify microperfuranone
(1) samples were compared to a calibration curve. To this end,
a standard of 1 was prepared by weighing approximately 14 mg
of purified 1 and diluting in methanol. Several dilutions of the
standard were measured by LC-DAD-MS. The standard was
weighted, and the procedure repeated independently three
times (Figure S20). A representative regression fit to zero was
used to quantify 1, consisting in different concentrations of 1
(0.6, 0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1, 0.05, 0.01, 0.001, 0 mg L−1) with
three injection replicates (Figure S3b). The linear regression
coefficient was used to extrapolate the concentrations in the
crude extract to the culture media concentrations.
For the calculated additive of single crRNA mediated

production of 1 in Figure 2e, the negative control mean was
added to the summation of the difference between the mean of
each individual crRNA production and the negative control
mean, for the four crRNAs tested.
LC-MS/MS Analysis. Selected samples were analyzed by

LC-MS/MS on a Thermo Scientific Fusion Orbitrap coupled
to a Thermo Ultimate 3000 UHPLC. The column used was an
Agilent Poroshell 120 SB-C18 (2.1 × 30 mm, 2.7 μm) with a
20 min linear gradient of 5−95% acetonitrile−water containing
0.1% v/v formic acid. Precursor ion data was collected for m/z
200 to 300 in positive ion mode. Fragmentation was achieved
with the higher-energy collisional dissociation cell set to a
collision energy of 15. Fragment identification was aided by
CFM-ID43 predictions based on hypothesized structures.
Compound Isolation and NMR Structural Character-

ization. For the microperfuranone (1) standard purification, 2
L of 2-days culture media (postinduction) from strain 52
(Table S4), was extracted with a mix of ethyl acetate, methanol
and acetic acid (89.5:10:0.5). The crude extract was dried in
vacuo, resuspended in methanol and loaded onto a Sephadex
LH-20 (GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, UK) column for
fractionation. Fractions containing the target compound were
combined and further purified by semiprep HPLC with a C18
column (Grace, 5 μm, 10 × 250 mm) (isocratic, 40%
acetonitrile−water, 4.3 mL min−1).
For purification of dehydromicroperfuranone (2), 4 L of 2-

days culture media (postinduction) from strain 54 (Table S4),
after induction, was loaded onto a customized Diaion HP-20
(Sigma, PA, USA) column pre-equilibrated with water. The
column was then flushed with 2 column-volume of water and
eluted with methanol. The eluent was dried in vacuo. The
crude extract was resuspended with methanol and fractionated
using the Sephadex LH-20 column. Fractions containing the
target peaks were combined and further purified by a Reveleris
flash chromatography system (Grace) using a C18 Preparative
column (Agilent, 5 μm, 21.2 × 150 mm). A gradient method
(55% acetonitrile−water to 85% acetonitrile−water in 12 min,
10 mL min−1) was applied for the separation of peak III with
peaks I−III.
For structural characterization of 1 and 2, nuclear magnetic

resonance (NMR) spectra were collected on Bruker Avance

IIIHD 500/600 MHz NMR spectrometers, with either CDCl3-
d or MeOD-d4 as solvents. NMR data in CDCl3 was in good
agreement with the published data (Table S2, Table S3,
Figures S18−S19).

Computational Analysis of A. nidulans Features. All
Python code used are implemented in a Jupyter notebook
which is available at https://github.com/gamcil/5_UTR_
analysis/ alongside accompanying data. The genome assembly
and corresponding gene annotations for A. nidulans FGSC A4
were obtained from FungiDB (denoted version 46).63,66

Coordinates of predicted BGCs were obtained from the
A. nidulans portal on the Joint Genome Institute’s MycoCosm
resource.67 The genome was parsed for gene features using
Python scripts. Genes falling within cluster boundaries were
grouped, forming an additional data set to facilitate
comparison between the whole genome and BGC genes.
Lengths of 5′ UTRs were determined for all genes and BGC

genes, based on features when available, filtering the genes with
5′ UTRs equal zero. Histograms for each data set were plotted
using the Matplotlib library.
To determine the frequency of Cas9 and Cas12a PAM sites,

upstream regions for all genes were isolated by taking up to
400 bp upstream of the start codon. When intergenic distance
was less than 400 bp, the distance between the start codon and
the end of the previous gene was used. Frequencies of the
different PAM sites were obtained through regular expression
searches of the PAM sequences considering both strands.
Histograms for each data set were plotted as mentioned above.

Alignment of Cas12a Structures for Residue Identi-
fication. Crystal structures of LbCas12a (PDB ID: 5XUS)50

and AsCas12a (PDB ID: 5B43)49 were aligned with PyMOL
(The PyMOL Molecular Graphics System, Version 1.7.6.3) in
order to facilitate identification of the equivalent residue to
AsCas12a E174.

Statistical Analysis. Statistical analysis was done using
GraphPad Prism 8.3.0. All data were analyzed with three
biological replicates and two-sided Welch’s t test with Holm−
Šid́aḱ multiplicity correction per figure, using an alpha of 0.05.
All Welch’s t test P-values calculated for each experiment along
with the details for the multiplicity adjustment are found in
Table S9. Fisher’s exact test two-sided was also performed with
GraphPad.
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ABSTRACT: 1-Benzazepine is a pharmaceutically important scaffold but is rare among natural products. Nanangelenin A (1),
containing an unprecedented 3,4-dihydro-1-benzazepine-2,5-dione-N-prenyl-N-acetoxy-anthranilamide scaffold, was isolated from a
novel species of Australian fungus, Aspergillus nanangensis. Genomic and retrobiosynthetic analyses identified a putative
nonribosomal peptide synthetase (NRPS) gene cluster (nan). The detailed biosynthetic pathway to 1 was established by
heterologous pathway reconstitution in A. nidulans, which led to biosynthesis of intermediates nanagelenin B−F (2−5 and 7). We
demonstrated that the NRPS NanA incorporates anthranilic acid (Ant) and L-kynurenine (L-Kyn), which is supplied by a dedicated
indoleamine-2,3-dioxygenase NanC encoded in the gene cluster. Using heterologous in vivo assays and mutagenesis, we
demonstrated that the C-terminal condensation (CT) and thiolation (T3) domains of NanA are responsible for the regioselective
cyclization of the tethered Ant-L-Kyn dipeptide to form the unusual benzazepine scaffold in 1. We also showed that NanA-CT
catalyzes the regioselective cyclization of a surrogate synthetic substrate, Ant-L-Kyn-N-acetylcysteamine, to give the benzazepine
scaffold, while spontaneous cyclization of the dipeptide yielded the alternative kinetically favored benzodiazepine scaffold. The
discovery of 1 and the characterization of NanA have expanded the chemical and functional diversities of fungal NRPSs.

■ INTRODUCTION

Benzazepines are an important class of heterocyclic com-
pounds with interesting biological and pharmacological
activities and are found in a number of clinical drugs, including
the vasodilator fenoldopam and the heart rate-lowering agent
ivabradine.1 Specifically, 1-benzazepine is featured in the
angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitor benazepril2

and the cholesteryl ester transfer protein (CETP) inhibitor
drug candidate evacetrapib (Figure 1).3 While 2- and 3-
benzazepines are quite common in Nature (e.g., aurantiocla-
vine and communesin from fungi4 and rhoeadine and chilenine
from plants5,6), 1-benzazepine-containing natural products are
relatively rare, with the only reported examples being the two
related plant alkaloids, goniomine7 and kopsiyunnanine L,8

and penioxalamine A9 from Penicillium oxalicum (Figure 1).

Continuing our natural product discovery strategy targeting
rare Aspergilli,10,11 we recently reported the isolation of a
family of drimane sesquiterpenes, nanangenines, from the
Australian fungus Aspergillus nanangensis.12 During the course
of the study, we isolated an additional unrelated compound
with a UV−vis spectrum distinct from the nanangenines.
Herein, we describe the structural characterization and
heterologous biosynthesis of this novel compound, named
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nanangelenin A (1), which contains an unprecedented 3,4-
dihydro-1-benzazepine-2,5-dione-N-prenyl-N-acetoxy-anthra-
nilamide scaffold (Figure 1). A nonribosomal peptide
synthetase (NRPS) gene cluster (nan) was identified to be
responsible for the biosynthesis of 1. The biosynthetic pathway
to 1 was then characterized by heterologous pathway
reconstitution in A. nidulans, from which five biosynthetic
intermediates nanangelenins B−F (2−5 and 7) were
characterized.
Furthermore, we demonstrated that the NRPS NanA

incorporates anthranilic acid (Ant) and L-kynurenine (L-
Kyn), and its C-terminal condensation domain (CT) is capable
of regioselectively cyclizing the tethered Ant-L-Kyn dipeptide
into the 1-benzazepine-dione in 1.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Discovery and Structural Elucidation of Nanangele-

nin A (1). Compound 1 was first detected in the culture of A.
nanangensis grown on jasmine rice (Supporting Information).
A search of the UV−vis profile of 1 against our in-house
metabolite library (>7500 standards) failed to provide a
tentative assignment. Similarly, no fit was identified from our
fungal spectral libraries (>25000 spectra from 2000 type
species and >60000 spectra from 3000 talented fungal strains)
suggesting 1 was a hitherto unknown secondary metabolite.
Compound 1 was subsequently purified from the EtOAc
fraction of a scaled-up culture of A. nanangensis on jasmine rice
(Supporting Information). HRESI(+)MS analysis of HPLC-
purified 1 revealed an adduct ion [M + Na]+ at m/z 472.1848,
indicative of a molecular formula C25H27N3O5 (Δmmu 0.5)
requiring 14 double bond equivalents. The 1H and 13C NMR
spectra of 1 in DMSO-d6 (Table S6) revealed four discrete
spin systems attributable to two 1,2-disubstituted aromatic
rings, one reverse N-prenyl group and one CH2−CH−NH
fragment. The resonances associated with the N-prenyl group
were significantly broadened at 25 °C but sharpened on
heating to 60 °C, suggesting the presence of slowly
interconverting conformers arising from restricted rotation of

the bulky prenyl group. Additional isolated resonances were
observed for one N-methyl (δH 3.33, s; δC 35.7), one acetate
(δH 2.12, s; δC 170.2 and 18.2), one ketone (δC 199.8), one
tertiary amide (δC 169.4), and one secondary amide (δH 10.25,
br s; δC 164.5), accounting for all atoms in the molecular
formula and 13 of 14 DBE, thus requiring 1 to be tricyclic.
Detailed analysis of the 2D NMR data for 1 (Figure 2A)

established the 3,4-dihydro-1-benzazepine-2,5-dione-anthrani-
lamide core of 1, while key 1H−15N HMBC correlations
positioned the N-prenyl and N-acetoxy groups on the aromatic
amine nitrogen of the anthranilamide and the N-methyl group
on the benzazepine nitrogen. The single chiral center in 1 was
postulated to arise from L-tryptophan (L-Trp) and was
tentatively assigned a 10S configuration, which was later
confirmed by single crystal X-ray diffraction analysis of its
immediate biosynthetic precursor, nanangelenin F (7) (see
below).

Bioinformatic Analysis Targeted the Putative Bio-
synthetic Gene Cluster. Compound 1 is only the third
reported natural product featuring a 1-benzazepine scaffold.
Additionally, the unusual N-prenyl-N-acetoxy-anthranilamide
moiety has not been reported previously, while only one fungal
metabolite, antrocinnamomin A,13 has been reported to
contain an N-acetoxy group. The unique structure of 1
prompted us to investigate the molecular genetic basis for its
biosynthesis. Retrobiosynthetic investigation of 1 suggested
that the benzazepine scaffold is derived from the non-
proteinogenic amino acid L-Kyn, which forms an amide bond
with Ant. L-Kyn is the first stable intermediate metabolite in L-
Trp metabolism and is the precursor to important
biochemicals such as nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide
(NAD+) and the neuroinhibitor kynurenic acid.14 Natural
conversion of L-Trp to L-Kyn is catalyzed by the Fe2+/heme-
dependent enzyme tryptophan-2,3-dioxygenase (TDO) or
indoleamine-2,3-dioxygenase (IDO), leading to N-formyl-L-
Kyn, which is then hydrolyzed by kynurenine formamidase to
produce L-Kyn.15

We initially proposed that a putative Ant-L-Kyn dipeptide
precursor of 1 could be derived from a bimodular NRPS, like
the acetylaszonalenin NRPS, AnaPS.16 We further postulated
that the NRPS gene likely clustered with gene(s) required for
L-Kyn biosynthesis. Given that TDO is absent from fungal
genomes,15 we reasoned that the gene cluster may encode an

Figure 1. Representative pharmaceutical molecules and natural
products known to contain 1-benzazepine, and the structure of
nanangelenin A (1) (box) reported in this study.

Figure 2. (A) Selected 2D NMR correlations for 1. (B) The identified
nan gene cluster responsible for the production of 1. AcT,
acetyltransferase; PT, prenyltransferase; MT, methyltransferase; FO,
FAD oxidoreductase. A, adenylation; T, thiolation; C, condensation.
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IDO. The structural features of 1 suggested the gene cluster
should also encode an acetyltransferase and a methyltransfer-
ase. Using these criteria and the strategy described
previously,17 we found a candidate gene cluster (nan) in the
A. nanangensis genome12 containing a NRPS gene nanA, a gene
nanC encoding a putative IDO (Figures S4−S6), an
acetyltransferase gene nanB, a prenyltransferase gene nanD, a
methyltransferase gene nanE and a gene nanF encoding a FAD-
dependent oxidoreductase (Figure 2B). Thus, the putative nan
gene cluster encodes all the biosynthetic enzymes required for
biosynthesis of 1, except for a kynurenine formamidase.
Considering a previous study showed that N-formyl-L-Kyn is
unstable and can undergo spontaneous hydrolysis to form the
more stable L-Kyn,18 we reasoned that IDO alone may be
sufficient to supply L-Kyn from L-Trp.
Deciphering Biosynthetic Pathway to Nanangelenin

A. To unequivocally link the nan cluster to the biosynthesis of
1, we applied a whole pathway reconstruction approach in a
characterized host A. nidulans LO7890,19 using a hybrid yeast-
fungal artificial chromosome (pYFAC) expression system.20,21

We first expressed only the NRPS gene nanA in A. nidulans;
however, the resulting transformant did not produce any new
compounds (Figure 3A, trace i). We then coexpressed nanA
together with the IDO gene nanC, which led to the production
of the dipeptide product nanangelenin B (2) (Figure 2A, trace
ii). The structure of 2 was unambiguously confirmed by NMR
(Table S9) and single crystal X-ray diffraction analysis (Figure
4). These results suggested that the NRPS NanA can activate
Ant and L-Kyn and that the IDO NanC is required to supply L-
Kyn. To confirm that L-Kyn was formed before loading into

the A domain of NanA, we fed the A. nidulans expressing nanA
with L-Kyn, which successfully led to the production of 2
(Figure 5A, trace vi). Thus, we propose that NanC catalyzes
the conversion of L-Trp to N-formyl-L-Kyn, followed by
spontaneous hydrolysis to produce L-Kyn, which is then
activated and captured by the NRPS NanA.

Figure 3. Characterization of nanangelenin A (1) biosynthesis. (A) HPLC traces of A. nidulans transformants showing the production of
intermediates. (B) Extracted ion chromatograms (EIC) showing the putative MS peaks corresponding to 6 and 8. * means not isolated. (C)
Proposed biosynthetic pathway to 1.

Figure 4. Single crystal X-ray structures of nanangelenin B (2) and
nanangelenin F (7).
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Coexpression of nanAC with the methyltransferase gene
nanE led to partial conversion of 2 to nanangelenin D (4)
(Figure 3A, trace iii). Structural elucidation by NMR analysis
revealed 4 as the N-methylated analogue of 2. Coexpression of
nanAC with the prenyltransferase gene nanD resulted in the
exclusive production of nanangelenin C (3) (Figure 3A, trace
iv), which is the N-prenylated derivative of 2. However, when
coexpressing nanAC with nanF, encoding a FAD-oxidoreduc-
tase, the metabolite profile still showed the production of the
immediate NRPS product 2 (Figure 3A, trace v). Further
coexpression of the acetyltransferase gene nanB together with
nanACF still led to the production of 2 (Figure 3A, trace vi).
Altogether, the results suggest that N-hydroxylation cannot
happen before prenylation, which must occur early in the
biosynthesis of 1. Coexpression of nanACDE led to the
production of a new major peak, nanangelenin E (5), together
with 2 and 4 (Figure 3A, trace vii). Compound 5 was shown
by NMR to be the N-methylated analogue of 3 (Figure 3C).
These results indicate that NanE is an N-methyltransferase that
methylates the amide nitrogen of 1-benzazepine, with substrate
tolerance for both 2 and 3.
An NCBI BLAST search revealed that the FAD oxidor-

eductase NanF shares homology with the indolic nitrone
synthase OxaD (50.2%)22 and the putative N-hydroxylase
TqaE (32.7%).23 Thus, we proposed that NanF serves as an N-
hydroxylase to facilitate N-acetyoxylation. We reasoned that
hydroxylation of 2 did not occur when coexpressing nanACF
due to the inability of nanF to process the nonprenylated
substrate. To confirm this hypothesis, we coexpressed nanF
together with nanACD. However, the resulting A. nidulans still
produced 3 as the major metabolite (Figure 3A, trace viii).
Interestingly, searching the extracted ion chromatogram (EIC)
revealed a putative MS peak corresponding to 6 (Figure 3B).
Likewise, when coexpressing nanACDFE, we could detect a
putative MS peak for 8 in the EIC along with 6 (Figure 3A,
trace ix and Figure 3B) but were unable to purify either
compound due to the very low yields. We reasoned that this is

likely due to the unstable nature of the N-prenyl-hydroxyl-
amine moiety on 6 and 8, which could easily degrade back to
the N-prenyl-amine precursors.24 Thus, we coexpressed the
acetyltransferase gene nanB together with nanACDF, which led
to production of a new peak nanangelenin F (7) as the major
product (Figure 3A, trace x). The structure of 7 was elucidated
by MS and NMR analyses to contain the N-prenyl-N-acetoxy
functional group (Figure 3C), and the absolute configuration
was confirmed by single crystal X-ray diffraction analysis
(Figure 4). Finally, introduction of the methyltransferase gene
nanE into nanACDFB yielded nanangelenin A (1) as the major
product, thus achieving the total biosynthesis of 1 in A.
nidulans (Figure 3A, trace xi). The complete depletion of 7
suggests that although NanE can methylate 2, 3, and 6, it
prefers 7 as a substrate. This also suggests that, in vivo, the
biosynthesis of 1 most likely does not proceed via a strictly
linear pathway.

C-Terminal Condensation and Thiolation Domains
Involved in the Formation of 2. Despite the biosynthesis of
1 being successfully reconstituted heterologously, some
ambiguity remained regarding the mechanism of NanA-
mediated 1-benzazepinedione formation. Since two primary
aromatic amines exist on the tethered Ant-L-Kyn, cyclization
could proceed via the amine on Ant to yield cyclo-(Ant-L-
Kyn)-benzodiazepinone (11), or via the amine on L-Kyn,
resulting in 2. However, nanAC yielded only a single product 2,
suggesting NanA has the ability to control the regioselectivity
of the cyclization. NanA is a bimodular NRPS harboring a A-T-
C-A-T-CT-T domain organization. A previous study by Tang
and co-workers showed that the bimodular NRPS AnaPS (C*-
A-T-C-A-T-E) activates Ant and L-Trp and the corresponding
tethered dipeptide forms a benzodiazepinedione via sponta-
neous cyclization (Figure S3).25 Recently, Schroeder and co-
workers demonstrated that the gliotoxin synthetase bimodular
NRPS GliP (A-T-C-A-T-CT-T) utilizes the C-terminal CT-T
domains to catalyze diketopiperazine formation (Figure S3).26

They showed that the activity of CT was dependent on a

Figure 5. In vivo verification of NanA C-terminal C-T domain involvement in the formation of 2. (A) HPLC traces from the extracts of A. nidulans
expressing NanA wild-type or mutants together with the IDO NanC. (B) Proposed cyclization mechanism catalyzed by NanA.
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histidine in the SHXXXD catalytic moiety, which was originally
reported on the C-terminal of some fungal multimodular
NRPSs and is responsible for macrocyclization.25 This
conserved sequence was also observed in the NanA-CT
domain (Figure S7), suggesting that the CT domain in NanA
may be involved in the regioselective cyclization of the
tethered Ant-L-Kyn dipeptide.
To investigate the putative function of NanA-CT and NanA-

T3 domains, we first constructed two NanA mutants: NanA-
ΔCT with the CT domain deleted but the T3 domain intact and
NanA-ΔT3 with the T3 domain truncated but the CT domain
intact (Supporting Information). We then expressed each of
the NanA mutants together with NanC in A. nidulans to assess
the impact of these deletions in the biosynthesis of 2.
Examination of the metabolite profiles of A. nidulans expressing
either nanA-ΔT3/nanC or nanA-ΔCT/nanC failed to identify
any detectable 2 (Figure 5A, traces i and ii). These data
suggest that normal production of 2 requires both the CT and
T3 domains. To exclude the possibility that a truncated NanA
failed to function in vivo due to misfolding, we further
constructed NanA carrying point mutations in CT and T3
active sites. We first constructed a point mutation of NanA
lacking the putative catalytic histidine (H2106A) in the CT
domain (Figure S7). When we coexpressed the NanA-H2106A
together with NanC, the A. nidulans transformant lost
production of 2 and accumulated a small amount of the linear
Ant-L-Kyn (9) (Figure 5A, trace v). While we were unable to
isolate 9 due to the low yield, the structure of 9 was supported
by the identical UV spectrum, retention time, and MS to
synthetic Ant-L-Kyn. To confirm whether the T3 domain of
NanA is functional, we then mutated the predicted
phosphopantetheinyl active site serine 2401 into alanine
(S2401A) (Figure S8). Coexpression of NanA-S2401A and
NanC in A. nidulans resulted in the production of a small
amount (<3% of WT) of 2, as well as even lower amounts of 9.
Furthermore, expression of NanA carrying both point mutation
sites in CT and T3 (NanA-H2106/S2401) with NanC also
yielded a small amount of 9 (Figure 5A, trace iii).
These in vivo NanA point mutation results demonstrated the

following: (1) The CT domain is indeed required for the
formation of 2 from a tethered Ant-L-Kyn precursor and the
histidine residue (H2106) is essential for the cyclization. (2)
The terminal T3 domain can enhance the catalytic efficiency of
CT, suggesting the T2-tethered Ant-L-Kyn is transferred to T3
prior to cyclization by CT domain. In the absence of T3, CT
could catalyze the cyclization of T2-tethered Ant-L-Kyn, but
with low efficiency. When the CT domain is inactive, the
tethered Ant-L-Kyn precursor can be spontaneously hydrolyzed
from the T2 or T3 domain as a linear dipeptide 9. However, we
cannot completely rule out the involvement of endogenous
host enzymes in the accumulation of 9. (3) When the T3
domain is inactive, the T2 domain can partially complement
the function of T3 and the T2-tethered-Ant-L-Kyn can still be
cyclized to yield 2.
Formation of 2 Involves a Regioselective Lactamiza-

tion Catalyzed by the CT Domain of NanA. To further
explore the mechanism of the benzazepine formation in 2, we
synthesized Ant-L-Kyn dipeptide N-acetylcysteamine thioester
(Ant-L-Kyn-SNAC; 10) as a surrogate substrate to mimic the
T domain S-phosphopantetheinyl(Ppant-)-tethered Ant-L-Kyn.
We then assayed the activity of the standalone NanA-CT using
a recombinant N-His-tagged NanA-CT overexpressed in
Escherichia coli BL21 (DE3) (Figure S9). In the presence of

NanA-CT in Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.0), the conversion of 10 to
2 could be clearly detected after 5 h (Figure 6A). However,

when NanA-CT was inactivated by boiling, the production of 2
was not observed under the same conditions. Instead, a new
compound 11 was formed, which had the same MW as 2 (m/z
310 [M + H]+) but a different UV spectrum and HPLC
retention time (Figure 6B). Extensive NMR analysis combined
with DFT calculations (Tables S14, S15) confirmed 11 to be
cyclo-(Ant-L-Kyn)-benzodiazepine, which we named isona-
nangelenin B. These results confirmed that 10 can be partially
converted to 11 nonenzymatically in the absence of NanA-CT
(Figure S10). Tang and co-workers demonstrated that
formation of benzodiazepinedione from the AnaPS-T2-tethered
Ant-L-Trp is a nonenzymatic reaction (Figure S3).25 A
previous synthetic study also revealed that, at the melting
point, the linear Ant-Kyn undergoes rapid thermal cyclization
to form the 1,4-benzodiazepinedione product (70%) in
preference to the 1-benzazepinedione (9%),27 which indicates
cyclization via the aromatic amine of Ant is more facile than via
the Kyn amine. Taken together, these results suggest NanA-CT
catalyzes the regioselective cyclization of 10, specifically
directing the conversion of 10 to 2 over the competing facile
cyclization to 11.
In nonribosomal peptide biosynthesis, C-terminal CT

domains, or thioesterase (TE) domains, have been widely
demonstrated to catalyze head-to-tail macrocyclization of the
tethered linear peptide to form the mature peptides.25,28 This
includes examples where the cyclic peptide contains a lysine
residue, which include an additional free primary amine.29 In

Figure 6. In vitro verification that NanA-CT catalyzes a regioselective
cyclization. (A) LC-MS analysis of enzymatic reaction of NanA-CT
with 10. (B) Structures of Ant-L-Kyn-SNAC (10), NanA-CT-catalyzed
cyclization product nanangelenin B (2), the nonenzymatic cyclization
product isonanangelenin B (11), and the UV−vis spectra of 2 and 11.
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the biosynthesis of the surugamides, a standalone trans-TE
SurE has also been shown to catalyze the macrocyclization
step.30 Here, NanA provides the first example of a CT domain
that selectively cyclizes the L-Kyn residue of tethered Ant-L-
Kyn dipeptide to form Ant-cyclo-(L-Kyn) 2, instead of the
typical head-to-tail macrocyclization to form the kinetically
favored cyclo-(Ant-L-Kyn) 11.
Bioactivity Screening and Mining of Putative 1-

Benzazepinone Gene Clusters in Other Aspergilli.
Bioactivity screening of 1-5 and 7 against a panel of
microorganisms and cells revealed that nanangelenins A (1)
and C (3) exhibit moderate in vitro cytotoxicity against mouse
myeloma (NS1) cells (IC50 12.5 μg/mL) but no significant
antibacterial, antifungal, or antiparasitic activities were detected
(Table S17). Nonetheless, given the pharmaceutical interest in
1-benzazepines (e.g., as potential ACE inhibitors2) and the
rarity of the scaffold in natural products, we were interested in
whether other fungi also encode the production of similar 1-
benzazepinediones. A cblaster (https://zenodo.org/record/
3660769) search using bimodular NRPS NanA and IDO
NanC as query sequences against the public genome databases,
we found homologues of nanA and nanC in several other
Aspergillus species (Figure 7 and Table S16). Some of these

gene clusters also encode other tailoring enzymes, such as
methyltransferases and P450s. Thus, these homologous gene
clusters provide a source of discovery for novel 1-benzazepine-
containing metabolites.

■ CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have discovered a new peptidyl alkaloid,
nanangelenin A (1), featuring an unprecedented 3,4-dihydro-1-
benzazepine-2,5-dione-N-prenyl-N-acetoxy-anthranilamide
skeleton, along with five heterologously produced biosynthetic
intermediates. We identified the nan gene cluster for 1, which
encodes a dedicated IDO to supply the unusual building block
L-Kyn. Moreover, we demonstrated that the formation of the L-
Kyn-derived 1-benzazepine ring involves a unique CT domain
that can control the regioselectivity of the cyclization release.
To date, only the antibiotic daptomycin has been reported to
incorporate L-Kyn as a building block.31 The related amino
acid 4-Cl-L-Kyn, an oral prodrug for the treatment of major
depressive disorder, has been observed only in the cyclic
lipopeptide taromycins (Figure S1).32−34 Here, the use of a
primary metabolite, L-Kyn, by the NRPS NanA to generate a

new cyclic scaffold, cyclo-(L-Kyn), highlights another of
Nature’s innovative approaches for increasing chemical
diversity and is analogous to the repurposing of homoserine
to homoserine lactones in actinomycetes.35 Given the
structural complexity and novelty, the biosynthesis of 1 is
highly concise. This study opens up new avenues to uncover
additional 1-benzazepine metabolites via fungal genome
mining.
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ABSTRACT: The burnettramic acids are a new class of antibiotics from an Australian fungus Aspergillus burnettii. The rare
bolaamphiphilic scaffold consists of β-D-mannose linked to a pyrrolizidinedione unit via a 26-carbon chain. The most abundant
metabolite displayed potent in vitro antifungal activity. Comparative genomics identified the hybrid PKS-NRPS bua gene
cluster, which was verified by heterologous pathway reconstitution in Aspergillus nidulans.

Fungi from the genus Aspergillus are prolific producers of
bioactive metabolites, including clinical drugs such as

cholesterol-lowering lovastatin1 and antifungal echinocandin2,3

and pharmaceutical leads such as antiangiogenic fumagillin4 and
anticancer phenylahistin.5 Genomic analyses of the biosynthetic
gene clusters (BGCs) of Aspergilli,6 including many surveyed
recently,7 further demonstrate that Aspergillus species are
particularly biosynthetically “talented”. Therefore, the search
for rare or novel Aspergillus species in a systematic manner is a
fruitful strategy for discovering novel bioactive metabolites.
Continuing our chemotaxonomic exploration of Australian

Aspergilli,8−10 we identified a putative novel species from arable
soil previously under peanut cultivation in the North Burnett
region of southern Queensland, which we named Aspergillus
burnettii FRR 5400. Preliminary phylogenetic analysis of A.
burnettii suggests that it is within the section Flavi, which
includes Aspergillus alliaceus, Aspergillus flavus, Aspergillus oryzae,
and the recently described Aspergillus hancockii (Supporting
Information (SI), Figure S1).8,11 The detailed morphological,
genomic, and chemotaxonomic characterization of A. burnettii
will be reported elsewhere. Here, we report the discovery,
biological investigation and heterologous biosynthesis of the
burnettramic acids, an unusual class of bolaamphiphilic
pyrrolizidinediones from A. burnettii.
To explore the accessible secondary metabolome of A.

burnettii, the fungus was cultivated on a variety of solid and liquid

growth media. Interestingly, the burnettramic acids were not
readily detectable in crude extracts of any of these cultivations
but rather were isolated from an insoluble layer that formed at
the ethyl acetate/aqueous partition interface following extrac-
tion of a large-scale culture of A. burnettii grown on pearl barley.
Trituration of the insoluble material with methanol, followed by
LC-DAD-MS analysis of the soluble phase, revealed the
presence of a pair of closely eluting peaks (major 1, minor 2),
both with m/z of 768 [M − H]−. Similarly, LC-DAD-MS
analysis of the ethyl acetate-soluble material revealed a less polar
pair of closely eluting peaks (major 3, minor 4), both withm/z of
606 [M − H]−. All four compounds shared similar UV spectra.
Using the UV spectrum of 1 [200 (87%), 228 (49%), 284
(100%) nm], we searched against our in-house database
(COMET12) of 6700 UV spectra of microbial natural products,
revealing a close match with epicoccamide,13 while equisetin,14

trichosetin,15 and epitrichosetin16 were the next three closest
hits. This suggested the core chromophore of 1 was a tetramic
acid, with the presence of additional isolated unsaturation to
account for the enhanced absorption at 200 nm. Compounds 1,
3, and 4 were present in sufficient quantities to be isolated by
reversed-phase HPLC, while 2 was present in only trace
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amounts and was accessed semisynthetically, as described
below.
HRESI(−)MS analysis of 1 revealed a deprotonated molecule

at m/z 768.4898, corresponding to a molecular formula
C41H71NO12 (Δmmu −0.6). The 1H and 13C NMR data for 1
in DMSO-d6 (SI, Table S6) revealed signals attributable to three
distinct subunits; a monosaccharide, an extended alkyl chain,
and a tetramic acid moiety. Detailed analysis of the 1D and 2D
NMR data for 1 (SI, Figure S2) revealed the monosaccharide to
be mannose, which was assigned a β-configuration based on the
small vicinal coupling constant between H-1″ and H-2′′ (J = 0.7
Hz). The sugar was isolated by acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of 1 and
showed a positive specific rotation ([α]D = +16, H2O),
confirming the presence of β-D-mannose. Further analysis of
the NMR data for 1 revealed the alkyl chain contained an
isolated E-double bond (Δ;16,17 3J16,17 = 15.4 Hz), two
secondary methyl groups (4-Me and 6-Me), two hydroxy
groups (19-OH and 23-OH), and one oxymethylene group (28-
CH2). A diagnostic HMBC correlation from H2-28 to the
anomeric carbon of the β-D-mannose moiety (C-1″) confirmed
the point of attachment of the sugar to be at the terminus of the
alkyl chain. Significant broadening of the peaks for C-3 and C-1′
of the tetramic acid moiety was observed in the 13C NMR
spectrum of 1, while peaks for C-1, C-2, and C-2′ could not be
detected. This was attributed to slow interconversion of tetramic
acid tautomers on the NMR time scale. Increasing the
temperature to 60 °C did not significantly improve the line
broadening or reveal the missing 13C resonances. A key HMBC
correlation from 4-Me to C-3 (δC 190.8, br) positioned the
tetramic acid on the opposite terminus of the alkyl chain to the
sugar. The remaining unassigned NMR resonances consisted of
two methylene groups (3′-CH2 and 5′-CH2), two deshielded
methines (2′-CH and 4′-CH), and one hydroxy group (4′-OH).
Detailed analysis of the NMR data confirmed these resonances
belonged to a hydroxypyrrolidine residue, which was fused to
the tetramic acid ring to form a pyrrolizidinedione. The relative

configuration of the pyrrolizidinedione was assigned as trans
based on ROESY correlations between H-2′ and H-3′a and
between H-4′ and H-3′b. Therefore, the structure of
burnettramic acid A (1) was assigned as shown (Figure 1).
HRESI(−)MS analysis of 3 revealed a deprotonated molecule

at m/z 606.4370 corresponding to a molecular formula
C35H61NO7 (Δmmu −0.5) that is C6H11O5 less than 1. The
1H and 13C NMR data for 3 (SI, Table S8) were very similar to
those for 1, with the only significant differences being the
absence of all signals associated with the β-D-mannose residue
and a small change in the 1H and 13C chemical shifts for 28-CH2.
This suggested that 3 is the aglycone of 1, which was confirmed
by detailed analysis of the 2D NMR data. Similarly, HRESI(−)-
MS analysis of 4 revealed a deprotonated molecule at m/z
606.4370, corresponding to a molecular formula C35H61NO7
(Δmmu −0.5) that is isomeric with 3. The 1H and 13C NMR
data for 4 (SI, Table S9) were almost identical to those for 3,
with onlyminor differences in the chemical shifts associated with
the pyrrolidine residue. A diagnostic ROESY correlation
between H-2′ and H-4′ confirmed that 4 is the cis-pyrrolizidine
epimer of 3.
HRESI(−)MS analysis of the remainingmetabolite 2 revealed

a deprotonated molecule at m/z 768.4898, corresponding to a
molecular formula C41H71NO12 (Δmmu −0.6) that is isomeric
with 1. Unfortunately, the metabolite could not be isolated in
sufficient quantities for structure elucidation. However, given
the presence of the epimeric pair of burnettramic acid aglycones
(3/4) in the extract, it was hypothesized that 2 could be the
corresponding pyrrolidine epimer of 1. The epimerization of
trans-4-hydroxy-L-proline to cis-4-hydroxy-D-proline has been
shown previously to be catalyzed by aqueous acids.17 Therefore,
a sample of 1 (50 mg) was treated with 0.1 MHCl in 15%H2O/
MeCN at 60 °C for 2 h, and the reaction mixture was analyzed
by LCMS (SI, Figure S3). This reaction resulted in a mixture of
1−4 in the ratio 3:1:4:1, respectively, thus yielding sufficient 2

Figure 1. Structures of burnettramic acids 1−4.

Table 1. In Vitro Bioassay Results for Burnettramic Acids 1−4

IC50 (μg/mL)a

compd Bsb Sac Cad Sce Tf f Mmg Nf fh

1 2.3 ± 0.1 5.9 ± 5.4 0.5 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.2 >50 (56%j) 13.8 ± 0.6 >100 (38%j)
2 13.2 ± 0.1 i 1.3 ± 0.1 1.8 ± 0.3 i >100 (33%j) >100 (18%j)
3 >100 (17%j) >100 (22%j) >50 (63%j) i i 15.2 ± 1.3 >100 (34%j)
4 >100 (11%j) i i i i 8.5 ± 0.5 >100 (26%j)
control 0.2k 3.1k 0.1l 0.3l 1.2m 8.4n >100n (42%j)

aMean ± standard error of 3 observations. bBacillus subtilis (ATCC 6633). cStaphylococcus aureus (ATCC 25923). dCandida albicans (ATCC
10231). eSaccharomyces cerevisiae (ATCC 9763); fTritrichomonas foetus (KV-1). gMurine myeloma NS-1 (ATCC TIB-18). hNeonatal foreskin
fibroblast (NFF). iNo inhibition at 100 μg/mL. jIncomplete dose response, % inhibition at 100 μg/mL. kAmpicillin. lAmphotericin B.
mMetronidazole; nMitomycin C.
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for characterization. Detailed analysis of the 2D NMR data (SI,
Table S7), confirmed the structure of burnettramic acid B (2) as
shown (Figure 1). The facile acid-catalyzed epimerization of 1
raises the prospect that minor epimers 2 and 4may be artifacts of
the isolation process. However, both minor epimers were
observed in the initial crude extracts of the fungus, albeit in trace
amounts, so it is likely that small amounts of these compounds
will form naturally in acidic environments.
We next tested 1−4 for in vitro antibacterial, antifungal,

antiparasitic, and cytotoxic activities (Table 1). Burnettramic
acid A (1) exhibited both antibacterial and antifungal activities,
with especially potent activity against Candida albicans and
Saccharomyces cerevisiae (IC50 0.5 and 0.2 μg/mL, respectively),
comparable to amphotericin B. Compound 1 also showed
modest cytotoxicity against murine myeloma (NS-1) cells (IC50

13.8 μg/mL) but onlyminor activity against the nontumorigenic
neonatal foreskin fibroblasts (NFF) at 100 μg/mL, indicative of
a good therapeutic index. The epimer 2 exhibited reduced
antimicrobial and cytotoxic activities, most noteworthy being
the loss of activity against Staphylococcus aureus. Interestingly,
aglycones 3 and 4 did not exhibit antimicrobial activities but
retained activity against the mouse myeloma cell line, suggesting
discrete modes of actions for the antibacterial, antifungal, and
cytotoxic activities.
The unique structures of 1−4, along with their interesting

bioactivity profiles, prompted us to investigate the molecular
genetic basis for their biosynthesis. The structural scaffold for
1−4 is relatively rare among fungal natural products.
Burnettramic acids 1 and 2 are most closely related to the
epicoccamides (SI, Figure S7A),13,18 which consist of terminal
tetramic acid and glycosidic moieties separated by a shorter 16-
carbon alkyl chain. However, in 1−4, the tetramic acid moiety is
fused with 4-hydroxyproline to form a bicyclic pyrrolizidine-
dione, of which there are only two prior examples in fungi,
PF101819 and talarotoxin20 (SI, Figure S7A). Recently, Tang
and co-workers reported the biosynthesis of UCS1025A, a
decalin compound attached to a nontetramate pyrrolizidinone at
a lower oxidation state compared to pyrrolizidinedione.21 The
pyrrolizidinone was shown to be derived from proline fused to a
polyketide chain synthesized by a hybrid polyketide synthase
nonribosomal peptide synthetase (PKS-NRPS) (SI, Figure

S7B). Thus, we hypothesized that 1 could be synthesized in a
similar manner by a PKS-NRPS.
The genome of A. burnettii was sequenced by Illumina HiSeq

2500, and the biosynthetic gene clusters (BGCs) were predicted
using antiSMASH 4.1.0.3.22 As 1 also contains a β-D-mannose
residue and the proline moiety is hydroxylated, we reasoned that
the biosynthesis of 1 would likely involve a PKS-NRPS, a
glycosyltransferase, and a proline hydroxylase. While we did not
observe any BGC that encodes all of the above, we did identify a
short scaffold (386) encoding the PKS-NRPS BuaA situated
closely to the gene encoding BuaE, which shares 49% identity
with the proline hydroxylase HtyE involved in echinocandin B
biosynthesis in Emericella rugulosaNRRL 11440 (SI, Table S3).3

Comparative genomics has been shown to be a powerful tool for
identifying missing components of truncated gene clusters.23

Using such an approach, we identified a highly conserved PKS-
NRPS in A. alliaceus CBS 536.65 (Aspalli1_310755), which
shows 99.3% identity to BuaA. Genes both up and downstream
of BuaA are heavily conserved in both protein sequence and
synteny (Figure 2A). The A. alliaceus BGC, however, encodes
additional genes, such as a putative enoyl reductase
(Aspalli1_319470) and a glycosyltransferase (Aspalli1_77391).
A local tBLASTn search against the A. burnettii genome using
these proteins revealed the remaining bua genes on two
additional scaffolds (454 and 741) (Figure 2A), which were
subsequently verified by PCR amplification and sequencing to
be adjacent genomic loci (SI, Figure S4). Given that we had
access to an A. alliaceus strain (NRRL315), we also checked the
metabolite profile of this fungus and indeed could detect the
production of 1 (SI, Figure S8).
To verify the involvement of the bua gene cluster in

burnettramic acid biosynthesis, we applied a whole pathway
reconstitution approach in a characterized host A. nidulans
LO7890,24 using a hybrid yeast−fungal artificial chromosome
(pYFAC) expression system.25 The pYFAC system allows yeast
transformation-mediated homologous recombination cloning
and episomal expression in A. nidulans.26,27 We first introduced
the PKS-NRPS backbone gene buaA into pYFAC-pyrG by yeast
homologous recombination. Next, the enoyl reductase gene
buaC alone, or buaC and the proline hydroxylase gene buaE
together, were introduced into pYFAC-ribo. Expression of
buaAC or buaACE in A. nidulans did not produce any new

Figure 2. (A) Conservation of bua cluster with the contiguous homologous biosynthetic gene clusters identified in other fungi. Red (*) indicates
manually annotated gene; grayscale bars linking proteins indicate amino acid identity (0% fully transparent, 100% black). Homologous gene clusters
and protein identities are listed in SI, Table S10. (B) HPLC traces (280 nm) showing heterologous production of burnettramic acids in A. nidulans.
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metabolites compared to the control (SI, Figure S9). We then
added the P450 gene buaG into pYFAC-ribo containing buaCE.
The remaining genes, buaB, buaF, and buaD, encoding a
glycosyltransferase, a hypothetical protein, and a P450,
respectively, were cloned sequentially into pYFAC-pyrO. The
A. nidulans strains expressing buaABCDEFG or buaABCDEFG
both accumulated three small peaks corresponding to 1, 3, and 4
(Figure 2B and SI, Figure S9). This confirmed the role of the bua
cluster in burnettramic acid biosynthesis.
We next proposed a biosynthetic pathway for the

burnettramic acids based on our pathway reconstitution results
and the established PKS-NRPS biosynthetic paradigm (Figure
3).28 The absence of nonhydroxylated proline analogues of 1−4
in the culture extracts of A. burnettii suggests that BuaE first
catalyzes the hydroxylation of proline to generate 4-hydroxypro-
line, similar to HtyE in the biosynthesis of echinocandin.3 The
PKS-NRPS BuaA and trans-enoyl reductase BuaC construct the
highly reduced polyketide chain, and the condensation (C)
domain of BuaA then catalyzes the amide bond formation with
the activated 4-hydroxyproline. This is followed by the R*
domain releasing the nascent polyketide-peptide directly via a
Dieckmann condensation to afford a tetramic acid fused to the
hydroxyproline, generating the bicyclic pyrrolidinedionemoiety.
Indeed, our analysis of the BuaA C-terminal domain confirmed
that it corresponds to the previously characterized Dieckmann
R* domains, which contain a phenylalanine in place of tyrosine
in the typical catalytic triad of the short chain dehydrogenase/
reductase SDR superfamily (SI, Figure S6).29,30 This differs
from UCS1025A biosynthesis by UcsA, in which reductive
release followed by a Knoevenagel condensation affords a
nontetramate pyrrolidinone (SI, Figure S7B).21 The P450s
BuaD/G are likely responsible for the multiple hydroxylations
on the polyketide chain and its terminus, although in the
heterologous context, BuaD does not appear to be required (SI,
Figure S9). Therefore, while BuaG may be a multifunctional
P450, we cannot rule out that the two secondary alcohols on the
polyketide chain could have an acetate origin. Finally, the
glycosyltransferase BuaB transfers β-D-mannose to the aglycone
3 to form 1 (Figure 3). Glycosylated natural products are quite
rare in fungi compared to actinomycetes. An NCBI “Conserved
Domain Search” showed that BuaB belongs to glycosyltransfer-
ase family 1, which use activated nucleotide diphospho-sugar
donors. Further studies, including in vitro characterization of

individual tailoring enzymes in the bua cluster, will be required
to understand their specific functions.
BuaA is quite an unusual PKS-NRPS, as the polyketide chain

present in 1−4 (C28, a tetradecaketide) is one of the longest
observed from an iterative Type I PKS. For instance, although
the polyketide chains comprising the T-toxins from Cochliobolus
heterostrophus are up to C41 long, these have been shown to
involve two PKSs in their biosynthesis.31 Additionally, BuaA is
only the second PKS-NRPS that has been shown to activate the
amino acid proline (the other being UcsA in UCS1025A
biosynthesis).21 The 10 signature residues for the adenylation
domains of the two reported proline-incorporating PKS-
NRPSs32,33 showed that position 172 is conserved and that
both positions 270 and 278 are aliphatic amino acids (SI, Table
S5). However, their significance for proline selectivity can only
be confirmed with additional proline-incorporating PKS-NRPS
sequences becoming available in the future.
The bolaamphiphilicity of 1 and 2, and the amphiphilicity of 3

and 4, likely contribute to their bioactivities. Repurposing
aminoglycoside antibiotics like kanamycin and tobramycin as
amphiphilic antifungal compounds by attaching lipophilic alkyl
chains is an active area of research.34−36 Intriguingly, our
bioassays showed that the glycosidemoiety of 1 and 2 is essential
for the antifungal activity but not for the mammalian cell
cytotoxicity. It is possible that 1−4, like the semisynthetic
amphiphilic aminoglycosides, have similar membrane-targeting
properties. To test if we could use our new-found knowledge of
burnettramic acid biosynthesis to mine for BGCs encoding new
bolaamphiphilic polyketide-peptides, we searched the NCBI
database for species encoding homologues of both the PKS-
NRPS BuaA and the glycosyltransferase BuaB. This led to the
discovery of four additional homologous BGCs in Aspergillus
mulundensis, Aspergillus versicolor, Epicoccum nigrum and
Phialophora cf. hyaline (Figure 2A). The core genes that are
conserved across all species are buaABC, with the buaG-
encoding P450 monooxygenase conserved in E. nigrum and all
the Aspergillus spp. It is possible that the E. nigrum BGC encodes
the epicoccamides isolated from Epicoccum purpurascens of the
same genus.13 The results demonstrate the potential utility of
the bua genes as beacons to guide genome mining for novel
bolaamphiphilic compounds. It is anticipated that more of these
BGCs will be discovered in the future with the steadily
increasing availability of fungal genomes. Further investigation

Figure 3. Proposed biosynthetic pathway for burnettramic acids 1 and 3. KS, ketosynthase; AT, malonyl-CoA transferase; DH, dehydratase; MT,
methyltransferase; ER, enoyl reductase; KR, ketoreductase; ACP, acyl carrier protein; C, condensation; A, adenylation; T, thiolation; R*, Dieckmann
condensation domain; SAM, S-adenosylmethionine.
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into the structure−activity relationships and modes of action of
this intriguing class of metabolites could lead to the develop-
ment of much-needed new antifungal drugs.
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Abstract
Chemical investigation of an undescribed Australian fungus, Aspergillus nanangensis, led to the identification of the nanangenines
– a family of seven new and three previously reported drimane sesquiterpenoids. The structures of the nanangenines were elucidat-
ed by detailed spectroscopic analysis supported by single crystal X-ray diffraction studies. The compounds were assayed for in
vitro activity against bacteria, fungi, mammalian cells and plants. Bioinformatics analysis, including comparative analysis with
other acyl drimenol-producing Aspergilli, led to the identification of a putative nanangenine biosynthetic gene cluster that corre-
sponds to the proposed biosynthetic pathway for nanangenines.
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Introduction
The fungal genus Aspergillus is well recognised as a source of
structurally diverse terpenoids comprising monoterpenoids [1],
sesquiterpenoids [2-5], diterpenoids [6], sesterterpenoids [7-9],
triterpenoids [10] and prenylated polyketide meroterpenoids
[11-15] isolated from soil, endophytes and marine strains. Of
this genus, A. ustus [16], A. calidoustus [17], A. insuetus [17],

A. insulicola [18], A. bridgeri [18], A. sclerotiorum [19],
A. variecolor [19], A. parasiticus [20], A. oryzae [21],
A. ochraceus [22], A. pseudodeflectus [17], A. carneus [23] and
Aspergillus sp. strain IBWF002-96 [4,5] are biosynthetic
sources of the drimane sesquiterpenoids. Drimane sesquiter-
penoids, which are derived from a parent C15 pentamethyl-
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trans-decalin skeleton, are known to occur in plants, sponges,
molluscs and other fungi as well and possess a wide range of
bioactivities [24]. The drimane sesquiterpenoids isolated from
Aspergillus spp. have exhibited in vitro anti-inflammatory [5]
and antiviral [22] activities as well as cytotoxicity against
several mammalian cell lines [4,16,22].

Continuing our chemotaxonomic exploration of unusual
Australian species of the genus Aspergillus [25-28], a soil
survey was completed in the Kingaroy District of the South
Burnett region of South East Queensland. One fungal strain,
isolated from soil collected near the town of Nanango, Queens-
land, showed atypical growth patterns with distinct macro- and
micro-morphological differences to other Aspergilli. This strain
was considered to be a new species, Aspergillus nanangensis,
belonging to the subgenus Circumdati, section Jani. The
detailed morphological, genomic and chemotaxonomic charac-
terisation of A. nanangensis will be reported elsewhere in due
course. Herein, we report the isolation, structure elucidation and
bioassay of a family of drimane sesquiterpenoids from
A. nanangensis, which we named the nanangenines. Notably,
A. nanangensis distinguishes itself within the genus by the pro-
duction of terpenoids as the dominant biosynthetic class of sec-
ondary metabolites.

Results and Discussion
Purification and identification
The metabolite profile of A. nanangensis was examined on a
limited range of solid and liquid media suitable for fungal
metabolite production. The metabolite profile remained consis-
tent despite variations to the carbon and nitrogen sources across
agars and liquid media, but the productivity was superior on
grains, notably rice and barley. A search of the UV–vis profiles
against our in-house library of type species (>25,000 spectra
from 2,000 species, including 205 Aspergillus type species) and
unidentified but metabolically talented fungi (>60,000 spectra
from 3,000 species) returned no similar metabolite cohorts,
suggesting an unknown species. Individual retention time/
UV–vis searches of the dominant 15 secondary metabolites
against our in-house pure metabolite library (>7,100 standards)
also failed to provide a single known secondary metabolite,
further suggesting the strain was a hitherto unaccounted species
of Aspergillus.

A. nanangensis was cultivated separately on jasmine rice and
pearl barley for 21 days, which resulted in confluent and thick
mycelial coverage of the grains. Extraction of the grains with
acetone, followed by partitioning of the aqueous residue with
EtOAc and defatting with hexane, provided an enriched extract
of non-polar secondary metabolites. Fractionation by reversed-
phase preparative HPLC (Figures S1 and S2 in Supporting

Information File 1) yielded ten drimane metabolites shown in
Figure 1: one trihydroxylated drimane sesquiterpenoid lactone,
nanangenine A (1), four drimane lactones bearing C6/C8 acyl
chains, nanangenines B, C, D and E (2, 4, 5 and 6), two
acylated drimanes bearing isomeric lactones, isonanangenines B
and D (3 and 7), and three acylated drimanes, nanangenines
F–H (8–10), which are putative biosynthetic intermediates. The
structures of 1–10 were elucidated by detailed spectroscopic
analysis, while absolute configurations were determined by
single crystal X-ray diffraction analysis of selected analogues.

High-resolution positive electrospray ionisation mass spectrom-
etry (HRESI(+)MS) analysis of nanangenine A (1) revealed an
adduct ion ([M + Na]+ m/z 305.1363) indicative of a molecular
formula C15H22O5 requiring five double bond equivalents
(DBE). No distinguishing absorption maxima were observed in
the UV–vis spectrum, while absorptions at 3354 and 1738 cm−1

in the IR spectrum were indicative of hydroxy and carbonyl
groups, respectively. The 13C NMR data for 1 (Table 1) indicat-
ed the presence of one carbonyl carbon (δC 179.3, C-11) and
two olefinic carbons (δC 128.2, C-7 and δC 131.1, C-8), ac-
counting for two DBE and thus requiring 1 to be tricyclic. The
1H and 13C NMR data also revealed the presence of one
hydroxylated quaternary carbon (C-9), two aliphatic quaternary
carbons (C-4, C-10), two oxymethines (C-1, C-6), one aliphatic
methine (C-5), one oxymethylene (C-12), two aliphatic methyl-
enes (C-2, C-3), three methyl groups (C-13, C-14, C-15) and
three hydroxy groups (1-OH, 6-OH, 9-OH). Detailed analysis of
the 2D NMR data for 1 (Table S3 in Supporting Information
File 1) confirmed the presence of a drimane sesquiterpenoid
lactone scaffold. A search of the literature revealed 1 to be
almost identical to strobilactone B, previously reported from
A. ustus [29], with the only difference being hydroxylation at
C-1 in 1, instead of at C-2. Therefore, the structure of 1 was
assigned as shown in Figure 1. The absolute configuration of 1
was confirmed to be 1R,5S,6R,9R,13R by single crystal X-ray
diffraction analysis (Table S2 and Figure S3 in Supporting
Information File 1).

HRESI(+)MS analysis of nanangenine B (2) revealed an adduct
ion ([M + Na]+ m/z 403.2096) indicative of a molecular formula
C21H32O6. The NMR data for 2 (Table S4 in Supporting Infor-
mation File 1) were very similar to those for 1, with the only
significant differences being the absence of the 6-OH proton,
the presence of additional signals for a C6 acyl chain, and sig-
nificant deshielding of H-6 from δH 4.30 to 5.47 ppm. There-
fore, the structure of 2 was assigned as the 6-O-hexanoyl ana-
logue of 1, as shown in Figure 1. Compound 2 was previously
reported in 2014 as an unnamed metabolite from Aspergillus sp.
IBWF002-96 [5], and we have assigned the trivial name nanan-
genine B for consistency. The absolute configuration of 2 was
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Figure 1: Structures of nanangenines 1–10 isolated from A. nanangensis.

Table 1: NMR data for nanangenine A (1) in DMSO-d6.

Position δC
a δH, mult. (J in Hz)b

1 69.0 4.12, dd (8.4, 7.8)
2 26.2 1.54, m
3 41.5 1.22, m
4 33.6
5 45.0 1.52, d (5.0)
6 63.3 4.30, m
7 128.2 5.92, m
8 131.1
9 76.1
10 42.4
11 179.3
12a 70.6 5.00, ddd (12.2,

2.5, 2.4)
12b 4.91, ddd (12.2,

1.3, 1.2)
13 12.6 0.92, s
14 24.3 1.23, s
15 31.9 1.02, s
1-OH 4.76, s
6-OH 4.81, br d (5.8)
9-OH 6.50, s

aAcquired at 125 MHz; bacquired at 500 MHz.

assigned based on single crystal X-ray diffraction analysis of a
9-O-(4-bromobenzoyl) derivative (2b; Table S2 and Figure S4
in Supporting Information File 1).

HRESI(+)MS analysis of isonanangenine B (3) revealed an
adduct ion ([M + Na]+ m/z 403.2094) indicative of a molecular
formula C21H32O6, which is isomeric with 2. Comparison of
the NMR data for 3 (Table S5 in Supporting Information File 1)
with those for 2 revealed the only difference to be the position
of the lactone carbonyl group, which was determined to be at
C-12 instead of C-11 based on key HBMC correlations from
H-7 to C-12 and 9-OH to C-11. Therefore, the structure of 3
was assigned as shown in Figure 1. Compound 3 was previ-
ously reported in 2013 as an unnamed metabolite (code number
SF002-96-1) from Aspergillus sp. IBWF002-96 [4], and we
have assigned the trivial name isonanangenine B for consis-
tency. The absolute configuration of 3 was assigned based on
single crystal X-ray diffraction analysis of a 1-O-(4-bromoben-
zoyl) derivative (3b; Table S2 and Figure S5 in Supporting
Information File 1).

HRESI(+)MS analysis of nanangenine C (4) revealed an adduct
ion ([M + Na]+ m/z 387.2147) indicative of a molecular formula
C21H32O5, which has one fewer oxygen atom than 2 and 3.
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Table 2: NMR data for nanangenine D (5), isonanangenine D (6) and nanangenine E (7) in DMSO-d6.

Position Nanangenine D (5) Isonanangenine D (6) Nanangenine E (7)
δC

a δH, mult. (J in Hz)b δC
a δH, mult. (J in Hz)b δC

a δH, mult. (J in Hz)b

1a 68.7 4.17, ddd (10.9, 5.9, 0.9) 68.6 3.95, ddd (12.0, 5.9, 3.9) 29.4 1.95, ddd (15.0, 13.5, 4.3)
1b 1.81, dm (13.5)
2a 25.9 1.57, m 27.2 1.53, m 17.4 1.59, m
2b 1.47, m
3a 41.3 1.28, m 41.7 1.31, ddd (13.3, 3.5, 3.5) 44.3 1.33, dm (13.0)
3b 1.23, m 1.19, m
4 33.1 32.9 33.3
5 43.8 1.87, d (4.9) 44.1 1.99, d (5.2) 44.0 1.97, d (4.9)
6 66.0 5.46, m 66.0 5.59, dd (5.1, 3.9) 66.0 5.47, m
7 121.9 5.88, m 131.6 6.45, d (3.9) 121.3 5.77, m
8 135.5 133.2 136.5
9 75.6 75.0 73.1
10 42.4 43.2 37.2
11a 178.4 76.4 4.41, dd (10.2, 0.5) 174.3
11b 4.19, br d (10.2)
12a 70.3 5.03, ddd (12.8, 4.8, 2.5) 168.6 68.2 4.87, ddd (12.8, 2.5, 2.5)
12b 4.94, ddd (12.8, 1.7, 1.2) 4.74, ddd (12.8, 1.2, 1.2)
13 12.2 0.94, s 12.3 0.94, s 18.1 0.99, s
14 24.0 1.06, s 24.2 1.08, s 24.2 1.08, s
15 31.5 0.90, s 31.9 0.91, s 32.1 0.91, s
1' 172.2 172.2 172.2
2'a 34.0 2.33, m 33.9 2.36, m 34.0 2.32, m
2'b 2.27, m 2.27, m 2.25, m
3' 24.2 1.53, m 24.2 1.53, m 24.2 1.52, m
4' 28.2 1.24, m 28.2 1.23, m 28.3 1.24, m
5' 28.3 1.24, m 28.2 1.23, m 28.2 1.24, m
6' 31.0 1.22, m 31.0 1.21, m 31.0 1.21, m
7' 21.9 1.24, m 21.9 1.23, m 21.9 1.24, m
8' 13.9 0.84, t (7.9) 13.9 0.83, t (7.2) 13.9 0.84, t (7.2)
1-OH 4.71, d (0.9) 4.62, d (5.1) –
9-OH 6.77 s 5.61 br s 6.24 s

aAcquired at 150 MHz; bacquired at 600 MHz.

Comparison of the NMR data for 4 (Table S6 in Supporting
Information File 1) with those for 2 revealed the only signifi-
cant differences to be the absence of the H-1 and 1-OH protons
and the presence of an additional methylene group (H2-1).
Therefore, the structure of 4 was assigned to be the 1-deoxy an-
alogue of 2, as shown in Figure 1. Compound 4 was previously
reported in 2014 as an unnamed metabolite from Aspergillus sp.
IBWF002-96 [5], and we have assigned the trivial name
nanangenine C for consistency. The absolute configuration of 4
was assigned based on single crystal X-ray diffraction
analysis (Table S2 and Figure S6 in Supporting Information
File 1).

Nanangenine D (5), isonanangenine D (6) and nanangenine E
(7) had virtually identical spectroscopic data to 2, 3 and 4, re-

spectively, with the only significant differences being the pres-
ence of two additional resonances in the aliphatic region of the
13C NMR spectra (Table 2) and an increase in area of four
protons in the methylene envelopes of the 1H NMR spectra.
Therefore, the structures of 5–7 were assigned to be the C8
homologs of 2–4, respectively, as shown in Figure 1. The
absolute configurations of 5–7 were assigned to be the same as
2–4 based on their similar NMR data and optical rotations.

HRESI(+)MS analysis of nanangenine F (8) revealed a proto-
nated molecule ([M + H]+ m/z 367.2483) indicative of a molec-
ular formula C21H34O5, requiring one fewer DBE than 2.
Indeed, the NMR data for 8 (Table 3) were very similar to those
for 2, with the main differences being the absence of signals for
the lactone carbonyl and oxymethylene group, and the presence
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Table 3: NMR data for nanangenines F-H (8–10) in DMSO-d6.

Position Nanangenine F (8) Nanangenine G (9) Nanangenine H (10)
δC

a δH, mult. (J in Hz)b δC
c δH, mult. (J in Hz)d δC

a δH, mult. (J in Hz)b

1 68.5 3.88, ddd (11.9, 5.8, 5.8) 69.1 3.93 dd (11.2, 4.3) 68.4 3.93, ddd (11.8, 5.4, 5.0)
2a 27.3 1.51, m 28.3 1.56, m 27.5 1.53, m
2b 1.47, m 1.48, m
3a 41.6 1.26, m 41.6 1.23, m 41.9 1.27, m
3b 1.21, m 1.22, m
4 32.8 33.5 32.8
5 43.5 1.84, d (4.7) 44.9 1.83, d (4.4) 44.3 1.95, d (4.0)
6 66.5 5.37, m 67.0 5.41, m 67.1 5.46, ddd (5.0, 3.9, 1.4)
7 124.0 5.53, dq (5.1, 1.5) 121.4 5.78, br d (5.3) 120.3 5.57, dd (3.9,1.4)
8 137.2 144.1 145.0
9 80.1 75.6 78.3
10 47.0 45.9 43.5
11a 203.3 9.49, br s 62.2 3.73, m 74.5 3.84, d (9.7)
11b 3.67, m 3.76, d (9.7)
12a 19.5 1.51, dd, (1.3, 1.3) 61.0 4.05, m 101.9 5.31, t (1.4)
12b 4.02, m
13 11.5 1.06, s 12.5 1.06, s 11.7 0.92, s
14 24.3 1.05, s 24.4 1.03, s 24.3 1.08, s
15 31.8 0.89, s 32.4 0.87, br s 32.1 0.89, s
1' 172.3 172.7 172.3
2'a 34.1 2.30, m 34.5 2.24, m 34.1 2.32, m
2'b 2.23, m 2.21, m 2.23, m
3' 23.9 1.53, m 24.2 1.53, m 24.0 1.52, m
4' 30.6 1.25, m 30.9 1.25, m 30.5 1.24, m
5' 21.7 1.26, m 22.0 1.26, m 21.7 1.25, m
6' 13.7 0.84, t (7.0) 13.9 0.83, t (7.1) 13.9 0.84, t (7.1)
12-OMe – – – – 54.1 3.26, s
1-OH 4.74, d, (5.7) 5.07, br s 4.37, d (5.4)
9-OH 5.46, s 4.41, br s 4.93, s
11-OH – 5.27, br s –
12-OH – 4.88, br s –

aAcquired at 150 MHz; bacquired at 600 MHz; cacquired at 125 MHz; dacquired at 500 MHz.

of signals for putative aldehyde (δC 203.3; δH 9.49, s) and
olefinic methyl (δC 19.5; δH 1.51, dd) groups. Key HMBC
correlations (Table S10 in Supporting Information File 1) from
9-OH to C-11 and from H-11 to C-9 positioned the aldehyde on
C-9, while HMBC correlations from H-7 to C-12 and from
H3-12 to C-9 positioned the methyl on C-8. Therefore, the
structure of 8 was assigned as the seco analogue of 2, as shown
in Figure 1. The absolute configuration of 8 was assigned to be
the same as 2 based on their similar NMR data and optical rota-
tions, supported by key ROESY correlations between H3-13
and H-11, and between H-5 and 9-OH (Table S10 in Support-
ing Information File 1).

HRESI(+)MS analysis of nanangenine G (9) revealed an adduct
ion ([M + Na]+ m/z 407.2406) indicative of a molecular formula

C21H36O6. The NMR data for 9 (Table 3) were very similar to
those for 2, with the main differences being the absence of a
signal for the lactone carbonyl group and the presence of addi-
tional signals for an additional oxymethylene (δC 62.2; δH 3.73/
3.67, m) and two additional hydroxy groups (δH 5.27, br s and
4.88, br s). The 1H NMR signals for oxymethylene H2-12
were also shifted upfield by ≈1 ppm compared to those
in 2, suggesting the pendant oxygen atom was no longer at-
tached to a carbonyl carbon. A detailed analysis of the 2D
NMR data for 9 (Table S11 in Supporting Information File 1)
confirmed the structure to be the seco analogue of 2, as shown
in Figure 1. The absolute configuration of 9 was then
confirmed to be the same as 2 by single crystal X-ray diffrac-
tion analysis (Table S2 and Figure S7 in Supporting Informa-
tion File 1).
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Table 4: In vitro bioassay results for nanangenines 1–10.

Compound IC50 (μg mL−1)a

Bsb NS-1c DU-145d MCF-7e Nfff

1 >100 >100 >100 >100 >100
2 62 ± 2 38 ± 1.5 >100 >100 >100
3 56 ± 6 0.16 ± 0.01 0.9 ± 0.2 0.19 ± 0.05 0.9 ± 0.1
4 5.7 ± 0.1 4.1 ± 0.1 >100 >100 >100
5 9.4 ± 0.4 19 ± 2 37 ± 2 22 ± 1 37 ± 2
6 4%g 1.0 ± 0.1 32 ± 3 3.6 ± 0.4 2.1 ± 0.3
7 2.3 ± 0.3 2.4 ± 0.1 15 ± 1 9.4 ± 0.7 6.8 ± 0.6
8 78 ± 2 49 ± 2 95 ± 3 49 ± 1 84 ± 2
9 >100 47 ± 2 >100 >100 >100
10 >100 10 ± 2 7%g 62 ± 2 60 ± 1
control 0.4h 0.02i 18i 2i 0.2i

aExperiments were conducted in triplicate. IC50 values are mean ± standard error; bBacillus subtilis (ATCC 6633); cmouse myeloma NS-1 cell line
(ATCC TIB-18); dhuman prostate cancer DU-145 cell line (ATCC HTB-81); eHuman breast adenocarcinoma MCF-7 cell line (ATCC HTB-22); fHuman
fibroblast NFF cell line (ATCC PCS-201); gincomplete dose response, % inhibition reached at 100 μg mL−1; htetracycline; istaurosporine.

HRESI(+)MS analysis of nanangenine H (10) revealed a proto-
nated dehydration product ([M – H2O + H]+ m/z 379.2473) in-
dicative of a molecular formula C22H36O6. The NMR data for
10 (Table 3) were very similar to those for 3, with the main
differences being the absence of a signal for the lactone carbon-
yl group and the presence of additional signals for acetal
(δC 101.9; δH 5.31, t) and methoxy (δC 54.1; δH 3.26, s) groups.
Key HMBC correlations (Table S12 in Supporting Information
File 1) from H-7 to C-12 and from 12-OMe to C-12 positioned
the methoxy group and acetal proton on C-12. Thus, the struc-
ture of 10 was assigned as shown in Figure 1. The configura-
tion of 10 at C-12 was determined to be 12R based on a key
ROESY correlation between H-12 and 9-OH (Table S12, Sup-
porting Information File 1), with the absolute configuration of
the remainder of the molecule assumed to be the same as 3
based on their similar NMR data and optical rotations.

Bioassays
The nanangenines were assayed for in vitro activity against four
mammalian cell lines, two bacteria, one fungus and one plant
(Table 4). Compound 1 was inactive up to 100 μg mL−1 in all
of the assays performed, suggesting acylation at 6-OH is impor-
tant for biological activity. Compounds 4, 5 and 7 showed mod-
erate antibacterial activity against B. subtilis, with weaker activ-
ity observed for 2, 3, 6 and 8. Compounds 2, 5, 8, 9 and 10
exhibited low levels of cytotoxicity against the four mammalian
cell lines tested, while 3, 6 and 7 were considerably more cyto-
toxic. Notably, 4 showed strong activity against the mouse
myeloma NS-1 cell line, but no activity against the three human
cell lines. None of the compounds tested showed any activity up
to 100 μg mL−1 against the Gram-negative bacterium
Escherichia coli (ATCC 25922), the fungus Candida albicans
(ATCC 10231) or the plant Eragrostis tef (teff).

Proposed biosynthesis and gene cluster
The biosynthesis of drimane-type sesquiterpenoids from
farnesyl diphosphate is proposed to proceed via the protonation-
initiated mechanism (class II terpene synthases) [24], which is
distinct from the ionisation-initiated mechanism (class I)
terpene synthases, where a carbocation is generated by the
release of a diphosphate group [30]. Therefore, the drimane
synthase is likely to be different from the commonly observed
sesquiterpene synthase, which belongs to the class I terpene
synthases. Recently, the drimane synthase AstC involved in
biosynthesis of the astellolides was identified and shown to be a
novel member of the terpene synthase family, showing simi-
larity to haloacid dehalogenase (HAD)-like hydrolases [21].
Thus, we suspected that a related enzyme may be involved in
the biosynthesis of the nanangenines, and used the amino acid
sequence of AstC to probe the A. nanangensis genome. We also
hypothesised that the acyl side chains present in the (iso)nanan-
genines could be derived either from a fatty acid synthase
(FAS) or polyketide synthase (PKS). For example, in aflatoxin
biosynthesis, the hexanoyl started unit is supplied by a FAS
[31], while in the meroterpenoid fumagillin biosynthesis, the
unsaturated acyl chain is synthesised by a PKS [32].

The A. nanangensis genome was sequenced and a draft
assembly of the genome was generated. A local BLASTp
search of the A. nanangensis genome using the drimane
synthase AstC as query returned a hit on scaffold 3,
FE257_006542, which was immediately flanked by a highly-
reducing PKS (FE257_006541) and a FAD-binding oxidore-
ductase (FE257_006543). AstC, though annotated as a HAD-
like hydrolase and having low sequence homology to other
characterised terpene synthases, contains sequence motifs
conserved across both class I (DDxxD/E) and class II (DxDD,
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Figure 2: Putative nanangenine biosynthetic gene cluster in A. nanangensis MST-FP2251 and homologs identified in other drimane sesquiterpenoid-
producing species of Aspergillus section Usti. Gene models are drawn to scale; shaded boxes that link gene models represent amino acid identity
(0% transparent; 100% black).

QW) terpene synthases [33-35]. Specifically, AstC contains a
DxDTT motif [21], which is a variant of the DxDD motif
known to be involved in class II-type protonation-initiated
terpene cyclisation [36]. Importantly, the DDxxD motif in AstC
contains a substitution of the second Asp for Asn, leading to a
loss of ionisation-activated cyclisation activity. Two other
HAD-like hydrolases, AstI and AstK, with the class I (DDxxD/
E) motif, are therefore required to catalyse other dephosphory-
lation steps. Despite overall low sequence homology, align-
ment with the amino acid sequences of AstC, AstI, AstK and
related homologs confirmed the presence of both conserved
class I and class II motifs in FE257_006542 (Figure S50 and
Table S15 in Supporting Information File 1).

Drimane sesquiterpenoids are produced by several species
across the Aspergillus genus, with compounds possessing acyl
side chains observed specifically in section Usti, such as
A. ustus [37,38], A. insuetus [39], A. pseudodeflectus [40] and
other unnamed species [17]. A. calidoustus, another member of
section Usti, also produces drimane sesquiterpenoids, though no
compounds with acyl side chains have yet been reported [41].
Notably, the acyl chains that these compounds possess are
unsaturated polyenes, while the acyl chains of the nanan-
genines are fully saturated. As noted earlier, 2–4 were previ-
ously reported as unnamed metabolites from Aspergillus sp.
IBWF002-96 [4,5], which has an internal transcribed spacer
(ITS) sequence that shares 100% identity with an uncultured
soil sample (NCBI accession GQ921753.1) and 97% identity
with A. janus (NCBI accession EU021598). The ITS sequence
of A. nanangensis (deposited on NCBI, accession MK979278)
also shares 100% sequence identity with the uncultured soil

sample, and 97% identity with A. janus (Figure S51 in Support-
ing Information File 1). No public sequence could be found for
IBWF002-96. Interestingly, the uncultured soil sample was also
isolated from soil near the town of Nanango in Queensland,
Australia, as part of a survey of soil fungal communities in
monoculture Araucaria cunninghamii plantations, though it
remained unidentified [42]. While we cannot conclusively de-
termine each strain to be A. nanangensis, the ITS sequences of
all three strains are identical and they clearly clade in section
Jani (Figure S48 in Supporting Information File 1).

A comparative genomics survey of all publicly available
genomes on NCBI and the Joint Genome Institute (JGI) genome
portal of known drimane sesquiterpenoid producers was under-
taken (Figure S49 in Supporting Information File 1). Homolo-
gous gene clusters were observed in all drimane sesquiter-
penoid-producing members of section Usti: A. ustus
CBS 3.3904, A. calidoustus CBS 12160 and A. insuetus
CBS 107.25 (Figure 2). A homologous cluster was also found
in A. pseudodeflectus CBS 756.74, though it is located on a
truncated assembly scaffold. In total, six genes are conserved
across these species: the HR-PKS (FE257_006541), HAD-like
terpene synthase (FE257_006542) and FAD-binding oxidore-
ductase (FE257_006543), as well as a cytochrome P450
(FE257_006544), an alpha/beta hydrolase (FE257_006545) and
a short-chain dehydrogenase (FE257_006546). Notably, no ho-
mologous clusters were identified in other members of section
Jani (A. brevijanus and A. janus) that have not been reported to
produce such drimane sesquiterpenoids. A phylogenetic tree of
all AstC homologs identified in the genomes of all known
drimane sesquiterpenoid producers was constructed, in which
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Figure 3: Putative biosynthetic pathway to the nanangenines.

the putative HAD-like terpene synthases (drimane synthases)
from the section Usti form a distinct clade, separate from the
AstC type (Figure S52 in Supporting Information File 1). The
analysis above, and the discovery of other homologous gene
clusters in Aspergillus spp. that are known to produce acyl
drimane sesquiterpenoids, support the identification of this as
the putative biosynthetic gene cluster for nanangenines.

Based on the analyses above, a biosynthetic pathway to the
nanangenines was proposed (Figure 3). Unlike the ast cluster,
where there are multiple HAD-like enzymes encoded (one
terpene synthase and two phosphatases), the putative nanange-
nine cluster only encodes one such enzyme, FE257_006542.
However, given that FE257_006542 contains both class I
(DDxxD/E) and class II (DxDD, QW) terpene synthases, we
propose that FE257_006542 is responsible for both the cyclisa-
tion into drimanyl diphosphate and the hydrolysis of the diphos-
phate into drim-8-ene-11-ol. We propose the next step in the
pathway is hydroxylation at C-6 or C-9, as hydroxylation at
both sites is common to all of the (iso)nanangenines. The
9-hydroxylation also results in migration of the double bond on

the decalin to Δ7,8. The two hydroxylations could be catalysed
by the FAD-dependent oxidoreductase or one of the
cytochrome P450 oxygenases. From this point, the pathway
branches out to the different (iso)nananagenines via combina-
tions of hydroxylation at C-1 (or not) and one or multiple oxida-
tions at C-11 and C-12. The oxidations of methyl to alcohol and
alcohol to aldehyde could be catalysed by one of the two P450
oxygenases, or the short-chain dehydrogenase could oxidise the
alcohol (at C-11 or C-12) to an aldehyde. Depending on
whether C-11 or C-12 formed an aldehyde, further oxidation of
the aldehyde to a carboxylic acid and condensation with the
γ-OH group would afford the butyrolactone ring in nana-
genines A–E and isonanagenines B/D, respectively. The C-6
and C-8 lipid chain is likely produced by the HR-PKS encoded
by gene FE257_006541, while the acylation could be attributed
to the enzyme encoded by FE257_006545, which contains the
conserved domain of the alpha/beta-hydrolase fold superfamily
(which includes thioesterases and acyltransferases, e.g., LovD
[43]). Therefore, the identified putative gene cluster encodes all
the genes predicted to be required for biosynthesis of the
(iso)nanangenines. We are currently in the process of verifying
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the putative biosynthetic gene cluster by genetic deletion and
heterologous expression.

Conclusion
Our investigations into unique Australian microbial biodiver-
sity have led to discovery of a family of drimane sesquiter-
penoids, the nanangenines, which serve as key chemotaxo-
nomic markers for the novel fungal species, A. nanangensis. Al-
though related drimane sesquiterpenoid lactones have been
found in several Aspergilli, drimane sesquiterpenoids with satu-
rated fatty acyl chains have only been reported in one
Aspergillus strain (IBWF002-96), which appears to share an
identical ITS sequence with A. nanangensis [4,5]. Interestingly,
drimane sesquiterpenoids are not produced uniformly within the
Aspergillus genus, instead clustering within the sections Usti,
Circumdati and Flavi (Figure S49 in Supporting Information
File 1). The drimane sesquiterpenoids are not among the domi-
nant metabolite classes commonly used for Aspergillus chemo-
taxonomy, but have been used for chemotyping of Aspergilli in
the section Usti [17]. Here, we showed for the first time that an
Aspergillus species from the section Jani produces such
drimane sesquiterpenoids and has a secondary metabolite reper-
toire that is distinct from close members in the section Jani.
Comparative analysis identified a group of putative homolo-
gous acyl drimane sesquiterpenoid biosynthetic gene clusters
that are shared among A. nanangensis and Aspergilli in the
section Usti. Interestingly, the putative nanangenine biosyn-
thetic gene cluster, and those homologs in Aspergillus section
Usti, only shared low homology to the astellolide biosynthetic
gene cluster identified in A. oryzae. Further investigation by
genetic knockout or heterologous expression is required to
confirm the identity of the putative nanangenine biosynthetic
gene cluster. Over the range of biological assays performed,
isonanangenines 3 and 6, in particular, exhibited strong activity
against human and murine tumour cell lines. This suggests that
the regioisomeric lactone moiety could play an important role in
the observed cytotoxicity. Interestingly, 3 (SF002-96-1 [4]) was
previously shown to inhibit survivin, which is a member of the
inhibitor of apoptosis (IAP) family and a potential cancer target.
Further structure–activity relationship studies are required to
fully characterise this potential anticancer pharmacophore. This
study again demonstrates how taxonomy-guided exploration of
fungi is a highly effective strategy for identifying novel bioac-
tive metabolites.

Experimental
General experimental details
Optical rotations were acquired in MeOH on a Perkin-Elmer
Model 341 polarimeter in a 50 × 5 mm cell or on a Jasco
P-1010 polarimeter in a 100 × 3.5 mm cell. UV–vis spectra
were acquired in MeCN on a Varian Cary 4000 spectropho-

tometer or a Jasco V-760 spectrophotometer in a 10 × 10 mm
quartz cuvette. Analytical HPLC was performed on a gradient
Shimadzu VP HPLC system equipped with a Shimadzu SPD-
M10A VP diode array detector and an LC-10AT VP gradient
chromatograph. Preparative HPLC was performed on a gradient
Shimadzu HPLC system comprising two LC-8A preparative
liquid pumps with static mixer, SPD-M10AVP diode array
detector and SCL-10AVP system controller with standard
Rheodyne injection port. The columns used in the purification
of the metabolites were selected from either a Hypersil C18
column (50 × 100 mm, 5 μm; Grace Discovery), a Vydac C18
column (50 × 100 mm, 5 μm; Grace Discovery), a Zorbax
SB-C18 column (50 × 150 mm, 5 μm; Agilent) or an Alltima
C18 column (22 × 250 mm, 5 μm, Grace Discovery), eluted
isocratically with acetonitrile/water mixtures with or without
0.01% TFA modifier, as described for each separation. LCMS
was performed on an Agilent 1260 Infinity series HPLC
equipped with an Agilent 6130 Infinity series single quadru-
pole mass detector in both positive and negative ion modes.
High-resolution electrospray ionisation mass spectra
(HRESIMS) were obtained on a Bruker Apex Qe 7T Fourier
Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance mass spectrometer
equipped with an Apollo II ESI/MALDI Dual source or a Q
Exactive Plus hybrid quadrupole-Orbitrap mass spectrometer
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Bremen, Germany) by direct infu-
sion. NMR data were recorded in DMSO-d6 on either a Bruker
Avance III 500 or a Bruker Avance II DRX-600K spectrometer.
All NMR spectra were recorded at 25 °C, processed using
Bruker Topspin 3.5 software and referenced to residual non-
deuterated solvent signals (DMSO-d6: δH 2.49, δC 39.5 ppm).

Collection and cultivation
A. nanangensis MST-FP2251 was isolated by serial dilution of
an aqueous suspension of soil collected in Nanango, Queens-
land, Australia in 2004. Cultures were freeze-dried and acces-
sioned into the CSIRO Agriculture and Food (FRR) culture
collection, North Ryde, NSW, Australia, with the code
FRR6048. The growth of A. nanangensis was optimised on four
different agar and liquid media and four types of grains. Agar
and liquid versions of glycerol casein (AC), Czapek-Dox (CZ),
malt extract (MA) and yeast extract (YS) media, and the grains,
pearl barley (PB), cracked wheat (BL), jasmine rice (JR) and
basmati rice (BS) were prepared in accordance with recipes pro-
vided in Table S1 in Supporting Information File 1. The culture
was recovered from storage at −80 °C onto three malt agar
plates. At day 7 the recovery plates showed good confluent
growth and no signs of contamination. Agar plates were sliced
and deposited into three Erlenmeyer flasks containing sterilised
Milli-Q water (100 mL). A spore suspension was created by
shaking for 1 h prior to inoculation. The agar plates were inocu-
lated with spore suspension (500 μL), liquid media (50 mL)
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were inoculated with spore suspension (2 mL), and grains were
inoculated with spore suspension (10 mL). The grain, agar and
liquid media were placed in a dark room at 24 °C, with the
liquid media flasks on a shaker pad rotating at 90 rpm. The
grains and agar cultivars were sub-sampled on days 7, 14 and
21, while the liquids were sub-sampled on day 7. The sub-sam-
ples were extracted in MeOH for 2 h prior to being analysed by
analytical HPLC (C18) to determine the secondary metabolite
profile.

Preparative cultivation, extraction and
isolation
Two preparative-scale cultivations were carried out to produce
sufficient quantities of the nanangenine family for characterisa-
tion and bioassay. Cultivation conditions were identical with the
exception of growth medium. Culture A was prepared with
jasmine rice (1.5 kg) and Culture B with pearl barley (1.5 kg).
Each grain was hydrated during sterilisation (1 L water; 120 °C
for 40 min). A spore suspension of a 7-day-old Petri plate of
A. nanangensis was used to inoculate 42 × 250 mL Erlenmeyer
flasks each containing 75 g of sterile medium. The flasks were
incubated at 24 °C for 21 days, by which time the cultures had
grown extensively throughout the grain and reached maximal
metabolite productivity. Cultures were extracted separately
using the same process (see Figures S1 and S2 in Supporting
Information File 1). Grains were pooled from individual flasks,
and extracted with acetone (2 × 3 L). The combined extracts
were evaporated under vacuum to produce an aqueous slurry
(500 mL). The slurry was partitioned against ethyl acetate
(2 × 2 L) and the ethyl acetate was reduced in vacuo to an oily
residue. The residue was dissolved in methanol (300 mL)
and defatted using hexanes (2 × 500 mL) to give the crude
extract.

Initial fractionation of culture A (13.5 g) was achieved using
Sephadex LH-20 size-exclusion chromatography in methanol
(25 × 600 mm). The crude extract was loaded onto the column
and eluted with methanol at a flow rate of 4 mL min−1. The
fractions (100 mL) were sub-sampled and analysed by C18 ana-
lytical HPLC. Fractions 3 and 4 were pooled and evaporated to
give a solid residue (3.7 g), as were fractions 5–7 (7.8 g). Frac-
tion 3–4 was dissolved in MeOH (8 mL) and insoluble material
was pelleted by centrifugation (4000 rpm for 7 min). The super-
natant was fractionated by preparative HPLC (Hypersil C18,
isocratic 70% MeCN/H2O, 60 mL min−1) to give an enriched
fraction (302.4 mg), which was further purified by preparative
HPLC (Hypersil C18, isocratic 55% MeCN/H2O, 60 mL min−1)
to yield nanangenine B (2; tR = 41.0 min; 92.1 mg). Fraction
5–7 was dissolved in MeOH (9 mL) and insoluble material was
pelleted by centrifugation (4000 rpm for 7 min). The super-
natant was fractionated by preparative HPLC (Hypersil C18,

i socrat ic  45% MeCN/H2O containing 0.01% TFA,
60 mL min−1) which yielded four subfractions (1, 3, 4 and 7)
regarded as candidates for further purification. Subfraction 1
(337.8 mg) was purified by preparative HPLC (Hypersil C18,
isocratic 27.5% MeCN/H2O containing 0.01% TFA,
60 mL min−1) to give an enriched fraction (53.2 mg), which
was further fractionated by preparative HPLC (Alltima C18,
i socrat ic  25% MeCN/H2O containing 0.01% TFA,
60 mL min−1) to yield nanangenine A (1; tR = 12.6 min;
25.9 mg). Subfraction 3 (942.1 mg) was purified by preparative
HPLC (Hypersil C18, isocratic 55% MeCN/H2O, 60 mL min−1)
to give an enriched fraction, which was further fractionated by
preparative HPLC (Alltima C18, isocratic 50% MeCN/H2O,
60 mL min−1) to yield nanangenine G (9; tR = 16.5 min;
211.3 mg). Subfraction 4 (632.0 mg) was purified by prepara-
tive HPLC (Hypersil C18, isocratic 60% MeCN/H2O,
60 mL min−1) to yield isonanangenine B (3; tR = 19.1 min;
106.3 mg). Subfraction 7 (490.1 mg) was purified by prepara-
tive HPLC (Hypersil C18, isocratic 80% MeCN/H2O contain-
ing 0.01% TFA, 60 mL min–1) to yield nanangenine C (4; tR =
11.5 min; 117.4 mg).

Initial fractionation of culture B (13.5 g) was achieved using
100 g silica gel (Davisil, Grace Discovery 50 μm) with 20 g of
silica used to dry load the sample atop the column bed
(55 × 250 mm). The column was eluted with CHCl3 (500 mL)
containing increasing concentrations of MeOH. The fractions
containing terpenoids (0-2% MeOH, 3.0 g) were pooled and
fractionated using isocratic preparative HPLC (Zorbax C18,
65% MeCN/H2O, 60 mL min–1) to give five fractions contain-
ing terpenoids. Fraction 1 (785.3 mg) was purified by isocratic
preparative HPLC (Zorbax C18, isocratic 45% MeCN/H2O,
20 mL min–1) to yield nanangenine H (12; tR = 15.6 min;
41.7 mg). Fraction 2 (93.7 mg) was purified by isocratic prepar-
ative HPLC (Zorbax C18 ,  isocratic 70% MeCN/H2O,
20 mL min–1) to yield nanangenine F (8; tR = 12.9 min;
7.2 mg). Fraction 3 (30.6 mg) was purified by isocratic prepara-
tive HPLC (Zorbax C18 ,  isocratic 70% MeCN/H2O,
20 mL min−1) to yield isonanangenine D (6; tR = 15.8 min;
10.7 mg). Fraction 4 (48.8 mg) was purified by isocratic prepar-
ative HPLC (Zorbax C18 ,  isocratic 70% MeCN/H2O,
20 mL min−1) to yield nanangenine D (5; tR = 21.8 min; 29.9
mg). Fraction 5 (24.4 mg) was purified by isocratic preparative
HPLC (Zorbax C18, isocratic 75% MeCN/H2O, 20 mL min−1)
to yield nanangenine E (7; tR = 12.8 min; 8.7 mg).

Characterisation of compounds
Nanangenine A (1): white powder; [α]D

20 −205 (c 0.03,
MeOH); UV (MeCN) λmax (log ε) 200 (4.19); 212 (3.71) nm;
HRMS–ESI (+, m/z): [M + Na]+ calcd. for C15H22NaO5

+,
305.1359; found, 305.1363.
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Nanangenine B (2): white powder; [α]D
20 −226 (c 0.06,

MeOH); UV (MeCN) λmax (log ε) 200 (4.08); 208 (3.76) nm;
HRMS–ESI (+, m/z): [M + Na]+ calcd. for C21H32NaO6

+,
403.2091; found, 403.2096.

Isonanangenine B (3): white powder; [α]D
20 −180 (c 0.04,

MeOH); UV (MeCN) λmax (log ε) 200 (4.42); 207 (4.21) nm;
HRMS–ESI (+, m/z): [M + Na]+ calcd. for C21H32NaO6

+,
403.2091; found, 403.2094.

Nanangenine C (4): white powder; [α]D
20 −289 (c 0.2,

MeOH); UV (MeCN) λmax (log ε) 200 (4.09); 208 (3.91) nm.
HRMS–ESI (+, m/z): [M + Na]+ calcd. for C21H32NaO5

+,
387.2142; found, 387.2147.

Nanangenine D (5): white powder; [α]D
24 −246 (c 0.28,

MeOH); UV (MeCN) λmax (log ε) 200 (3.90); 208 (3.81) nm;
HRMS–ESI (+, m/z): [M + H]+ calcd. for C23H37O6

+,
409.2585; found, 409.2579.

Isonanangenine D (6): white powder; [α]D
24 −234 (c 0.13,

MeOH); UV (MeCN) λmax (log ε) 200 (4.47); 206.5 (4.42) nm;
HRMS–ESI (+, m/z): [M + H]+ calcd. for C23H37O6

+,
409.2585; found, 409.2581.

Nanangenine E (7): white powder; [α]D
24 −285 (c 0.18,

MeOH); UV (MeCN) λmax (log ε) 200 (4.17); 206.5 (4.08) nm;
HRMS–ESI (+, m/z): [M + H]+ calcd. for C23H37O5

+,
393.2636; found, 393.2628.

Nanangenine F (8): white powder; [α]D
24 −268 (c 0.24,

MeOH); UV (MeCN) λmax (log ε) 200 (3.96); 203 (3.82) nm;
HRMS–ESI (+, m/z): [M + H]+ calcd. for C21H35O5

+ [M + H]+,
367.2479; found, 367.2483.

Nanangenine G (9): white powder; [α]D
20 −231 (c 0.05,

MeOH); UV (MeCN) λmax (log ε) 200 (4.17) nm; HRMS–ESI
(+, m/z): [M + Na]+ calcd. for C21H36NaO6

+ [M + Na]+,
407.2404; found, 407.2406.

Nanangenine H (10): white powder; [α]D
24 −270 (c 0.13,

MeOH); UV (MeCN) λmax (log ε) 200 (3.98) nm; HRMS–ESI
(+, m/z): [M – H2O + H]+ calcd. for C22H35O5

+ [M – H2O +
H]+, 379.2479; found, 379.2473.

Crystallography
Crystals suitable for single crystal X-ray diffraction analysis
were obtained for 1, 4 and 9, providing confirmation of the
spectroscopic structural elucidation. Indirect confirmation of the
structures of 2 and 3 was obtained following their conversion to
4-bromobenzoyl ester derivatives, with substitution at the C-9

and C-1 hydroxy groups respectively, and the growth of crys-
tals of these derivatives (2b and 3b). The X-ray diffraction data
obtained from single crystals of 4 and 9 did not allow a defini-
tive determination of their absolute structures, however their
anomalous dispersion statistics indicate that the assignments are
very likely to be correct. The crystal structure of 1 has four
crystallographically-independent molecules, while the struc-
tures of 2b and 3b have two crystallographically-independent
molecules, and the structures of 4 and 9 have one. The cyclo-
hexane rings of all molecules have chair conformations, the
cyclohexene rings of all molecules have half-chair conforma-
tions, and the furan rings of all molecules have flattened enve-
lope conformations. See Supporting Information File 1 for
detailed methods.

Genomics and bioinformatic analysis
Genomic DNA was extracted from A. nanangensis (see Sup-
porting Information File 1) and sent to the Australian Genome
Research Facilities for de novo genome sequencing using Illu-
mina HiSeq 2000. A draft genome assembly of A. nanangensis
was obtained using SPAdes v3.13.0 via the AAFTF pipeline
(https://github.com/stajichlab/AAFTF). To facilitate the identi-
fication of a putative biosynthetic gene cluster, a local BLAST
database was created from the resulting assembly [44]. Though
Shinohara et al. list the revised annotation of AstC as
AORIB40_05408, its amino acid sequence of was retrieved
from AspGD [45] under the locus tag AO090026000582.
AstC homologs were identified in A. nanangensis via the
tBLASTn [44] functionality in Geneious 10.2.6 [46]. The
genome sequences for drimane sesquiterpenoid producing
Aspergilli were obtained from NCBI where available. This
included A. calidoustus SF006504 (GCA_001511075.1),
A. ochraceus fc-1 (GCA_004849945.1), A. parasiticus
SU-1 (GCA_000956085.1),  A. sclerotiorum  HBR18
(GCA_000530345.1) and A. ustus 3.3904 (GCA_000812125.1).
Homologous gene clusters were identified in these genomes
using a custom Python script, named clusterblaster (https://
github.com/gamcil/clusterblaster). A DIAMOND [47] database
was built from protein sequences extracted from these genomes,
and clusterblaster was used to rapidly identify biosynthetic gene
cluster homologs in A. ustus and A. calidoustus. Genomes for
A. insuetus CBS 107.25 and A. pseudodeflectus CBS 756.74
were obtained from the Joint Genome Institute (JGI) under
genome portals Aspins1 and Asppdef1, respectively. Manual
tBLASTn searches using the putative nanangenine biosynthetic
gene cluster sequences were performed to identify homologs in
these genomes. Homology between these clusters was visu-
alised using another custom Python script named crosslinker
(https://github.com/gamcil/crosslinker). Further details
regarding clusterblaster and crosslinker are given in Supporting
Information File 1.
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Supporting Information
Supporting Information File 1
Details of cultivation media, fractionation schemes, NMR
spectra and tabulated 2D NMR data for all compounds,
detailed X-ray crystallographic details and CCDC
deposition numbers, bioassay procedures and genomic data.
[https://www.beilstein-journals.org/bjoc/content/
supplementary/1860-5397-15-256-S1.pdf]

Supporting Information File 2
Crystal structure information files for nanangenines A–C
and G.
[https://www.beilstein-journals.org/bjoc/content/
supplementary/1860-5397-15-256-S2.zip]
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The necrotrophic fungal pathogen Cochliobolus victoriae produces
victorin, a host-selective toxin (HST) essential for pathogenicity to
certain oat cultivars with resistance against crown rust. Victorin is
a mixture of highly modified heterodetic cyclic hexapeptides, pre-
viously assumed to be synthesized by a nonribosomal peptide syn-
thetase. Herein, we demonstrate that victorin is a member of the
ribosomally synthesized and posttranslationally modified peptide
(RiPP) family of natural products. Analysis of a newly generated
long-read assembly of the C. victoriae genome revealed three cop-
ies of precursor peptide genes (vicA1–3) with variable numbers of
“GLKLAF” core peptide repeats corresponding to the victorin peptide
backbone. vicA1–3 are located in repeat-rich gene-sparse regions of
the genome and are loosely clustered with putative victorin biosyn-
thetic genes, which are supported by the discovery of compact gene
clusters harboring corresponding homologs in two distantly related
plant-associated Sordariomycete fungi. Deletion of at least one copy
of vicA resulted in strongly diminished victorin production. Deletion
of a gene encoding a DUF3328 protein (VicYb) abolished the produc-
tion altogether, supporting its predicted role in oxidative cyclization
of the core peptide. In addition, we uncovered a copper amine oxi-
dase (CAO) encoded by vicK, in which its deletion led to the accumu-
lation of new glycine-containing victorin derivatives. The role of VicK
in oxidative deamination of the N-terminal glycyl moiety of the hex-
apeptides to the active glyoxylate forms was confirmed in vitro. This
study finally unraveled the genetic and molecular bases for biosyn-
thesis of one of the first discovered HSTs and expanded our under-
standing of underexplored fungal RiPPs.

RiPP | host-selective toxin | victorin | copper amine oxidase | Cochliobolus

In the 1940s, the widespread planting across the United States of
oat varieties possessing “Victoria-type” resistance to the bio-

trophic crown rust fungus Puccinia coronata provoked an epidemic
of Victoria blight, a new oat disease caused by the necrotrophic
pathogen C. victoriae (1). In 1947, based on their studies of Victoria
blight, Meehan and Murphy reported the discovery and first
demonstration that certain fungal plant pathogens can secrete
secondary metabolites as HSTs that function as pathogenicity de-
terminants at low concentrations (2). For a susceptible interaction,
a corresponding, specific molecular target must be present in a host
line or cultivar (3, 4). Indeed, pathogenicity of C. victoriae depends
on the production of the HST victorin by the fungus, and on the
host side, an oat cultivar carrying the Victoria blight susceptibility-
conferring Vb gene. Remarkably, Vb is genetically inseparable from
the Pc-2 gene conferring resistance against the biotrophic pathogen
P. coronata (5, 6).
Victorin was isolated in the 1980s and shown to consist of a

mixture of heterodetic cyclic hexapeptides with victorin B (4), C (1),
D (2), E (5), victoricine (6), and HV-toxin M (3) as known members
(Fig. 1) (7–9). All derivatives contain five peptide bonds, a
12-membered ring featuring an ether bond, and different degrees of
chlorination with victorin C as the predominant form. Structural

differences among victorin derivatives were shown to have little ef-
fect on bioactivity with the exception of 3 and 6, which displayed
diminished host-selective toxicity (7, 10). Derivative 3 features a
glycyl instead of a glyoxylate residue, while 6 has a phenyl moiety in
place of a cyclopentenyl within its macrocycle (Fig. 1).
In a 2007 landmark paper, Wolpert and colleagues identified

the LOV1 gene in the victorin-sensitive model host Arabidopsis
thaliana and showed that it encoded a nucleotide-binding-site
leucine-rich repeat protein commonly involved in disease resis-
tance against biotrophic pathogens (11). Subsequently, Wolpert
and colleagues demonstrated that victorin binds to thioredoxin
TRX-h5 involved in regulating plant immunity (12). The binding of
victorin to TRX-h5 activates LOV1, which elicits a hypersensitive
response-like host cell death typically deployed to halt infection by
a biotroph but, in this case, is exploited by necrotrophic C. victoriae
for host infection (12). The discovery that necrotrophic fungi can
hijack components of plant defense signaling pathways as targets
for disease susceptibility has added a new dimension to our
knowledge of offensive arsenals deployed by necrotrophs (13).
Despite these breakthroughs in understanding plant-pathogen in-
teractions on the host side, on the pathogen side, the genetic and
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molecular bases for biosynthesis of victorin remained an enigma
over seven decades after its initial discovery.
Fungi produce a huge variety of cyclic peptides through either

nonribosomal or ribosomal pathways (14). Compared to the better
known nonribosomal peptides biosynthesized by nonribosomal
peptide synthetases (NRPSs), e.g., the immunosuppressive agent
cyclosporine, the antifungal echinocandins, and the HST HC-toxin
produced by Cochliobolus carbonum (15), the RiPPs from fungi
have been discovered relatively recently. While bacterial- and
plant-produced RiPPs have been known for decades (16), the first
report of RiPPs in fungi was in 2007 with the discovery of the
ribosomal origin of amatoxins and phallotoxins (17). Subse-
quently, ustiloxins (18, 19), epichloëcyclins (20), asperipin-2a (21),
phomopsins (22), and, most recently, borosins (23, 24) were
demonstrated to be produced ribosomally and classified as RiPPs.
The core peptides that form the backbones of several of the re-

cently discovered RiPPs have been found to be encoded as multiple
perfect or imperfect repeats within a single precursor peptide gene
(16). After being excised from the precursor peptide by kexin pro-
teases, the core peptides are cyclized and modified posttransla-
tionally by enzymes encoded within the corresponding gene clusters.
Based on some of these initial discoveries, an abundance of putative
RiPP gene clusters has been identified in genomes of filamentous
fungi, hinting at the untapped wealth of this class of compounds in
fungi (21, 22). However, the lack of knowledge of fungal RiPP
processing impedes the prediction of the mature products of those
clusters. At the same time, extensive posttranslational modifications
(PTMs) of the core peptide can mask the ribosomal origin of known
cyclic peptides as was the case with ustiloxins (18).

Here, we reexamine the biosynthetic origin of victorin, which,
like ustiloxins and phomopsins, are heterodetic peptides that
include an ether bond as part of the macrocycle. A draft genome
for the victorin-producing C. victoriae strain FI3 was completed
in 2013 (25). Given that victorin consists of multiple non-
proteinogenic amino acids and that C. victoriae is closely related
to C. carbonum, which biosynthesizes the cyclic tetrapeptide HC-
toxin via an NRPS, victorin was assumed to be produced by an
NRPS as well. However, all C. victoriae mutants deleted for
candidate NRPSs still produce victorin (25, 26). In the present
study, we demonstrate that victorin is, in fact, synthesized ribo-
somally and is a member of the emerging family of kexin-
processed fungal RiPPs. We further uncovered a CAO that
converts the inactive forms of victorin to the potent HST.

Results
The Structure of Victorin Guided the Discovery of Its Precursor
Peptide Gene. Retrobiosynthetic analysis of the chemical struc-
ture of victorin suggested that the peptide backbone is likely made
up of the core peptide sequence "GLKLAF" if synthesized by a
ribosomal pathway (Fig. 2A). Thus, we queried the C. victoriae FI3
genome on the JGI Mycocosm database (25) with this amino acid
sequence. Among the BLASTp hits, one of the putative genes on
a 1,240-bp scaffold (scaffold 582, NW_014574810) was predicted
to encode a protein (ID 32336) with an N-terminal signal peptide
and two repeats of the query sequence "GLKLAF," both flanked
with “KR” corresponding to kexin protease cut sites. The pre-
dicted gene coding sequence was truncated 248 bp after the start
codon. Absence of a stop codon as well as the fact that kexin-
processed fungal RiPP precursor peptide genes usually contain a
higher number of core peptide repeats led us to believe that a
major part of the gene was missing.

Long-Read Sequencing Revealed Putative Victorin Biosynthesis Genes
at Two Loci. To obtain the missing 3′ end of the precursor peptide
gene as well as other victorin biosynthesis genes expected to be
clustered in proximity, we performed long-read sequencing and
assembled the strain FI3 genome de novo into 22 contigs (27).
The assembly was polished using the short-read Illumina data
available on the JGI Mycocosm database (28). Query of this as-
sembly for the core peptide sequence GLKLAF resulted in iden-
tification of three victorin precursor peptide encoding genes
(vicA1–3) with seven–nine core peptide repeats (Fig. 2B). The first
putative precursor peptide gene vicA1 was on contig 7 (named the
Vic1 locus), while two additional copies (vicA2 and A3) were located
about 51 kb apart on contig 16 (named the Vic2 locus) (Fig. 2C).
Alignment of the two contigs revealed 14 regions with over 70%
sequence identity that were longer than 1 kb, 11 of which were
within 100 kb of the three vicA gene copies (Fig. 2D). The aligned
regions included many predicted transposable elements.
Compared with previously characterized fungal RiPPs gene

clusters (21, 22), few candidate biosynthetic genes were within
close proximity of the vicA genes. Analysis of intergenic regions
in the FI3 genome showed that the three copies of vicA were in
genomic regions of relatively low gene density (Fig. 2 C and E).
Expanding the search region to within about 50 kb on both flanks
of each precursor peptide gene, we identified candidate genes
encoding putative RiPP biosynthesis-related proteins (desig-
nated according to fungal RiPP gene nomenclature where ap-
propriate). These included genes encoding a putative CAO (two
copies, vicK1/2), one NADPH oxidase (NOX5), three DUF3328
proteins (vicYa–c), two peptidases (vicPa/b), a transporter (vicT),
and a transcription factor (vicR). Genes encoding DUF3328
proteins (given the letter Y in fungal RiPP gene nomenclature)
have been a common feature found in all kexin-processed RiPP
gene clusters reported so far with several of these genes observed
within some RiPP gene clusters (29). It has recently been
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Fig. 1. Structures of known victorin derivatives (1–6) and proposed struc-
tures of related biosynthesis intermediates (7–10).
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proposed that DUF3328 proteins are a novel family of oxidative
cyclization enzymes (30). The DUF3328 domain possesses two
“HXXHC” motifs, which are assumed to form the active sites
(21). Although only vicYa–c were predicted by NCBI CD search
to encode DUF3328 proteins, we found six additional genes at
the Vic loci encoding hypothetical proteins containing this
characteristic double motif with some of them appearing as du-
plicates. We tentatively included these genes as candidate vic-
torin biosynthesis genes and assigned them as vicYu–z (Fig. 2C).

Identification of Homologous Gene Clusters Supported Our Prediction
of Victorin Biosynthesis Genes. One strategy to identify missing
genes in fragmented gene clusters or support the involvement of
unclustered biosynthetic genes in a biosynthetic pathway is to
search for homologs, as the biosynthetic genes could be tightly
clustered in the genome of another organism (31, 32). Thus, we
searched for vicA homologs in all Ascomycota genomes in NCBI
and JGI databases and identified a single homolog in the genomes
of two Sordariomycetes, A. montagnei and C. eremochloae, which
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share remarkable similarity with VicA in terms of overall protein
sequence and the core peptides contained therein (“QLKFNF”
and “LFKFNF,” respectively) (SI Appendix, Fig. S1). Examination
of genomic regions around these two vicA homologs revealed
clustered genes encoding putative PTM enzymes with varying
amino acid sequence similarity to proteins encoded by putative vic
genes (Fig. 2C and SI Appendix, Table S2). Multiple hypothetical
proteins featuring the double "HXXHC" motifs from both clusters
shared up to 58% protein identity with putative VicY proteins not
predicted to contain the DUF3328 domain. Additionally, within
the C. eremochloae cluster was a cytochrome P450 (CYP) gene for
which a corresponding homolog (CYP1) with 44% protein identity
could be found on contig 7 of the C. victoriae genome long-read
assembly but located at about 400 kb from other putative vic genes
(Fig. 2C). These shared gene homologs and their tight clustering
in A. montagnei and C. eremochloae genomes support our pre-
dictions that the scattered candidate vic genes in C. victoriae are
encoding proteins involved in victorin biosynthesis.

Gene Deletions Resulted in Loss of Victorin Production and Host-
Specific Toxicity of Culture Filtrates. C. victoriae strain FI3 was cul-
tured as previously reported in ref. 9. The production of victorin C,
the major form of victorin, was verified by liquid chromatography–
mass spectrometry (LC–MS) in comparison to a standard charac-
terized in previous studies (8, 9) (Fig. 3A). Other previously
reported victorin derivatives could also be detected by LC–MS (SI
Appendix, Fig. S2), and all of them were verified by LC–MS/MS (SI
Appendix, Fig. S3).
To determine if the candidate genes were involved in victorin

biosynthesis, C. victoriae mutants with deletions of the precursor
peptide gene vicA (ΔvicA* and ΔvicA**) and selected putative
PTM genes encoding DUF3328 protein VicYb (ΔvicYb), CAO
VicK (ΔvicK1/2), and NADPH oxidase NOX5 (ΔNOX5) were
generated (SI Appendix, Table S5). For mutant ΔvicA*, diag-
nostic PCRs confirmed the deletion of at least one copy of vicA
and the presence of at least one remaining copy (SI Appendix,
Fig. S4). Subsequently, this mutant was subjected to a successful
second deletion experiment with a different selectable marker.
The resulting mutant ΔvicA** still had one copy of vicA in the
genome, indicating that ΔvicA* was a single copy deletion mu-
tant (SI Appendix, Fig. S4). Because the flanking DNA sequences
of the three copies of vicA are identical, we do not know which
copies were deleted. Examination of vicK mutants confirmed
that a single targeted deletion experiment successfully deleted
both copies of vicK. Targeted deletions of single copy genes
vicYb and NOX5 were also confirmed by diagnostic PCR.
The culture filtrate of each mutant was analyzed by LC–MS

(Fig. 3A and SI Appendix, Fig. S2) to detect changes in victorin
production in comparison to the wild type (WT) FI3 strain. The
culture filtrates were also tested with detached leaves of suscep-
tible and resistant oat cultivars for host-specific toxicity (Fig. 3B
and SI Appendix, Fig. S5) (10). LC–MS analysis of ΔvicA* mutant
culture filtrate showed complete loss of production for all victorin
derivatives (Fig. 3A and SI Appendix, Fig. S2). This indicated that
vicA was indeed the precursor peptide gene for victorin. However,
considering that two copies of the three precursor peptide genes
remained in this strain, the complete absence of victorin produc-
tion was surprising. Culture filtrate of ΔvicA*mutants elicited leaf
wilting symptoms in some replicates of the toxicity test but not
consistently (Fig. 3B and SI Appendix, Fig. S5). In comparison,
characteristic wilting symptoms were observed for every replicate
of WT strain FI3 culture filtrates (positive control on susceptible
oats) and for none of the replicates with victorin-minus mutant
Tx189 culture filtrates (negative control on susceptible oats). This
host-specific toxicity assay is known to be highly sensitive, with
victorin concentrations as low as 10 pM reported to induce dis-
easelike symptoms (33). Thus, this indicated that the deletion of at
least one of three vicA copies did not completely eliminate but

strongly diminished the ability of the mutant strain to produce
victorin. The culture filtrate of ΔvicA** double deletion mutants
appeared to exhibit reduced host-specific toxicity compared to
that of ΔvicA* (SI Appendix, Fig. S5).
The deletion of vicYb, vicK, and NOX5 were expected to result

in the accumulation of victorin pathway intermediates if they
were involved in later stages of victorin biosynthesis. For the
ΔvicYb mutant, no victorin could be detected in the culture fil-
trate (Fig. 3A and SI Appendix, Fig. S2). The absence of any
victorin derivative or intermediate indicated VicYb is essential
and involved in early steps of victorin biosynthesis. Consistent
with this result, the culture filtrate bioassay showed no sign of
toxicity, indicating a complete absence of victorin (Fig. 3B and SI
Appendix, Fig. S5). In contrast, the ΔNOX5 mutant showed un-
diminished victorin production (SI Appendix, Figs. S5 and S6).
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Fig. 3. Victorin production analysis in deletion mutants. (A) LC–MS
extracted ion chromatograms (EICs) of victorin C standard and of culture
filtrate extractions from different C. victoriae strains (Left) and spectra at
indicated elution times (Right). m/z of 815.2 (Top) corresponds to victorin C
(1), m/z of 798.2 (Bottom) corresponds to HV-toxin M (3). (B) Two replicates
(Top/Bottom) of victorin toxicity bioassay on susceptible oat cultivar (Ful-
grain) leaves with undiluted culture filtrate from different C. victoriae
strains. Arrows indicate leaf wilting. Numbers in white indicate the inde-
pendent transformants (SI Appendix, Table S5). Note only culture filtrate
from WT strain FI3 caused the typical leaf wilting symptom in the first assay
replicate (Top), whereas in the second assay replicate (Bottom), the leaf
wilting symptom was also observed with culture filtrate from the ΔvicA*
mutant strain.
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Therefore, the NADPH oxidase encoded by NOX5 did not ap-
pear to be involved in victorin biosynthesis. Interestingly, the
culture filtrate of the ΔvicK1/2 mutant contained 3, but no other
previously known victorin derivative. Like the ΔvicYb mutant,
the ΔvicK1/2 mutant lost host-specific toxicity, which was not
unexpected as 3 was reported to exhibit significantly reduced
activity compared to 1 (7).

Comparative Metabolite Analysis Uncovered Novel Victorin Derivatives
and the Role of CAO VicK.The predominant victorin C (1) contains a
glyoxylate residue. In contrast, HV-toxin M (3) possesses an un-
modified N-terminal glycine instead of glyoxylate, thus, 3 is 17 Da
less in mass compared to 1 (Fig. 1). The fact that mutant strain
ΔvicK1/2 lost its ability to produce the latter but not the former led
us to believe that VicK is involved in the conversion of 3 to 1 via
oxidative deamination of the glycine residue to glyoxylate (Fig. 4A).
Aside from 3, we detected three novel putative victorin derivatives
by LC–MS analysis in the culture filtrate of strain ΔvicK1/2 fea-
turing both the characteristic isotopic pattern expected of chlori-
nated compounds and a mass difference of about −17 Da compared
to other known victorin derivatives. These compounds appeared to
be lighter derivatives of victorin D (2), B (4), and E (5). Based on
the same mass difference between 1 and 3, we proposed structures
7–9 for these novel derivatives and performed LC–MS/MS on the
culture filtrate for confirmation. Select fragment masses matched
masses of predicted fragment structures (Fig. 4B). When comparing
MS/MS data of 7–9 against 4, 2, and 5 (SI Appendix, Fig. S3), re-
spectively, fragments covering the N-terminal moiety showed the
expected mass difference while fragments excluding the N terminus
displayed the same mass for each respective pair as in the case when
comparing 3 against 1. The MS/MS fragments of 7–9 could also be
mapped to corresponding fragments observed for the 1 standard
with the expected mass difference (SI Appendix, Fig. S7). Based on
these results, we conclude VicK to be involved in oxidative deam-
ination of 2–4 (Fig. 4A). We propose the names victorinine B (7), D
(8), and E (9) for the novel structures.

In Vitro Oxidative Deamination of HV-Toxin M Yields Victorin C. To
corroborate the function of VicK, we attempted to assay the VicK
protein in vitro. Unfortunately, expression of VicK fused to
maltose-binding protein in Escherichia coli was unsuccessful. Thus,
we heterologously expressed VicK in Aspergillus nidulans host
strain LO8030 and used its cell-free mycelium lysate to assay 3, a
technique we previously used to characterize other fungal bio-
synthetic proteins (34, 35). Incubation of the cell-free lysate with
purified 3 resulted in the accumulation of 1, whereas 1 was absent
in the negative control (Fig. 4C). Discrepancies in peak size be-
tween 3 in the negative control and 1 after incubation with VicK-
containing cell-free lysate were observed and investigated by
boiling cell-free lysate from empty vector-carrying mycelium and
incubating it with either 1 or 3 (SI Appendix, Fig. S8). Whereas 1
was largely unaffected, higher amounts of 3 in the boiled sample
compared to the untreated cell lysate suggest selective degrada-
tion of 3 by endogenous A. nidulans enzymes. Collectively, these
results confirmed VicK as a novel CAO responsible for oxidative
deamination of the glycyl moiety of 3 to the predominant 1. Al-
though 7–9 could not be isolated in sufficient quantities to per-
form the same assay, it is very likely that VicK acts on them in the
same way, converting them to the glyoxylate-containing 2, 4 and 5.

Discussion
Studies on HST victorin, the molecular basis for Victoria blight
of oats, has contributed significantly to our understanding of the
interactions between necrotrophic pathogens and plant hosts.
Over seven decades after its initial discovery (2) and three de-
cades after its structures were elucidated (8, 9), the genetic basis
for the biosynthesis of victorin has finally been solved. Contrary
to previous assumptions of it being produced nonribosomally,

here, we have conclusively demonstrated that the heterodetic
victorin peptides are RiPPs. In contrast to known fungal RiPP
biosynthetic gene clusters (21, 22), which consist of a single copy
of the precursor peptide gene with most biosynthesis-related
genes in close genomic proximity, the vic genes are loosely
clustered at two different loci and include multiple copies of the
precursor peptide gene. Although multiple gene duplicates are
found between Vic1 and Vic2 loci, we are unable to determine at
this stage whether either locus alone is sufficient for biosynthesis
of victorin due to the presence of candidate genes that are
unique to each locus, e.g., vicYa/Yu in Vic1 and vicPa/Pb in Vic2.
Both loci are gene-sparse transposon-rich genomic regions.
These Vic1 and Vic2 structural features are reminiscent of re-
gions carrying biosynthetic genes for other well-known HSTs
produced by Cochliobolus taxa, including HC-toxin (two diffuse
gene clusters spanning >500 kb) from C. carbonum, a close
relative of C. victoriae (36), and T-toxin from Cochliobolus het-
erostrophus (two loci on different chromosomes, spanning >1.2
Mb) (37). Thus, the genomic context of Vic1 and Vic2 loci is
congruent with their role in biosynthesis of a virulence deter-
minant. Additionally, in virulence loci (e.g., encoding effector
proteins) of some filamentous plant pathogens, similar structural
features have been implicated as characteristics of genomic re-
gions that evolve at an accelerated rate compared to the rest of
the genome (38).
Interestingly, there are no vic homologs found in any of the

dothideomycete genomes in the NCBI (233 species) and JGI
Mycocosm (172 species) databases. We are reminded of parallel
findings with the C. heterostrophus T-toxin biosynthetic genes,
which have been discovered in unrelated Dothideomycetes and a
few Eurotiomycetes but not in any other of the more than
50 Cochliobolus species (32). However, surprisingly, we found two
biosynthetic gene clusters containing multiple vic homologs, in-
cluding precursor peptide gene vicA homologs, in two distantly
related plant-associating sordariomycete fungi. The two “vic-like”
RiPP gene clusters in the sordariomycetes A. montagnei and C.
eremochloae featured eight genes each where their predicted
proteins showed over 30% sequence identity to predicted proteins
in the Vic1 and Vic2 loci, supporting their involvement in victorin
biosynthesis either as PTM enzymes or in other roles (e.g., regu-
lation, transport, and resistance). Additionally, the cytochrome
P450 gene apparently associated with the C. eremochlae RiPP
cluster led us to discover a homolog on contig 7 of the C. victoriae
genome. Despite the long genomic distance to other victorin
candidate genes, the homology between the two genes could in-
dicate involvement of CYP1 in the biosynthesis of victorin. The
fact that NOX5 was shown to not be necessary for victorin pro-
duction, despite being relatively close to putative vicY genes,
corresponds to the lack of a NOX5 homolog in the two Sordar-
iomycete vic-like gene clusters.
In RiPP biosynthesis, the precursor peptide gene is directly

transcribed and translated into the precursor substrate that feeds
into the pathway. Thus, the transcript dosage of the precursor
peptide gene has a proportionate effect on the yield of the RiPP
product, a trend that has been observed with the heterologous
expression of bacterial RiPP cyanobactins (39). This is reflected
in the significant drop in victorin production in the ΔvicA* strain,
even though two copies of vicA remain. By contrast, the deletion
of DUF3328 gene vicYb abolished victorin production com-
pletely. DUF3328 proteins have been shown to be involved in the
biosynthesis of the first cyclic ustiloxin intermediate (40) and in
two macrocyclization reactions in asperipin-2a (30). We rea-
soned that the absence of any victorin derivative in the culture
filtrate of the ΔvicYb strain supports that VicYb is required for
the formation of the macrocycle in victorin, as cyclization of
peptides has been shown to improve metabolic stability (41).
The aldehyde functional group on the glyoxylate moiety of

victorin was previously shown to be essential for both its host-selective
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toxicity (10) and binding to the thioredoxin TRX-h5 via cova-
lent association (12). Here, we identified the CAO VicK to be
responsible for converting victorin to the active form by oxidizing
the N-terminal glycyl residue in the peptides to glyoxylate. The

deletion of vicK in C. victoriae abolished production of glyoxylate-
containing forms of victorin and yielded three novel glycyl de-
rivatives of victorin B, D, and E alongside HV-toxin M. This
observation, along with the presence of multiple victorin derivatives
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in WT, suggest relaxed substrate specificity of enzymes in the
victorin biosynthetic pathway, resulting in a metabolic grid that
produces a set of analogs (42). The involvement of VicK in ox-
idative deamination of the glycyl residue to glycoxylate was fur-
ther verified in vitro. CAOs are known to be involved in primary
amine metabolism (43), but the participation of CAOs in sec-
ondary metabolite biosynthesis is rare. In fungi, a CAO has been
discovered to be involved in the early step biosynthesis of the
anti-Alzheimer’s alkaloid huperzine A (44). However, the in-
volvement of CAO in RiPP biosynthesis is unprecedented and,
thus, expands the known RiPP PTM enzymes.
In conclusion, this paper sets the foundation for further study

of victorin biosynthesis, in which many intriguing questions re-
main. The chlorination on unactivated carbon centers in victorin
is a novelty in fungal RiPPs that likely requires a different type of
enzyme than the one responsible for chlorination of phomopsins
(45). Presumably, they are also different from bacterial nonheme
iron/α-ketoglutarate-dependent halogenases that can chlorinate
unactivated carbon (46), as no homolog was found in the C. vic-
toriae genome. Furthermore, the multitude of DUF3328 and
DUF3328-like vicY genes suggest that some of them likely fulfill
biosynthetic tasks not yet associated with them, supported by the
presence of multiple DUF3328 genes in some RiPP clusters be-
yond the number of macrocycles in the associated RiPP products
(e.g., phomopsins, ref. 22). Importantly, the discovery of homolo-
gous vic-like gene clusters in two distantly related plant-associating
sordariomycete fungi and their absence in related dothideomycetes
hint at lateral gene transfer as the evolutionary origin of vic genes
in C. victoriae, which belongs to Pleosporales, an order proposed to
have a propensity for acquiring genes laterally (47). The discovery
also opened up questions about the biological function of the
sordariomycete victorin-like RiPPs especially whether they are in-
volved in interactions with plant hosts. Given that victorin binds
and inhibits a thioredoxin (12), a promising target for anticancer
drug development (48), the chemistry and biology of this subgroup
of victorin-like RiPPs warrants further investigation.

Materials and Methods
Fungal Strains and Growth Conditions. All C. victoriae mutant strains created
in this study (SI Appendix, Table S5) were constructed by deleting genes
from WT strain C. victoriae field isolate FI3 (victorin+, MAT1-2, unknown
geographical origin) (25). Victorin-null mutant strain Tx189, previously cre-
ated using restriction enzyme mediated integration (REMI) mutagenesis
(49), was used as a negative control for victorin production.

All C. victoriae strains were stored in liquid complete medium (CM) (50)
containing 25% glycerol at −80 °C (37). For each experiment, an aliquot was
recovered from glycerol and grown on plates containing CM with xylose

(CMX) (51) at 22–24 °C under a 16:8-h light:dark cycle as previously described
in ref. 37. For media compositions, see SI Appendix, Supplementary Material
and Methods.

Victorin Bioassays. For victorin bioassays, 10 2 × 2-mm plugs were cut from
CMX plates and transferred to 20 mL modified liquid Fries medium (52) for
12 d in the dark. Liquid was collected from below the floating mat of my-
celium, and 1-mL aliquots of undiluted or 1:10 dilutions of culture filtrate
placed in 15-mL glass tubes. Replicate cut leaves of 1-wk-old susceptible
(Fulgrain) and resistant (Red Rustproof) oats were placed in the filtrates.
Leaves were monitored for wilting daily for 3 d.

Victorin Detection by MS. WT strain FI3 and mutants were grown on CMX
plates and transferred to liquid still culture as described above. Liquid cultures
contained 50 mL of modified liquid Fries medium supplemented with 1.25 g
of oats in a 250-mL Erlenmeyer flask and were incubated at 25 °C under a
16:8-h light:dark (wavelength 365-nm) cycle for 14 d. Approximately 1 g of
Amberlite XAD-16 resin was added to the culture fluid, incubated for 1 h at
room temperature and 160 rpm, filled into a column, washed with 5%
acetonitrile, and extracted with three volumes of 1.5 mL of acetonitrile
water mixtures (20:80, 40:60, and 60:40). Acetonitrile was evaporated from
the collected fractions, and the remaining aqueous solution analyzed
with MS.

In Vitro Oxidative Deamination of HV-Toxin M. Roughly 3 μg of HV-toxin M
was incubated with 1-mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride and 1.5 mL of cell-
free lysate from A. nidulans mycelium carrying either pYFAC-pyrG-vicK1/2 or
pYFAC-pyrG for 14 h at 25 °C and 400 rpm. After centrifuging, the super-
natant was passed through a Bond Elut C18 column (100 mg, Agilent, Part
no.: 12,102,001). The column was washed with 5% acetonitrile and eluted
with 2 mL of 75% acetonitrile. Acetonitrile was evaporated from the col-
lected elution, and the remaining aqueous solution analyzed by LC–MS.

Data Availability. Nanopore reads used for assembly and genome sequence have
been deposited in NCBI GenBank (accession no.: SRR10412887). The updated FI3
assembly at NCBI is accession no. AMCY00000000. The genome assembly, gene
annotations transferred from the original FI3 assembly, transposon annotations,
and manual vic gene annotations are available at GitHub, https://github.com/
megancamilla/Cvictoriae_FI3_assembly_annotations. All other study data are in-
cluded in the article and supporting information.
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The hancockiamides are an unusual new family of N-cinnamoylated piperazines from the Australian soil

fungus Aspergillus hancockii. Genomic analyses of A. hancockii identified a biosynthetic gene cluster

(hkm) of 12 genes, including two single-module nonribosomal peptide synthetase (NRPS) genes.

Heterologous expression of the hkm cluster in A. nidulans confirmed its role in the biosynthesis of the

hancockiamides. We further demonstrated that a novel cytochrome P450, Hkm5, catalyses the methyl-

enedioxy bridge formation, and that the PAL gene hkm12 is dispensable, but contributes to increased pro-

duction of the cinnamoylated hancockiamides. In vitro enzymatic assays and substrate feeding studies

demonstrated that NRPS Hkm11 activates and transfers trans-cinnamate to the piperazine scaffold and

has flexibility to accept bioisosteric thienyl and furyl analogues. This is the first reported cinnamate-acti-

vating fungal NRPS. Expression of a truncated cluster lacking the acetyltransferase gene led to seven

additional congeners, including an unexpected family of 2,5-dibenzylpiperazines. These pleiotropic

effects highlight the plasticity of the pathway and the power of this approach for accessing novel natural

product scaffolds.

Introduction

Piperazine is well-known to be a privileged scaffold in drug
discovery and development.1,2 Piperazine derivatives can be
found in many pharmaceuticals, including the antihistamine
cyclizine, the atypical antipsychotic aripiprazole, the cardio-
tonic vesnarinone and the HIV-1 protease inhibitor indinavir.3

Piperazine alkaloids are also found in a range of plants and
microorganisms, including fungi.4 In our ongoing chemotaxo-
nomic exploration of Australian Aspergilli,5–10 we previously
described a new species, Aspergillus hancockii, which was
found to produce a diverse suite of over 60 secondary metab-
olites.11 Among these metabolites, a group of novel piperazine

alkaloids was discovered, which we named the
hancockiamides.

Herein, we describe the detailed characterisation of the
chemical structures, bioactivities and biosynthesis of hancock-
iamides A–F (1–6). Significantly, five of the six hancockiamides
were found to contain N-cinnamoyl substitution. Cinnamic
acid is commonly incorporated in plant natural products, such
as terpenoids (denhaminols),12 glucosides (polyanthosides),13

chalcones (mallopenin)14 and lignans (longipedlignans),15 but
is rare among fungal secondary metabolites. While cinnamate-
derived benzoic acid has been shown to act as a starter unit
for fungal polyketides, such as squalestatins,16 zaragozic
acids17 and strobirulins,18 the hancockiamides represent the
first example where the phenylpropanoid pathway has been
shown to be recruited into the fungal NRPS pathway that syn-
thesises the “privileged” piperazine scaffolds. Furthermore,
the 4-hydroxy-3,5-dimethoxy and methylenedioxy benzylic sub-
stitutions on several of the hancockiamides are reminiscent of
plant phenylpropanoids, such as syringaresinol19 and etopo-
side.20 The novel structural features of hancockiamides
prompted us to investigate their biosynthesis by heterologous
expression of the whole and truncated biosynthetic gene clus-
ters in A. nidulans, and by substrate feeding and in vitro assay
of the NRPS expressed in yeast.

†Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available: Experimental pro-
cedures, lists of primers, strains and plasmids, NMR spectra, tabulated 2D NMR,
HRMS and UV-vis spectra for all compounds, and supplementary results figures.
See DOI: 10.1039/d0ob02243h
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Results and discussion
Discovery and structure elucidation of the hancockiamides

Hancockiamides A–F (1–6) were extracted with acetone from
14-day stationary cultures of A. hancockii MST FP2241 on rice
and were purified by silica gel chromatography and reversed-
phase preparative HPLC (ESI†). HRESI(+)MS analysis of han-
cockiamide A (1) (m/z 495.2252, [M + Na]+), indicated a mole-
cular formula C29H32N2O4. Examination of the 1H (Fig. S13†)
and 13C (Fig. S14†) NMR spectra of 1 in DMSO-d6 revealed two
closely paired sets of signals in a 78 : 22 ratio. The ROESY spec-
trum (Fig. S18†) confirmed these two sets of signals were in
chemical exchange, suggesting the presence of two slowly
interconverting conformers. The NMR data for the major con-
former consisted of resonances attributable to one symmetri-
cally 1,3,4,5-tetrasubstituted aromatic ring (Ring A), two mono-
substituted aromatic rings (Rings B and C) (Fig. 1), one iso-
lated trans-alkene and one amide/ester carbonyl group
(Table S7†). Two equivalent methoxy groups (6/8-OMe) and
one hydroxy group (7-OH) were positioned on Ring A based on
HMBC correlations (Fig. S16†). The COSY spectrum of 1
(Fig. S17†) revealed two additional spin systems – H2-1, H-2,
H2-3 and H2-1′, H-2′, H2-3′ – with HMBC correlations from H2-
3 to C-5/9 and from H2-3′ to C-5′/9′ positioning these two
methylene groups at the benzylic positions of Rings A and B,
respectively. Diagnostic HMBC correlations from H2-1 to H-2′
and from H2-1′ to H-2, along with deshielding of C-1, C-2, C-1′
and C-2′, suggested the two spin systems were linked by a
central piperazine ring. Additional HMBC correlations from
H-2, H2-1′, H-2′′ and H-3′′ to C-1′′ and from H-3′′ to C-5′′/9′′
suggested the presence of a cinnamoyl group on 1′-N, while
the final exchangeable proton (1-NH) suggested the second
piperazine nitrogen was underivatised. The observed peak dou-
bling in the NMR spectra of 1 was thus attributed to slowly

interconverting amide conformers. Detailed analysis of the
remaining 2D NMR correlations (Fig. 2) confirmed the struc-
ture of 1 as shown in Fig. 1. The 2,2′-cis relative configuration
of the piperazine ring was established based on the presence
of a 10.4 Hz trans-diaxial coupling between H-1′b and H-2 and
a 2.3 Hz axial-equatorial coupling between H-1′a and H-2. We
have tentatively assigned a 2S,2′S absolute configuration for 1
based on our proposed biosynthesis incorporating two mole-
cules of L-phenylalanine (L-Phe) (Fig. 2).

Five additional hancockiamide analogues were also isolated
from the crude extract of A. hancockii, as shown in Fig. 1.
Hancockiamide B (2) was identified as the N1-acetyl analogue
of 1, while hancockiamide C (3) contains both an N1-acetyl
group and a methylenedioxy bridge between 7-OH and 8-OMe.
Hancockiamide D (4) was found to be the N1′-descinnamoyl
analogue of 1, while hancockiamide E (5) is similar to 1, but
with Ring B having the same methylenedioxy/methoxy substi-
tution pattern as found on Ring A in 3. Finally, hancockiamide
F (6) was identified as a ring-opened analogue of 3. Full details
of the structure elucidation and characterisation of 2–6 are
provided in the ESI.†

Fig. 1 Structures of the hancockiamides identified from Aspergillus hancockii.

Fig. 2 Key 2D NMR correlations for hancockiamide A (1).
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Identification of a two single-module NRPS gene cluster for
hancockiamide biosynthesis

The unusual structures of 1–6 prompted us to investigate the
molecular basis of their biosynthesis. Previous studies have
demonstrated that fungal piperazine-type dipeptides are bio-
synthesised by a monomodular NRPS coupled with an NmrA-
like reductase such as LnaA/LnaB21 and HqIA/HqlB,22 which
are involved in the biosynthesis of an L-tyrosine-derived pipera-
zine and herquline A, respectively. Thus, we hypothesised that
the hancockiamides are also synthesised in a similar manner
by a monomodular NRPS and an NmrA-like reductase that
reduce the dihydropyrazine intermediate to pyrazine.
Interestingly, 1–3 and 5–6 contain an unusual N-trans-cinna-
moyl moiety, which we proposed to be derived from phenyl-
alanine, and thus requires a phenylalanine ammonia lyase
(PAL) to supply the cinnamate.16–18,23 Using these criteria and
the genome mining strategy described previously,24 we then
mined the genome sequence of A. hancockii for a potential
gene cluster for these novel piperazines using LnaA as a query
sequence in BLASTP search. This resulted in the identification
of the NRPS Hkm10, which shares the highest protein identity
(56%) with LnaA. Furthermore, adjacent genes to hkm10, both
up- and downstream, encode the expected NmrA-like reductase
(Hkm9), a PAL (Hkm12), an acyltransferase (Hkm3), a tyrosi-
nase (Hkm6), a methyltransferase (Hkm8), another monomod-
ular NRPS (Hkm11) and several other tailoring enzymes
(Fig. 3A and Table S2†), which match the proposed biosyn-

thetic enzymes required for hancockiamide production. Thus,
we proposed the hkm gene cluster as the candidate gene
cluster responsible for biosynthesis of the hancockiamides.

To verify the involvement of the hkm gene cluster in han-
cockiamides biosynthesis, the entire 32.5 kb cluster was
cloned as three fragments into the tripartite yeast–fungal artifi-
cial chromosome (YFAC) vectors with different auxotrophy
markers for expression in a the A. nidulans LO789025 host (see
ESI†). Given the gene cluster is not silent in A. hancockii, we
hypothesised that promoter exchange is not required. Indeed,
A. nidulans harbouring the entire hkm gene cluster accumu-
lated hancockiamides A (1), C (3), D (4) and E (5) (Fig. 3B and
C), thus confirming the role of the hkm cluster in the biosyn-
thesis of hancockiamides. Interestingly, the open-ring 6 iso-
lated as a trace metabolite in the native producer A. hancockii11

was not detected from the A. nidulans strain.

Truncation of hkm gene cluster boundaries provided insights
into enzymes involved in the N-substitutions of
hancockiamides

After verifying the identity of the hkm gene cluster, we aimed to
characterise the biosynthetic steps unique to the hancockia-
mide pathway. Firstly, we attempted to characterise the
enzymes involved in the N-substitutions, in particular the
unusual N-trans-cinnamoylation. We hypothesised that the A–
T–C monomodular NRPS encoded by hkm11 could be involved
in activating and transferring trans-cinnamic acid supplied by
the PAL encoded by hkm12 to the piperazine ring. Alternatively,
an NCBI CD-Search26 revealed that Hkm3 contains conserved
domains corresponding to the pfam02458 transferase family
and the PLN02663/PLN03157 hydroxycinnamoyl-transferases,
and hence could be responsible for the N-trans-cinnamoylation.
To test this hypothesis, we constructed A. nidulans strains
expressing truncated versions of hkm cluster containing
hkm1–10, hkm1–11 and hkm4–12 (see ESI†). Expression of the
truncated gene cluster containing hkm1–10 in A. nidulans
resulted in the production of 4, while A. nidulans expressing
the hkm1–11 genes clearly accumulated a small amount of 1
together with the major product 4 (Fig. 4A). These observations,
together with the result from whole gene cluster (hkm1–12)
expression (Fig. 3B), confirmed that the NRPS Hkm11 is
required for the N-cinnamoylation of 4, while PAL Hkm12 is
dispensable but contributes to increase the production of cin-
namoyl-containing 1. The observation of a small amount of 1
in the absence hkm12 could be due to the presence of endogen-
ous PAL in A. nidulans, partially complementing the function of
Hkm12. Indeed, a BLASTP search against the A. nidulans
genome identified a putative PAL (AN6075.2) sharing 53%
protein identity to Hkm12.

A. nidulans expressing the truncated cluster hkm4–12 accu-
mulated a new compound, hancockiamide G (7; Fig. 4B; m/z
471 [M + H]+), with an almost identical UV spectrum to 3.
Large-scale cultivation of this strain afforded 7 in sufficient
quantities for purification and structure elucidation. HRESI(+)
MS of 7 (m/z 471.2273 [M + H]+) indicated a molecular formula
C29H30N2O4, corresponding to a decrease of C2H2O compared

Fig. 3 Verification of the hkm gene cluster responsible for production
of the hancockiamides. (A) The identified hkm gene cluster. AcT, acetyl-
transferase; MT, methyltransferase; PAL, phenylalanine ammonia lyase;
A, adenylation; T, thiolation; C, condensation, R, reduction. (B) HPLC
traces showing the production of 1 and 3 from A. nidulans expressing
the entire hkm gene cluster. (C) Extracted ion chromatograms (EICs)
showing the production of 1 and 3–5 from A. nidulans expressing the
entire hkm gene cluster.
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to 3. Indeed, the NMR data for 7 (Table S15†) were very similar
to those for 3, with the main differences being the absence of
signals for the N1-acetyl group and the presence of an
additional exchangeable proton. Detailed analysis of the
remaining 2D NMR correlations (Fig. S64†) confirmed the
structure of 7 as the N1-desacetyl analogue of 1, as shown in
Fig. 4C. This suggests that Hkm3 is an N-acetyltransferase,
which transfers an acetyl group to 1-N of piperazine. The pro-
duction of 7 by A. nidulans expressing hkm4-12 also suggests

that hkm1 and hkm2, encoding putative phytanoyl-CoA dioxy-
genase and cellobiose dehydrogenase-like cytochrome protein,
respectively (Table S2†), are not essential for hancockiamide
biosynthesis. We also noted that hkm1 contains a nonsense
mutation at the N-terminus of the translated protein sequence,
which may render the gene non-functional (Fig. S1†).
Indeed, A. nidulans expressing hkm3–12 is capable producing
1 and 3 in similar yield to hkm1–12 (Fig. S2†), confirming that
hkm1 and hkm2 are not required for hancockiamide
biosynthesis.

When we set up the large-scale culture of A. nidulans expres-
sing hkm4–12 for the purification of 7, we isolated two
additional hancockiamides H–I (8–9), and a second parallel
family of related metabolites, xenocockiamides A–D (10–13)
(Fig. S3 and 4†). HRESI(+)MS and detailed analysis of the 2D
NMR correlations (Fig. S70†) confirmed the structure of 8 to be
the 7,8-methylenedioxy analogue of 4 (Fig. 4C). HRESI(+)MS of
9 (m/z 601.2695 [M + H]+) suggested an increase of C9H6O com-
pared to 7. The 1H NMR signals for 9 (Fig. S73†) were broad-
ened to such an extent that few individual peaks could be
resolved. However, analysis of the HSQC spectrum (Fig. S75†)
revealed signals consistent with one methoxy group, one
methylenedioxy group and two cinnamoyl groups. Therefore, 9
was tentatively assigned to be the N1-cinnamoyl analogue of 7
(Fig. 4C).

Detailed analysis of the spectroscopic data for 10–12 (see
ESI†) suggested these compounds were the non-oxygenated
Ring A analogues of 4/8, 1/7 and 9, respectively (Fig. 4C). The
structure of 10 was confirmed by comparison of spectroscopic
data (Fig. S76–S79†) and HPLC retention time (Fig. S9†) with
an authentic synthetic sample of 2,5-dibenzylpiperazine.
Likewise, the structures of 11–12 were confirmed following
mono- and di-derivatisation of synthetic 10 with cinnamoyl
chloride and comparisons to the isolated compounds
(Fig. S10, S11 and S90–S96†). HRESI(+)MS of 13 (m/z 501.2539
[M + H]+) indicated a decrease of C2H4 compared to 12. The 1H
NMR signals for 13 (Fig. S97†) were also significantly broad-
ened. Based on HRESI(+)MS and HSQC analysis (Fig. S97†), we
hypothesised that 13 may be the corresponding N1-benzoyl
analogue, which was confirmed by comparing to synthetic 13
obtained by derivatisation of synthetic 11 with benzoyl chlor-
ide (see ESI†).

Simple truncation of the hkm cluster has surprisingly gener-
ated more molecular diversity than expected. The observation
of the additional metabolites 9–13 in A. nidulans expressing
hkm4–12 is particularly interesting. While production of des-
acetyl analogue 7 was expected with the lack of hkm3 acetyl-
tranferase gene, and 8 can be explained as the methylenedioxy
version of 4, the observation of dicinnamoylated 9 was unex-
pected. This suggests that NRPS Hkm11 has the flexibility to
tolerate the bulky 7 as a substrate and the absence of the acetyl-
transferase Hkm3 opens up the opportunity for Hkm11 to
introduce a second N-cinnamoyl moiety. Even more curiously,
the A. nidulans hkm4–12 strain produced a parallel family of
unsubstituted 2,5-dibenzylpiperazines, xenocockiamides
10–13, which were not observed in either the A. nidulans strain

Fig. 4 Heterologous expression of the truncated hkm cluster in
A. nidulans. (A) Extracted ion chromatograms (EICs) showing the pro-
duction of 1 and 4 from A. nidulans transformants expressing truncated
hkm gene clusters. (B) LCMS traces showing the production of 7 from
A. nidulans expressing hkm4–12. Asterisk indicates unrelated peak. (C)
Structures of hancockiamides G–I (7–9) and xenocockaimides A–D
(10–13).
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expressing the full hkm cluster or in the native producer
A. hancockii. This suggests that the acetylation of 1-N could be
important in controlling the biosynthetic efficacy of the han-
cockiamide pathway. Alternatively, either removal of hkm1–3
has an epistatic effect on other cluster genes or optimal activi-
ties of the 4-hydroxy-3,5-dimethoxy- and methylenedioxy-
forming enzymes are somehow linked to the presence of the
acetyltransferase Hkm3, perhaps via protein–protein inter-
actions, as we observed in elsinochrome biosynthesis.27 These
induced pleiotropic effects highlight the strategies employed
by Nature for diversifying and shaping metabolite distri-
butions arising from a single biosynthetic pathway and how
heterologous partial gene cluster expression can be used not
only for pathway elucidation, but also as a powerful tool for
the rapid generation of new natural product analogues.

Confirmation of monomodular NRPS Hkm11 as the N-trans-
cinnamoyl transferase and Hkm5 as the methylenedioxy-
forming cytochrome P450

To further corroborate the function of NRPS Hkm11, we
expressed the intron-free hkm11 under the ADH2 promoter in
Saccharomyces cerevisiae BJ5464-NpgA.28 Upon feeding 4 and
trans-cinnamic acid to this strain, the production of 1 was
clearly observed (Fig. 5A), which suggested that Hkm11 was
successfully expressed in the yeast strain and can transfer cin-
namic acid onto 4 to form 1. We then purified the recombi-
nant C-terminal His-tagged Hkm11 from S. cerevisiae (Fig. S5†)
and assayed its activity in vitro. In the presence of Hkm11, 4
and trans-cinnamic acid were converted into 1 (Fig. 5A), thus
confirming that Hkm11 activates and transfers cinnamic acid
onto 4 to form 1. Thus, Hkm11 represents the first example of
a fungal NRPS that can activate and transfer a trans-cinnamic
acid moiety.

Next, we attempted to determine the enzyme that catalyses
the methylenedioxy bridge formation in 3. The 1,3-benzodiox-
ole moiety is commonly found in plant lignans29 and alka-
loids.30 Previous studies have demonstrated that the formation
of the methylenedioxy bridge in plant natural products is cata-
lysed by cytochrome P450 enzymes.31,32 Given that the hkm
cluster also encodes a cytochrome P450 (Hkm5), we then pro-
posed that the methylenedioxy bridge in hancockiamides
could be formed by Hkm5. To interrogate the function of
Hkm5, we heterologously expressed hkm5 under the alcohol-
inducible promoter PalcA in A. nidulans. Compared to the
control, when A. nidulans expressing hkm5 was fed 1, the pro-
duction of 7 was clearly observed (Fig. 5B). We further showed
that A. nidulans expressing hkm5 can partially convert 2 and 4
into their corresponding methylenedioxy-containing products
3 and 8, respectively (Fig. 5B and Fig. S6†). This clearly demon-
strated that the formation methylenedioxy bridge was catalysed
by Hkm5. These results also suggest that, in vivo, the biosyn-
thesis of 3 likely proceeds via a branched pathway.

Based on the above results, we then proposed a biosynthetic
pathway to the hancockiamides. Previous studies have shown
that fungal monomodular NRPSs catalyse piperazine for-
mation by first activating and reducing two molecules of

L-tyrosine (L-Tyr) to the amino aldehydes and then forming the
coupled 2,5-dihydropyrazine, which can be reduced to the
piperazine by an NmrA-like reductase.21,22 Accordingly, in the
hkm cluster, the NRPS Hkm10 and the NmrA-like reductase
Hkm9 are proposed to convert two molecules of L-Phe to the
corresponding piperazine 10 (Scheme 1). Notably, the discov-
ery of 10–13 from A. nidulans expressing hkm4–12 further sup-
ported the hypothesis that the hancockiamides are biosynthe-
sised from two molecules of L-Phe.

Proceeding from 10 to 4 should involve a series of hydroxy-
lations and O-methylations. Scanning the remaining biosyn-
thetic genes in hkm gene cluster, we proposed that a tyrosinase
encoded by hkm6 should catalyse an aromatic hydroxylation,
then a 2-oxoglutarate (2OG)-dependent Fe(II) dioxygenase
encoded by hkm4 and an FAD-dependent phenol hydroxylase
encoded by hkm7 could catalyse consecutive hydroxylations to
install two more hydroxy groups, and a methyltransferase
encoded by hkm8 could catalyse two methylations using two
molecules of S-adenosyl-L-methionine (SAM). Subsequently, 4

Fig. 5 In vivo and in vitro verification of the functions of Hkm11 and
Hkm5. (A) LCMS analysis showing in vivo and in vitro verification of
Hkm11 using Saccharomyces cerevisiae (S.c.) expressing hkm11 and the
purified Hkm11 (B) EICs showing A. nidulans (A.n.) expressing hkm5 con-
verted 1 and 2 into 7 and 3, respectively.
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can be enzymatically converted into 1–3 by Hkm3, Hkm5,
Hkm11 and Hkm12 (Scheme 1).

Bioactivity of hancockiamides and xenocockiamide

Equipped with a range of hancockiamide analogues, we tested
1–13 for in vitro antibacterial, antifungal, antiparasitic, cyto-
toxic and herbicidal activities (Table S22†). Notably, 1 and 4
displayed potent cytotoxic activity against murine myeloma
NS-1 cells (MIC at 1.6 and 3.1 μg mL−1) but were inactive
against neonatal foreskin fibroblasts, suggesting a potential
antitumour application. More interestingly, compound 3, the
likely end metabolite of hkm pathway, showed potent
Arabidopsis thaliana seed anti-germination activity (MIC at
6.3 μg mL−1), but was inactive against the monocot Eragrostis
tef seed, suggesting that 3 could be a herbicidal lead targeting
monocots. We propose that the herbicidal activity of 3 could
be due to its phenylpropanoid-like structural features, which
may act on the plant lignan pathways, and hence warrants
further investigations.

Production of novel hancockiamides by exploiting the
substrate promiscuity of Hkm11

Motivated by the bioactivities of the hancockiamides and to
take advantage of the biosynthesis, we then attempted to test
the substrate flexibility of Hkm11 and to explore the possibili-
ties for accessing more unusual hancockiamides by adding un-
natural cinnamic acid congeners. We used S. cerevisiae expres-
sing hkm11 to perform precursor feeding assays via feeding 4
and trans-cinnamic acid congener. As a result, we have tested
14 cinnamic acid congeners (Table S6†) and found that
Hkm11 is capable of activating and transferring (E)-3-(2-
thienyl)acrylic acid (Fig. 6A), (E)-3-(2-furyl)acrylic acid (Fig. 6B)
and (E)-3-(3-thienyl)acrylic acid (Fig. 6C) onto 4 to generate the
corresponding novel hancockiamides congeners 14–16,
respectively. Interestingly, while Hkm11 can activate and trans-

fer acids smaller than cinnamic acid, larger molecules, such as
caffeic acid, 3,4,5-trimethoxycinnamic acid, and 2,5-dimethoxy-
cinnamic acid could not be incorporated (Table S6†). The pro-
duction of unnatural hancockiamides 14–16 as new congeners

Scheme 1 Proposed biosynthesis of hancockiamides and xenocockiamides.

Fig. 6 Production of unnatural hancockiamide congeners by precursor
feeding experiments. (A) Production of 14. (i) S. cerevisiae expressing
hkm11 fed with 4 and (E)-3-(2-thienyl)acrylic acid; (ii) S. cerevisiae
control fed with 4 and (E)-3-(2-thienyl)acrylic acid. (B) Production of 15.
(i) S. cerevisiae expressing hkm11 fed with 4 and (E)-3-(2-furyl)acrylic
acid; (ii) S. cerevisiae control fed with 4 and (E)-3-(2-furyl)acrylic acid.
(C) Production of 16. (i) S. cerevisiae expressing hkm11 fed with 4 and
(E)-3-(3-thienyl)acrylic acid; (ii) S. cerevisiae control fed with 4 and (E)-
3-(3-thienyl)acrylic acid.
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expands the post-modification diversity of 4, and the discovery
of substrate tolerance for Hkm11 suggests that it could be an
efficient tool for enzymatic synthesis of additional hancockia-
mides through directed evolution of Hkm11.

Genome mining of hkm-like biosynthetic gene clusters

Considering the bioactivities exhibited by some of the han-
cockiamides, we attempted to search for homologous biosyn-
thetic gene clusters in other fungi. Using the antiSMASH33

ClusterBlast algorithm, we discovered three homologous gene
clusters in Uncinocarpus reesii 1704, Penicillium brasilianum,
and Neosartorya fischeri NRRL 181 (Fig. 7). The core genes that
are conserved across all species are hkm10, hkm9, hkm4, hkm6,
hkm7 and hkm8, which are responsible for the production of
hancockiamide D (4). The U. reesii genome also encodes hom-
ologues of Hkm11, Hkm12 and Hkm3, while lacking the P450
Hkm5 required for methylenedioxy bridge formation. This
suggests that U. reesii should have the potential to encode the
production of 2-like N-trans-cinnamoyl- and N-acetyl-substi-
tuted piperazines, but without the methylenedioxy bridge. By
contrast, the homologous gene clusters in P. brasilianum and
N. fischeri lack homologues of the PAL Hkm12 and the NRPS
Hkm11, which are responsible for installation of the N-trans-
cinnamoyl group. Instead, P. brasilianum encodes two acetyl-
transferases, which suggests that P. brasilianum may produce
4-like compounds that contain two N-acetyl groups. Indeed,
P. brasilianum has been reported to produce brasiliamides,34,35

thus it is likely that the PMG11_02954 cluster identified here is
the candidate gene cluster for brasiliamide. More recently,
during the preparation of this manuscript, the biosynthetic
gene cluster responsible for brasiliamide biosynthesis has
been reported from P. brasilianum WZXY-M122-9.36 That study
showed that a clavaminic acid synthetase (CAS)–like Fe(II)/2OG
oxygenase BrsJ catalyses the piperazine ring cleavage, although
the homologue of BrsJ was not found in the hkm cluster. This
could explain the presence of the open-ring 6 as a minor
product in A. hancockii culture. Likewise, it is reasonable to
predict that N. fischeri may encode the 8-like methylenedioxy-
containing piperazines as N. fischeri encodes the homologue
of P450 Hkm5. Indeed, the methylenedioxy-containing

brasiliamides G37 and H38 have been reported from
N. pseudofischeri and N. hiratsukae, respectively.

Using the cblaster39 tool for deep genome mining, we
found additional homologous gene clusters in the NCBI
GenBank database, e.g. A. udagawae and Penicillium arizonense
(Fig. 7 and S7†). Based on the biosynthesis for hancockiamides
established in this study and earlier works,21,22 we propose
that the previously reported fungal phenylpropanoids
nigerazines,40,41 helvamide42 and chrysosporazines43,44

(Fig. S8†) should be encoded by similar biosynthetic gene
cluster and biosynthesised in a similar manner to the
hancockiamides.

Conclusions

In conclusion, we have discovered a group of six phenylpropa-
noid-like piperazine alkaloids, hancockiamides A–F (1–6),
together with seven heterologously produced piperazines
(7–13). The N-trans-cinnamoyl moiety, which is rare among
fungal natural products, was shown to be supplied by a dedi-
cated PAL encoded in the hkm cluster and transferred to the
piperazine scaffold by an unprecedented monomodular NRPS
Hkm11. This represents a unique example of the merging of
the phenylpropanoid and NRPS pathways. Furthermore, a
novel fungal P450 was shown to form the methylenedioxy
bridge from a phenolic methoxy and the ortho-phenolic
hydroxy groups, analogous to the plant methylenedioxy-
forming P450 in the biosynthesis of sesamin.31,32 Importantly,
acetyltransferase gene hkm3 proved to be important for
pathway metabolite distribution, with its omission leading to
the production of a parallel family of 2,5-dibenzylpiperazines,
the xenocockiamides. This study provides biosynthetic insights
into the expanding family of N-cinnamoyl/benzoyl-substituted
piperazine metabolites, and paves way for uncovering
additional such piperazines via genome mining.
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Fig. 7 Homologous biosynthetic gene clusters conserved in other fungi. (A) Selected homologous gene clusters; homologues are in same colours
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Aspergillus banksianus Pitt, sp. nov.
 Etymology.	Named	for	the	Australian	endemic	tree	Banksia integrifolia, 
from	the	rhizosphere	of	which	this	species	was	isolated.

	 Classification	—	Aspergillaceae, Eurotiales, Eurotiomycetes.

	 Culture	characteristics	—	Czapek	yeast	extract	agar	(CYA),	
25	°C,	7	d:	Colonies	25–30	mm	diam,	low	and	dense,	plane	
or	irregularly	wrinkled,	with	narrow	margins	of	white	mycelium;	
conidiogenesis moderate to heavy, dark grey to dark grey blue 
(M.	24–25D–E2–3);	exudate	absent,	soluble	pigment	brown;	
reverse	Deep	Green	(M.	29F3–4).	MEA,	25	°C,	7	d:	Colonies	
40–45	mm	diam,	low	and	plane,	with	wide	uncoloured	margins,	
light to heavily sporing, coloured as on CYA or slightly greener 
(M.	26D3);	exudate	and	soluble	pigment	absent;	reverse	cen-
trally	Dark	Green	(M.	27F5),	paler	towards	the	margins.	25	%	
Glycerol	nitrate	agar	(G25N),	25	°C,	7	d:	Colonies	up	to	5	mm	
diam,	of	white	mycelium.	37	°C,	CYA,	7	d:	Colonies	40–45	mm	
diam,	heavily	sporing,	dull	green	to	grey	green;	reverse	dark	
green,	greyish	green	or	black.
Conidiophores borne from aerial hyphae, sometimes unbranch-
ed,	and	then	(5–)50–120	×	2.5–3	µm,	sometimes	bearing	a	
short	lateral	stipe	10–40	µm	long	as	well;	broadening	slowly	
to	spathulate	vesicles,	5–15	µm	diam,	fertile	area	character-
istically hemispherical but sometimes asymmetrical to give 
a	 ‘nodding’	 appearance.	Phialides	 short	 and	 stout,	 3.5–6	× 
2.5–3	µm,	with	narrow	bases	and	very	short	narrow	necks,	
sometimes	almost	ellipsoidal.	Conidia	2.5–3	µm	diam,	smooth	
to	finely	roughened,	borne	in	short	disordered	chains,	separat-
ing	in	wet	mounts.	
Media	formulations	are	from	Pitt	&	Hocking	(2009);	(M.)	colours	
are	from	Kornerup	&	Wanscher	(1978).	

 Typus.	AuStrAliA,	New	South	Wales,	Collaroy,	 from	 rhizosphere	 soil	
beneath a specimen tree of the endemic species Banksia integrifolia (Pro-
teaceae),	 2004,	A.-L. Markovina	 (holotype	DAR	85042,	 cultures	 ex-type	
FRR	6047	=	MST	FP2248;	ITS,	BenA, CaM and RPB2	sequences	GenBank	
MH280013,	MT184780,	MT184786,	MT184792,	MycoBank	MB835223).

	 Notes	—	Aspergillus banksianus clusters in Aspergillus sub-
genus Fumigati, in a small clade that includes A. brevipes and 
A. duricaulis,	with	which	it	shares	slow	growth	at	25	°C,	green	
conidial colouration and intermittent production of asymmetrical 
fruiting	structures.	Colonies	of	A. banksianus on CYA have a 
deep green reverse colour, in contrast with A. duricaulis,	‘color-
less	to	pinkish	drab’	or	A. brevipes	‘becoming	purple-red’	(Raper	
&	Fennell	1965).	Molecularly,	A. banksianus is particularly close 
to A. quadricinctus, from which the most obvious difference is 
lack of the Neosartorya sexual	morph.	Aspergillus banksianus 
when	grown	on	agar,	liquid	media	or	grain,	displays	a	unique	
chemotaxonomic	profile	comprising	banksialactones	A-I,	and	
banksiamarins A and B, which are not present in the closely 
related species A. quadricinctus and A. duricaulis	(Chaudhary	
et	al.	2018).	Aspergillus banksianus also produces known meta- 
bolites clearanol and dothideomynone A, together with the pig-
ments	endocrocin	and	questin	previously	reported	from	other	
Aspergillus	species.

 Colour illustrations.	A	specimen	 tree	of	 the	endemic	species	Banksia 
integrifolia, planted on a street in Collaroy, NSW, from under which a soil 
sample included A. banksianus.	Colonies	grown	on	CYA	(upper)	and	malt	
extract	agar	(MEA)	(lower)	for	7	d	at	25	°C;	fruiting	structures	and	conidia.	
Scale	bars	=	10	µm	(fruiting	structures)	and	5	µm	(conidia).

John	I.	Pitt	&	Ernest	Lacey,	Microbial	Screening	Technologies,	28	Percival	Rd,	Smithfield,	NSW	2164,	Australia;	
e-mail: jipitt@microbialscreening.com	&	elacey@microbialscreening.com

Cameron	L.M.	Gilchrist	&	Yit-Heng	Chooi,	School	of	Chemistry	and	Biochemistry,	University	of	Western	Australia,	Perth,	WA	6009,	Australia;	
e-mail:	cameron.gilchrist@research.uwa.edu.au	&	yitheng.chooi@uwa.edu.au

A maximum likelihood tree inferred from the combined ITS, BenA, CaM and 
RPB2	sequences	of	taxa	within	Aspergillus	sect.	Fumigati.	The	combined	
sequence	alignment	was	partitioned	by	marker;	substitution	models	for	each	
partition were chosen according to the Bayesian Information Criteria using 
ModelTest-NG	v.	0.1.6	(Darriba	et	al.	2020).	The	TrN+I	model	was	used	for	
ITS	sequences,	K80+G4	for	BenA,	TrNef+G4	for	CaM	and	TIM2ef+I+G4	for	
RPB2.	The	tree	was	constructed	using	RAxML-NG	v.	0.9.0	(Kozlov	et	al.	
2019).	Bootstrap	support	values	are	derived	from	1	000	bootstrap	replicates.	
Alignment	available	in	TreeBASE	(study	S25912).
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Fungal	Planet	1063	–	29	June	2020

Aspergillus kumbius Pitt, sp. nov.
 Etymology.	Named	for	the	small	town	of	Kumbia,	South	Burnett	District,	
Queensland,	Australia,	near	where	this	species	was	collected.

	 Classification	—	Aspergillaceae, Eurotiales, Eurotiomycetes.

Conidiophores	borne	from	aerial	hyphae,	stipes	300–400(–600)	
×	5–6	µm,	uncoloured	to	pale	brown,	smooth	walled.	Vesicles 
spherical,	15–25	µm	diam,	fertile	over	the	upper	hemisphere	
or	two	thirds;	metulae	6–8	×	2.5–3.0	µm;	phialides	acerose,	
7–8	×	2.0–2.2	µm.	Conidia	spherical,	2.2–2.5	µm	diam,	walls	
smooth	to	finally	roughened,	borne	in	disordered	chains.
	 Culture	characteristics	—	Czapek	yeast	extract	agar	(CYA),	
25	°C,	7	d:	Colonies	45–50	mm	diam,	plane,	low	and	relatively	
sparse,	lightly	sulcate,	velutinous;	margins	entire,	wide;	myce-
lium	white	to	pale	yellow;	abundant	sclerotia	borne	on	the	agar	
surface,	white	at	first,	at	maturity	pale	orange	to	orange	grey	
(M.	 5A–B3),	 spherical	 or	 near,	 400–800	µm	diam;	 conidial	
production	sparse,	pale	yellow	brown	(M.	4–5A3);	clear	to	pale	
brown	exudate	produced;	soluble	pigment	absent;	reverse	pale	
yellow.	Malt	extract	agar	(MEA),	25	°C,	7	d:	Colonies	50–55	mm	
diam,	low,	plane,	sparse	and	velutinous;	margins	subsurface,	
entire;	mycelium	inconspicuous,	white	 to	pale	yellow	brown;	
sclerotia moderately abundant, as on CYA except sometimes 
enveloped	 in	 fine	white	 hyphae;	 conidial	 production	 light,	
yellow	brown	(M.	4A–B3),	exudate	and	soluble	pigment	not	
produced;	reverse	uncoloured	to	pale	orange.	25	%	Glycerol	
nitrate	agar	(G25N),	25	°C,	7	d:	Colonies	26–30	mm	diam,	of	
white	mycelium;	reverse	uncoloured.	37	°C,	CYA,	7	d:	Colonies	
6–12	mm	diam,	of	white	mycelium,	reverse	pale.

Media	formulations	are	from	Pitt	&	Hocking	(2009);	(M.)	capi-
talised	colours	and	notations	are	from	Kornerup	&	Wanscher	
(1978).

 Typus. AuStrAliA,	Queensland,	Kumbia,	from	rhizosphere	soil	beneath	
pasture, 2004, J.I. Pitt	(holotype	DAR	85044,	cultures	ex-type	FRR	6049	=	
MST	FP2250	 =	CBS	 146722;	 ITS,	BenA, CaM and RPB2	 sequences	
GenBank	MT179307,	MT184782,	MT184788	and	MT184794,	MycoBank	
MB835225).

	 Notes	—	Aspergillus kumbius belongs in Aspergillus sub-
genus Circumdati	sect.	Circumdati. Molecularly, it is very close 
to Aspergillus bridgeri and A, subramanianii. It is distinguished 
by	rapid	growth	at	25	°C	with	abundant	buff	coloured	spherical	
sclerotia.	When	grown	on	agar,	liquid	media	or	grain,	A. kum-
bius	 displays	 a	 unique	 chemotaxonomic	 profile	 including	
kumbicins	A–D,	which	are	not	present	 in	 the	closely	related	
species A. bridgeri, A. subramanianii, A. salwaensis, A. persii 
or A. sclerotiorum.	Aspergillus kumbius also produces known 
metabolites	asterriquinol	D	dimethyl	ether,	petromurins	C	and	
D,	aspochracin,	JBIR-15,	and	neohydroxyaspergillic	acid,	com-
pounds previously reported from other Aspergillus	species.

 Colour illustrations.	A	scene	of	pasture	near	Kumbia,	Queensland,	similar	
to	the	one	from	which	this	species	was	described.	Colonies	grown	on	CYA	
(left)	and	MEA	(right)	for	7	d	at	25	°C;	fruiting	structures	and	conidia.	Scale	
bars	=	20	µm	(fruiting	structures)	and	5	µm	(conidia).	

John	I.	Pitt,	Heather	J.	Lacey	&	Ernest	Lacey,	Microbial	Screening	Technologies,	28	Percival	Rd,	Smithfield,	NSW	2164,	Australia;	
e-mail:	jipitt@microbialscreening.com, hlacey@microbialscreening.com	&	elacey@microbialscreening.com

Cameron	L.M.	Gilchrist	&	Yit-Heng	Chooi,	School	of	Chemistry	and	Biochemistry,	University	of	Western	Australia,	Perth,	WA	6009,	Australia;	
email:	cameron.gilchrist@research.uwa.edu.au	&	yitheng.chooi@uwa.edu.au

A maximum likelihood tree inferred from the combined ITS, BenA and CaM 
sequences	of	 taxa	within	Aspergillus	sect.	Circumdati.	The	combined	se-
quence	alignment	was	partitioned	by	marker;	substitution	models	for	each	
partition were chosen according to the Bayesian Information Criteria using 
ModelTest-NG	v.	0.1.6	(Darriba	et	al.	2020).	The	HKY	model	was	used	for	ITS	
sequences,	K80+G4	for	BenA	and	K80	for	CaM.	The	tree	was	constructed	
using	RAxML-NG	v.	0.9.0	(Kozlov	et	al.	2019).	Bootstrap	support	values	are	
derived	from	1	000	bootstrap	replicates.	Alignment	available	in	TreeBASE	
(study	S25913).
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Fungal	Planet	1064	–	29	June	2020

Aspergillus luteorubrus Pitt, sp. nov.

 Colour illustrations.	View	out	over	White	Mountains	National	Park.	Colo-
nies of Aspergillus luteorubrus grown on CYA, left obverse, right reverse, 
for	7	d	at	25	°C;	fruiting	structures	and	conidia.	Scale	bar	=	5	µm.

John	I.	Pitt	&	Ernest	Lacey,	Microbial	Screening	Technologies,	28	Percival	Rd,	Smithfield,	NSW	2164,	Australia;	
e-mail:	jipitt@microbialscreening.com	&	elacey@microbialscreening.com

Cameron	L.M.	Gilchrist	&	Yit-Heng	Chooi,	School	of	Chemistry	and	Biochemistry,	University	of	Western	Australia,	Perth,	WA	6009,	Australia;	
e-mail:	cameron.gilchrist@research.uwa.edu.au & yitheng.chooi@uwa.edu.au

 Etymology.	Named	for	the	colony	colours	on	CYA	plates:	Latin	 luteus, 
yellow and ruber,	red.

	 Classification	—	Aspergillaceae, Eurotiales, Eurotiomycetes.

Conidiophores	borne	from	aerial	hyphae,	slender,	(40–)100–
200(–300)	×	2–2.5	µm,	with	thin	smooth	walls,	enlarging	slowly	
to	very	small	spathulate	vesicles,	4–6(–7)	µm	diam;	bearing	
few	short	phialides,	5–7	×	2.5–3	µm.	Conidia	spherical,	2–2.5	
µm	diam,	smooth-walled,	borne	in	short	disordered	chains.
	 Culture	characteristics	—	Czapek	yeast	extract	agar	(CYA),	
25	°C,	7	d:	Colonies	38–42	mm	diam,	dense	and	velutinous,	
plane	or	lightly	wrinkled;	margins	low	to	moderately	deep,	entire;	
mycelium	pale	yellow	(M.	3–4A2–3);	sporulation	very	light,	in- 
conspicuous	or	 pale	 brown	 (M.	 near	 4B3);	 exudate	absent,	
soluble	 pigment	 sometimes	produced,	 pale	 yellow;	 reverse	
bright yellow at the margins, otherwise intensely coloured, 
Cadmium	Orange	to	Brownish	Red	(M.	5–8A–C8).	Malt	extract	
agar	(MEA),	25	°C,	7	d:	Colonies	50–60	mm	diam,	plane,	dense	
and	velutinous	to	floccose;	mycelium	white	to	very	pale	yellow,	
in	age	becoming	bright	yellow	(M.	4A3)	centrally;	sporulation	
inconspicuous;	exudate	and	soluble	pigment	absent;	reverse	
centrally	Cadmium	Orange	 (M.	 5–6A–B7–8),	 paler	 yellow	
(M.	4A4–4A8)	towards	the	margins.	25	%	Glycerol	nitrate	agar	
(G25N),	 25	°C,	 7	d:	Colonies	10–12	mm	diam;	pale	 yellow.	
37	°C,	CYA,	7	d:	Colonies	55–60	mm	diam,	of	white	or	pale	
yellow	mycelium;	reverse	Amber	to	Yolk	Yellow	(M.	between	3	 
and	4B7–8).

Media	formulations	are	from	Pitt	&	Hocking	(2009);	(M.)	capi-
talised	colours	and	notation	are	 from	Kornerup	&	Wanscher	
(1978).

 Typus.	AuStrAliA,	Queensland,	White	Mountains	National	Park,	from	soil	
in a dry creek bed, 2004, J.I. Pitt	(holotype	DAR	85045,	cultures	ex-type	FRR	
5427	=	MST	FP2246	=	CBS	146723;	ITS,	BenA, CaM and RPB2	sequences	
MT179305,	MT184781,	MT184787	and	MT184793,	MycoBank	MB835226).	

	 Notes	—	Aspergillus luteorubrus clusters in Aspergillus	subg.	
Fumigati, near A. fennelliae.	This	heterothallic	species	produ-
ces cleistothecia and ascospores characteristic of the sexual  
genus Neosartorya.	As	only	a	single	strain	of	A. luteobrunneus 
is known, it is not clear whether this is an asexual species or, 
perhaps	more	likely,	heterothallic.	Aspergillus luteorubrus differs 
from this and other closely related species in colony colours, 
conidial	size,	shape	and	ornamentation.	Differences	also	exist	
in	molecular	phylogeny	and	chemistry	(unpubl.	data).

A maximum likelihood tree inferred from the combined BenA, CaM and 
actin	sequences	of	 taxa	within	Aspergillus	 sect.	Fumigati.	The	combined	
sequence	 alignment	was	 partitioned	 by	marker;	 substitution	models	 for	
each partition were chosen according to the corrected Information Criteria 
using	ModelTest-NG	v.	0.1.6	(Darriba	et	al.	2020).	The	K80+G4	was	used	
for BenA	sequences,	K80+G4	for	CaM	and	TPM+I	for	actin.	The	tree	was	
constructed	using	RAxML-NG	v.	0.9.0	(Kozlov	et	al.	2019).	Bootstrap	support	
values	are	derived	from	1	000	bootstrap	replicates.	Alignment	in	TreeBASE	
(study	S25915).
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 Etymology.	Named	for	the	distinctive	colour	of	the	conidia.	Latin	malvi-
color,	mauve.

	 Classification	—	Aspergillaceae, Eurotiales, Eurotiomycetes.

Conidiophores borne from subsurface or surface hyphae, sti-
pes	non-septate,	700–1000	×	8–10	µm,	with	thick,	pale	brown	
walls,	often	finely	roughened,	with	small	and	undistinguished	
footcells.	Vesicles	 35–50	µm	diam,	 sometimes	with	pinkish	
walls, bearing metulae and phialides over the entire surface 
area.	Metulae	mostly	8–10(–20)	×	3–3.5(–5)	µm;	phialides	
closely	packed,	acerose,	8–10	×	2–2.5	µm.	Conidia spherical, 
small,	2–2.2(–2.5)	µm	diam,	with	smooth	to	finely	roughened	
walls,	borne	in	radiate	heads.	
	 Culture	characteristics	—	Czapek	yeast	extract	agar	(CYA),	
25	°C,	7	d:	Colonies	35–40	mm	diam,	plane	or	lightly	radially	
sulcate,	low	to	moderately	deep;	margins	low,	entire;	mycelium	
inconspicuous;	 conidiogenesis	 heavy,	 coloured	 pink	 at	 the	
margins,	grading	to	Greyish	Magenta	(M.	13C3)	at	the	centres;	
colourless	 exudate	 sometimes	 produced;	 soluble	 pigment	
absent;	 reverse	 brown	 or	 pinkish	 brown.	Malt	 extract	 agar	
(MEA),	25	°C,	7	d:	Colonies	50–55	mm	diam,	low,	plane	and	
relatively	sparse;	margins	subsurface	to	entire,	low;	mycelium	
pink	or	brown;	sporulation	heavy,	coloured	as	on	CYA;	exudate	
and	soluble	pigment	absent;	reverse	yellow	brown.	25	%	Glyc-
erol	nitrate	agar	(G25N),	25	°C,	7	d:	Colonies	20–25	mm	diam,	
low and dense, mycelium inconspicuous, moderately sporing in 
pink	shades,	reverse	pinkish	brown.	37	°C,	CYA,	7	d:	Colonies	
15–20	mm	diam,	of	pinkish	brown	mycelium,	reverse	pale	to	
brown.

Media	formulations	are	from	Pitt	&	Hocking	(2009);	(M.)	colour	
is	from	Kornerup	&	Wanscher	(1978).

 Typus.	AuStrAliA,	Queensland,	Kingaroy,	from	rhizosphere	soil	beneath	a	
commercial	crop	of	peanuts	(Arachis hypogaea),	1979,	A.D. Hocking	(holo-
type	DAR	85046,	cultures	ex-type	FRR	2383	=	MST	FP2244	=	CBS	146724;	
ITS, BenA, CaM, RPB2	 sequences	GenBank	MT179308,	MT184784,	
MT184790, MT184796,	MycoBank	MB835227).

	 Notes	—	Aspergillus malvicolor clusters in Aspergillus	subg.	
Circumdati,	sect.	Circumdati, where it is related to A. ochraceus.	
It differs from all described species of Aspergillus by the mauve 
colour	of	its	conidia.	Phylogenetically,	the	nearest	related	spe-
cies is A. neobridgeri, from which it is distinguished by conidial 
colour,	by	growth	rate	at	37	°C,	and	in	metabolite	production	
(unpubl.	data).

 Colour illustrations.	A	commercial	peanut	crop,	near	Kingaroy,	Queensland,	
similar	to	the	one	from	under	which	this	species	was	described.	Colonies	
grown	on	CYA	(left)	and	MEA	(right)	for	7	d	at	25	°C;	fruiting	structures	and	
conidia.	Scale	bars	=	50	µm	(fruiting	structures)	and	5	µm	(conidia).

John	I.	Pitt	&	Ernest	Lacey,	Microbial	Screening	Technologies,	28	Percival	Rd,	Smithfield,	NSW	2164,	Australia;	
e-mail: jipitt@microbialscreening.com &	elacey@microbialscreening.com

Ailsa	D.	Hocking,	CSIRO	Agriculture	and	Food,	North	Ryde,	NSW	2113,	Australia;	e-mail:	Ailsa.Hocking@csiro.au
Cameron	L.M.	Gilchrist	&	Yit-Heng	Chooi,	School	of	Chemistry	and	Biochemistry,	University	of	Western	Australia,	Perth,	WA	6009,	Australia;	

e-mail: cameron.gilchrist@research.uwa.edu.au	&	yitheng.chooi@uwa.edu.au

Fungal	Planet	1065	–	29	June	2020

Aspergillus malvicolor	A.D.	Hocking,	sp. nov.

A maximum likelihood tree inferred from the combined ITS, BenA, CaM and 
RPB2	sequences	of	taxa	within	Aspergillus	sect.	Circumdati.	The	combined	
sequence	alignment	was	partitioned	by	marker;	substitution	models	for	each	
partition were chosen according to the Bayesian Information Criteria using 
ModelTest-NG	v.	0.1.6	(Darriba	et	al.	2020).	The	TrNef+I	model	was	used	
for	ITS	sequences,	K80+G4	for	BenA,	TrNef+G4	for	CaM and RPB2.	The	
tree	was	constructed	using	RAxML-NG	v.	0.9.0	(Kozlov	et	al.	2019).	Boot-
strap	support	values	are	derived	from	1	000	bootstrap	replicates.	Alignment	
available	in	TreeBASE	(study	S25914).
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Fungal	Planet	1066	–	29	June	2020

Aspergillus nanangensis Pitt, sp. nov. 
 Etymology.	Named	 for	 the	 town	of	Nanango,	South	Burnett	District,	
Queensland,	Australia,	near	which	this	species	was	collected.

	 Classification	—	Aspergillaceae, Eurotiales, Eurotiomycetes.

Conidiophores	borne	from	surface	hyphae,	200–400	×	7–9	µm,	 
with thick, smooth, pale yellow walls, bearing very small vesi-
cles.	Vesicles	9–12	µm	diam,	ellipsoidal	to	somewhat	irregular,	
bearing metulae and phialides over almost all of the vesicle 
surface, but sometimes bent to form only a hemispherical 
head;	metulae	7–8	×	2.2–2.5	µm;	phialides	ampulliform	7–8	
×	2.2–2.5	µm.	Conidia	spherical,	2.8–3.5	µm	diam,	with	walls	
varying from almost smooth to conspicuously spiny, borne in 
compact	spherical	heads,	even	at	age.
	 Culture	characteristics	—	Czapek	yeast	extract	agar	(CYA),	
25	°C,	7	d:	Colonies	growing	slowly,	13–17	mm	diam,	rather	
sparse,	lightly	floccose;	margins	narrow	and	entire;	mycelium	
white	to	off	white;	conidial	production	light,	pale	greenish	grey	
(M.	25–26C3);	exudate	and	soluble	pigment	absent;	reverse	
greyish	orange	(M.	5B3–4).	Malt	extract	agar	(MEA),	25	°C,	
7	d:	Colonies	growing	slowly,	10–14	mm	diam,	low,	dense	and	
velutinous;	margins	narrow,	entire;	mycelium	white;	 conidial	
production	heavy,	dark	green	near	Bottle	Green	(M.	26F3–4);	
exudate	and	soluble	pigment	absent;	reverse	brownish	orange	
(M.	5C3).	25	%	Glycerol	nitrate	agar	(G25N),	25	°C,	7	d:	Co-
lonies	3–5	mm	diam,	of	white	mycelium	only.	37	°C,	CYA,	7	d:	
No	growth.

Media	formulations	are	from	Pitt	&	Hocking	(2009);	(M.)	colours	
are	from	Kornerup	&	Wanscher	(1978).	

 Typus. AuStrAliA,	Queensland,	Nanango,	 from	undisturbed	forest	soil,	
2004, J.I. Pitt	(holotype	DAR	84903,	cultures	ex-type	CBS	146238	=	FRR	
6048	=	MST	FP2251;	 ITS,	BenA, CaM and RPB2	 sequences	GenBank	
MK979278,	MT184783,	MT184789	and	MT184795,	MycoBank	MB836001).

	 Notes	—	Aspergillus nanangensis clusters in Aspergillus 
clade Jani, a small clade within Aspergillus	subg.	Circumdati, 
but	is	molecularly	distinct.	It	is	close	to	Aspergillus janus and 
Aspergillus brevijanus, but differs from both by lack of the 
larger	white	 conidial	 heads	 that	 characterise	 these	species.	
Culturally, growth rates of A. nanangensis on standard media 
are	much	slower.	Microscopically,	A. nanangensis produces 
smaller	vesicles,	fertile	over	a	reduced	area.	When	grown	on	
agar,	liquid	media	or	grain,	A. nanangensis	displays	a	unique	
chemotaxonomic	profile	comprising	isonanangenine	B	and	D,	
nanangelenin,	nanangenic	acid,	nanangenines	A–H	and	nan-
oxepin not present in the closely related species A. janus and 
A. brevijanus (Lacey	et	al.	2019).	Aspergillus nanangensis also 
produces	known	metabolites	asperphenamate,	benzomalvin	B	
and	C,	cytochalasin	E	and	WIN	66306,	compounds	previously	
reported from other Aspergillus	species.

 Colour illustrations.	Woodland	near	Nanango,	Queensland,	dominated	
by Eucalyptus species showing undisturbed soil from which A. nanangensis 
was	collected.	Colonies	grown	on	CYA	(left)	and	MEA	(right)	for	7	d	at	25	°C;	
fruiting	structures	and	conidia.	Scale	bars	=	10	µm	(fruiting	structures)	and	
5	µm	(conidia).

John	I.	Pitt,	Heather	J.	Lacey	&	Ernest	Lacey,	Microbial	Screening	Technologies,	28	Percival	Rd,	Smithfield,	NSW	2164,	Australia;	
e-mail: jipitt@microbialscreening.com,	hlacey@microbialscreening.com	&	elacey@microbialscreening.com

Cameron	L.M.	Gilchrist	&	Yit-Heng	Chooi,	School	of	Chemistry	and	Biochemistry,	University	of	Western	Australia,	Perth,	WA	6009,	Australia;	
e-mail:	cameron.gilchrist@research.uwa.edu.au	&	yitheng.chooi@uwa.edu.au

A maximum likelihood tree inferred from the combined ITS, BenA, CaM 
and RPB2	sequences	of	taxa	within	Aspergillus	sect.	Jani.	The	combined	
sequence	 alignment	was	 partitioned	 by	marker;	 substitution	models	 for	
each partition were chosen according to the Bayesian Information Criteria 
using	ModelTest-NG	v.	0.1.6	(Darriba	et	al.	2020).	The	TPM2uf+G4	model	
was	used	for	ITS	sequences,	K80+I+G4	for	BenA,	TrNef+G4	for	CaM and 
RPB2.	The	tree	was	constructed	using	RAxML-NG	v.	0.9.0	(Kozlov	et	al.	
2019).	Bootstrap	support	values	are	derived	from	1	000	bootstrap	replicates.	
Alignment	available	in	TreeBASE	(study	S25916).
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